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Turntable Range
1400
2100

2800
2802

2200C

Debut

2500

Art

Acoustic Signature
Acuhorn
AirTight
Aura " Note"
Basis PSTT Cables
®

Basis
Boston Audio
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
Luxman
Harmonix
King Sound
Melody
Mundorf
Neeper Acoustics
RCM
Reimyo

Please Note: Basis Vector tonearm sold separately.

Basis 2200 Turntable

Sound Mechanics
Stello
WLM

En BASIS AUDIO

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.

ASIE

Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

© 2006

selectaudio

vvwvv.basisaudio.com
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hi-fi news
recommends

hi-finews
EDITOR'S
CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology

hi-finews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT
Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands

hi-fi news
HIGHLY

COMMENDED

C

the wealth of legislation
already weighing heavily
on the resources of home
entertainment manufacturers.
We all have arole to play,
so while we add afew inches
of extra lagging in the loft
and switch to energy-saving
lightbulbs, perhaps that next
amplifier upgrade should include
one or two Class Ddesigns on
the shortlist. These most elegant
of products are put under the
spotlight in our group test,
starting on p34.
Traditionally viewed with
suspicion by diehard audiophiles,

limate change.
Whether you've
acknowledged the
scientific evidence
or belong to the lunatic fringe
that believes it's all part of some
global conspiracy, nobody can
afford to ignore it. Not least
because the UK government
has set atarget for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions by
almost one third by 2020, while
the EU commission has set a
Europe-wide target of 20%.
The CBI has already stated
that neither target is realistic,
despite the incentive for industry

THE EXPERT PANEL
has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.
HiFi News

'How long before power-hungry
electronics come under the gaze of
the treasury er, environment agency? •
to develop more energy
efficient technologies. But the
ecotrain is already rumbling
down the tracks. Just as our cars
are now taxed on the basis of
their on-going carbon footprint,
how long before power-hungry
consumer electronics come
under the gaze of the treasury
—sorry — environment agency?
Far-fetched? Arguably not
when, as our Investigation
reveals on p102, we consider

Class Damplifiers have evolved in
leaps and bounds in recent years,
as we discuss on p85. At this
stage I
would hesitate to predict
that some day 'all amplifiers
will be made this way', but the
move away from 'gass-guzzling'
products will be an inevitable
consequence of our tackling EU
targets for reduced emissions in
the years ahead.

RICHARD STEVENSON •
is HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years. and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
(H's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
BARRY FOX - techno
journalist supreme, BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent
CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Paul Miller, Editor

Great sound or picture and,
ideally, great value - these

THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

are the ingredients of a

Not only does Hi Fi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with

Highly Commended product

audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
the award-winning litter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
In addition to our awards badges, the
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sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at- a- glance ratings on our colour-coded
o

pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power

.
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consumption. See p18 for full details.
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News
New products, events and
'Hi Fi Confidential', including an
'audiophile' digital music client from
Linn and the return of Helius tonearms

12

CES Show Blog Pt 2
Second helpings of new toys and
techno treats from the Las Vegas
CES 2008, with reportage from Ken
Kessler, Paul Miller and David Perry

16

Futuretech
Barry Fox returns to the ongoing
issues surrounding HDMI, and why
some have named it the Highly
Disappointing Multimedia Interface

OPINION & ADVICE
77

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

84

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Paul Miller, Steve Harris and, writing
from the USA, Barry Willis

92

Sound Off
The letters page is the place to air
your comments, ideas and questions
on any audio or video topic. Plus 'Way
Back Then': Wilson Benesch ACT One

FEATURES
68

Hi-fl ® Home
An AV system that got out of control
sees the owner of this month's
readers' system return to
valve- driven two- channel sound

74

Win! AKG headphones
Win apair of AKG K701 headphones in
our exclusive competition

98

Music on DVD
Ken Kessler gives his take on music
programmes from the small screen,
focusing on the unravelling archive of
British TV music such as Whistle Test

102 Investigation: Hi fi vs Earth
Paul Miller examines the challenges
faced by the audio industry as it faces
calls for agreener approach to both
design and manufacturing
106 Movers & Shakers:

Peter McGrath
Steve Harris talks to Peter McGrath,
now sales director at Wilson Audio,
who has spent alifetime in the US
high- end audio scene

138 Classic Kit
Founded in 1869, the Pye company
made telescopes before turning its
sights on audio. John Howes explores
the history of the company known for
its Mozart amplifiers
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
20

Tannoy DC6 T
First test of the floorstanding version
of the Dual Concentric- equipped

24

Revolution Signature DC6. Andy
Whittle enjoys his classical collection
Bel Canto CD 2
David Berriman explores the
possibilities available from this
versatile CD player, with upsampling.
DAC and preamp options on hand

28

Yamaha DSP 211
Eleven channels of amps, 1180 watts
of cinema power, and more HD
badges than you can shake astick at.
Richard Stevenson finds if more really
is more with this 34kg AV amp

34

Group Test: Class D amps
Andrew Harrison listens to Channel
Islands Audio D100, Flying Mole MAS160, NuForce Reference 9V2, Rotel
RB-1092 and Trichord Research D300

44

MSB Technology Power DAC
This 24- bit stereo DiA converter with
DSP filter could be just the tonic for
the tweaker, finds Andrew Harrison

48

Origin Live Resolution Mk 2
Ken Kessler spins up the latest version
of one of OL's top decks, a ' fuss-free'
design in polished piano black finish

52

Aurousal A1 Mk 2
This single- driver speaker is revised,
with more bass. Steve Harris drives the
Al in search of aone-way wonder

56

Grado GS1000
Top- of-the- range headphones from
the open- back breed. Keith Howard
sees if they're top- of-the- class too

59
Aurousal

52

Linn Products

Bel Canto

24

Marantz

06
08, 62

06

Leema was founded with the

Rotel

34

diminuitive Xen speaker. Keith Howard

Boston Acoustics

07

Mordaunt-Short

62

Rountree

11

Channel Islands

34

MSB Technlogy

44

SIM2

11

Flying Mole

34

Musical Fidelity 05, 61

Tannoy

20

Grado

56

NAD

07

Trichord Research 34

Helius

07

NuForce

34

Vivid Audio

11

Klipsch

07

Origin Live

48

VVhest Audio

11

Leema Acoustics

59

Pye

Yamaha

28

138

Leema Acoustics Xero

PSB Speakers

tries its similarly titchy replacement

61

Musical Fidelity 750K
Supercharger the Second, with 50%
more grunt, is fired up by Andy Whittle

62

Super Systems
A Legend with Performance:
Richard Stevenson tries Marantz and
Mordaunt-Short's top kit together
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SCOTTISH HI-FI AND AV SPECIALIST DECLARES THAT VINYL HAS FINALLY MET ITS MATCH
Linn Products has announced the release

100base-T network cabling to the Akurate
DS, with control of the device effected
through ahand-held touchpanel, aPC or

recording catalogue in various formats to

laptop. Its support of UPnP AV 2.0 allows it

download. In January, Linn celebrated its
first year of music downloads from the Linn
Records website (
vvww.linnrecords.com),

network, with digital music files stored

to be controlled by third- party systems.
Multiroom control is facilitated by four

with quality ranging from high-bitrate MP3
(320kb/s), to losslessly-encoded FLAC or

remotely on external hard- disk drives.

RS232 sockets on the unit's rear panel. For

WMA 16-bit/44.1kHz. High- resolution audio

Music can be stored on network attached
storage ( NAS) devices — typically hard disks

local control, auser can utilise asix- button
front panel interface, or use the supplied
luminous remote control handset.

is also offered as lossless FLAC or WMA at

of its latest digital souce component,
the Akurate DS digital stream player. The
company says its designed to deliver
audiophile performance from ahome

equipped with ethernet interfaces — in any
of three popular ' open' standards: FLAC
(Free Lossless Audio Codec), WAV or MP3.
Digital music can be at any bit depth from
16 to 24- bit and at sample frequencies
from 44.1kHz up to 192kHz. From the
remote storage, audio is sent over standard

To connect to the hi-fi system, stereo
RCA and stereo balanced XLR sockets are
provided. The Linn Akurate DS is available
now for £ 3450.
For music material ready to play on the
Akurate DS, Linn now offers much of its

24-bit/96kHz quality.
Price per album is typically £ 8for MP3,
£10 for CD quality and £ 18 for FLAC/WMA
high- resolution, or individual tracks can be
purchased. With no DRM, the files are not
restricted to just one PC or network device.
Linn Products, 0141 307 7777
www.linn.co.uk

PSB FOR A TON

CHORD AND THE SILVER SCREEN

NEW £ 100 BOOKSHELF DESIGN

SHIELDS UP FOR BUDGET LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

From Onatario-based manufacturer
PSB Speakers comes anew entry-level

Significant improvements in

standmount speaker, priced at £ 100.
The Alpha B1 is abass- reflex design
with 5.25in bass driver using a
metallised polypropylene cone, and

performance are promised from
The Chord Company's latest budget
speaker cable, adevelopment of the
entry-level Carnival. The Carnival
SilverScreen uses similar twisted- pair

a0.75in ferrofluid-cooled tweeter
with aluminium dome. Its specs cite a

OFC conductors with polyethylene

response of 65Hz-21kHz (± 3dB), an

over aPVC jacket. The shield is said

impedance of 6ohm and anechoic sensitivity
of 89dB for 2.83V.
Armour Home Electronics, 01279 501111
www.psbspeakers.com

insulation, and adds atwin-foil shield
to lower the noise floor and improve
timing and dynamics. Price is £ 6/m.
The Chord Company, 01980 625700
www.chord.co.uk

HI RES AUDIO FOR FREE
NORWEGIAN RECORD LABEL 2L TRIALS 24- BIT DOWNLOADS
Norwegian record label 2L is currently
offering free samples of music in

2L name. Now, 2L is inviting site visitors
to sample and evaluate extracts from

avariety of high- resolution audio

its catalogue in achoice of formats,

formats. These include stereo 24/96

inviting feedback from listeners.

WAV, surround 5.1 24/48 WAV, and

sample from Mozart's violin concerto

of the same.
Lindberg Lyd AS was founded 15

(KV 218), taken from an SACD release
[right] recorded in DXD. Digital

and in 2001 started producing
complete releases under the

6
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The company is starting with a

FLAC files, with DTS and WMA variants

years ago by Morton Lindberg,
providing services to other labels,

il

eXtreme Definition is aversion of DSD
using 4x the datarate of DSD64.
2L, + 47 22 62 81 10
www.21.no
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MUSICAL FIDELITY A5.5
REVISED INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER INCLUDES USB DIGITAL INPUT
A ' 0.5' name change for Musical
Fidelity's A5 integrated amplifier
sees the addition of aDIA converter

performance further the A5.5 is now
fitted with the latest generation of

suitable for connecting the amplifier

optical feedback protection circuitry,
isolating this safety element fron

to aPC or Mac via aUSB cable.

the main feedback stage. Also

'This allows digital audio from the

changed is the volume control which

computer to be piped directly to the

now tracks with improved channel
balance at very low volume levels,

amplifier, at sample frequencies from
32kHz to 48kHz.
The revised 250W amplifier
row also uses the latest Sanken
output transistors, specified

thanks to improved laser-trimmed
resistors. Price of the new amplifier
is £ 1599, and amatching A5.5 CD
player is due to follow.

to deliver higher current with

Musical Fidelity, 020 8900 2866

increased linearity. To increase sonic

www.musicalfidelity.com

NAD C355
NEW 80-WATT INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

BOSTON ON HORIZON
MULTICOLOUR OPTIONS ON FLOORSTANDERS
Boston Acoustics has announced two new floorstanding
loudspeakers, available in arange of colour finishes. The
HS 450, at £ 469, is atwo-way design with twin 5.25in
woofers and dual passive bass radiators, coupled with a

from NAD Electronics comes anew stereo integrated amplifier, the C355.
It's an 80W design, but in line with NAD's philosophy of allowing more
power headroom, it claims to provide up to 240W of dynamic power into
2ohm with the help of NAD's PowerDrive circuit.
The output stage uses apatented Distortion Canceling Circuit along with
aBEE Clamp ( after designer Beim Erik Edvardsen) in the power supply. Price
of the C355, available in March, will be £ 400.
Armour Home Electronics, 01279 501111
www.nadelectronics.com

lin Kortec soft- dome tweeter. At £ 669 and 1.1m high,
about 10cm taller, is the HS 460 model with twin 6.5in
drivers and two 7in passive radiators. Both Horizon
models include POP, personal option plan, allowing a
customer to tailor the colour finish with replaceable
grilles. Specifications for these speakers include 89dB
sensitivity, 8ohm impedance and frequency response of
around 45Hz-25kHz.
Boston Acoustics UK, 01753 287947
www.bostonacoustics.com

HELIUS RISES AGAIN
SUPER-TONEARM BRAND DEVELOPS NEW OMEGA DESIGN
Renowned tonearm specialist

Designer leffrey Owen later
Helius Designs has unveiled a
turned attention to laser and
new arm, billed as the company's astronomical optics, but has now
most ambitious hi-fi product yet. unveiled : he Omega, available in
Formed in 1982, Helius made its two versions.
name with the Orion arm, later
The Omega Standard, in a
adding the Aureus and Scorpio.
black anodised finish, costs

£1685, while the Omega
Silver Ruby is £ 2380. It uses ruby
bearings and offers achoice of
silver wiring, single strand or
cryo-treated litz-wound.
Angelsound, 01923 352479
www.heliusdesigns.co.uk
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MARANTZ BACK UP TO 11

'LEGEND SERIES' FLAGSHIP CD PLAYER TECHNOLOGY TRICKLES DOWN TO SA- 11S2 STEREO SACD PLAYER
flagship CD/SACD player, the SA- 7S1 [ see

within such as metal film resistors and mica

to reduce internal light reflection. A ' super
ring' toroidal transformer is shielded in its

'Super Systems', p62], Marantz has amore

capacitors, along with Marantz's familiar
HDAM modules, now revised to SA- 2

own copper- plated case, and copper plating
is also used throughout the entire 16kg

specification and used for I/V conversion

casework to improve electrical earthing.
Outside, a5mm-thick aluminium cover and

High precision components are used

Following close behind the company's new

affordable version in the SA- 11S2. Priced at
£2500, the SA- 11S2 also uses apair of NPC
SM5866 mono DAC chips, for conversion of

and within its low-pass filters.
The player's SACDM-1 transport

DSD and PCM from stereo SACD discs and

large shock-absorbing feet are employed to
reduce interference from vib -ation.

regular CD. Selectable digital filters allow a
level of fine-tuning of the player's sound to

mechanism was developed for the SA- 7S1,
and uses a lOmm extruded aluminium case

suit taste and music choice.

and die-cast metal disc tray, specially coated www.marantz.co.uk

Marantz UK, 01753 680868

KLIPSCH EMBRACES THE iPOD
NEW iGROOVE SXT SPEAKER SYSTEM USES MICROTRACTRIX
Long- running horn loudspeaker specialist Klipsch has created aspeaker
system for the iPod, said to offer genuine audiophile credentials.
The iGroove SXT uses MicroTractrix horn- loaded tweeter technology to
augment output from its two 19mm tweeters. Below are two long-throw
2.5in drivers for mid/bass in aported enclosure, and power comes from a
class D amplifier of unspecified output, giving aclaimed maximum SPL of
90dB at lm. A 30- pin dock connector works with most recent iPods, or any
portable can be connected via a3.5mm plug. Recommended price is £ 99.
TNS Distribution, 0845 0822454
www.klipsch.com

,
ILLUMINAIRE AMBIENCE
BACKLIGHTING TO ADJUST VIEWING MOOD
US- based Illuminaire Corporation has launched an
ambient lighting system for flat- panel displays. Its
discreet coloured illumination places wide-dispersal
LEDs behind aplasma, LCD screen or other home
entertainment unit, with millions of colours available
to the user via remote control.
As well as achange of colour, the remote also
allows adjustment of brightness and the selection
between seven favourite colours stored by the user.
A ' breathe' mode creates aslow fade-in and fade-out
effect on afixed colour, plus night and sleep modes.
Prices start at £ 19.99 for a 14in single colour bar
(blue or white) to fit ascreen size of 17-32in, up
to £ 169.99 for afull colour home theatre lighting
system. This package includes two 23in solid-state
LED bars (suitable for screen sizes 32-60in) with Full
Spectral Colour and a24V Powerpack that allows two
extra bars to be connected by an expansion port.
lxos UK, 01844 219 000
www.illuminaire.com
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WEB KILLS THE RADIO STAR?
CHANGES IN RADIO LISTENING HABITS
The way people listen to radio is
undergoing dramatic changes of
late. A recent poll commissioned

mobile phones, up from 15% in 2006
to 25% in 2007. Wi-Fi radios, such
as the new brick-shaped Revo Bilk

by the industry's audience research
body Rajar found that more than 12

at under £ 100 allow you to access
8000 stations and stream them to a

million people have listened to the
radio online. Similarly, there has been

PC wirelessly. It also has an FM tuner,

amarked increase in the number
of people listening to radio on their

MP3 player connectivity and can
stream music from your PC.
www.raja.co.uk

REACH FOR THE STARS

Even the most fabulous homes can be improved upon when it comes to
the enjoyment of music.
Treat yourself to the ultimate:
Turn your living room into an opera house, acathedral, ajazz club or
into anything your heart desires ‘,./ ith the unique omnidirectional MBL
music systems.
You won't believe what you have been missing.

'
i•nrra,
orin

r

MBL 101 Speakers, 9008 Power Amps, 6010 Pre Amp, 1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

HOME IMPROVEMENT

idr
Proudly presented by
SOUND VENTURE
High-End Audio Systems
T: 01483-284 555
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales©soundventure.co.uk

Hear the difference
MBL systems are extremely fast and dynamic. They provide aspacious and crisp sound stage, while sounding very neutral.
The tremendous power of our amplifiers in combination with our
spectacular Radialstrahler speakers bring real life into your living
room.
Sound Venture provides home demonstrations and bespoke interior design solutions for your listening room or home cinema.

for the love of music...

M-150 mono power amplifier

. •

CRONOS integrated amplifier

Rogu9 Audio
Valve electronics of real
audiophile quality at very
affordable prices
STEREO 90 power amplifier

Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Musc Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas • conrad-johnson • Esopower
finite elemente • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab • McCormack • Muse Electronics
Rogue Audio • Tri Planar • Zanden Audio
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

SIM2 D8OE
HI-DEF DIP PROJECTOR GETS ` E' UPGRADE

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

A new version of the D80 projector includes
BrilliantColor enhancement and aUnishape dynamic

floor after seeing the KEF Muon,

lamp system to enhance performance, bringing it closer

a £ 70,000 aluminium sculptured

to the HT3000E. Priced at £ 4500, the D8OE can take

loudspeaker, and then the
£11,000 B&W Signature Diamond,

1080p inputs, or upscale SD to HD resolutions.
SIM2 has also announced it will be working with
Dolby Laboratories to develop
high dynamic ( HDR)
LCD screens, promising
dramatically enhanced
contrast and brightness
SIM2 UK, 01825
750850
www.sim2.co.uk

GO VVHEST
PHONO STAGE WITH ' REFERENCE' QUALITY

pair of giant six-foot pendants,
the G1 Giya from Vivid Audio has
adistinctive curved appearance
and sports two 12in side-firing
bass units plus afurther three
mid and HF drivers at the front.
The whole is encapsulated in cast

REF V ' reference' design. Priced at £ 1499, the PS.30R

allow you to hang them from the

to achieve very low noise performance. It uses ahybrid
passive/active RIM filter, and alow- impedance output
stage with discrete components. including Vishay metal
film resistors and polypropylene capacitors.
Meanwhile, the pending MC REF Vwill be a

HI- F1

GOSSIP

catching Nautilus speaker) comes
up with another iconic piece of
artwork. Looking more like a

PS.30R is using technology from aforthcoming MC
promises to set anew standard at the sub-£ 2500 level,
and employs a ' buried discrete' differential input stage

LATEST

so ex-B&W designer Lawrence
Dickie (famous for the eye-

polymeric moulded architecture
with aspherical motif at the top
to cancel standing waves.., and

Replacing the company's PS.20 phono stage, the new

THE

Just as Ipicked myself off the

ABOVE: But where's the remote?
The author enjoys Aquavison's TV
Rountree Acoustics claims
conventional speaker drivers that
face forward are actually working
al right angles to what's needed,
so the OmniMon bass/mid driver
is bolted to arigid steel pole to
couple it directly to adamped

'Claron's DVD player has just
passed rigorous tests at NASA'
ceiling. If your house can support
the 154Ib weight.

floor plirth ( asandwich of
25mm stainless steel and 10mm
aluminium). The second driver

dual- mono design spanning two boxes. It's due out
early this year for aprice of around £ 5000.

SWEET STUFF

is atransformer- coupled ribbon

VVhest Audio, 020 8978 7047

With aname like Rountree you

facing front, providing focused

www.whestaudio.co.uk

would imagine this Cambridgebased loudspeaker manufacturer

monopolar output for the higher
frequencies. The box itself is a
low mass affair weighing only

would produce sweet-sounding
music. The new brand claims 25

B&O FOR ASTON MARTIN
OUT WITH THE LINN, BANG FOR THE NEW
Danish lifestyle home entertainment brand Bang &
Olufsen and prestige car marque Aston Martin have

years went into designing what it

41b, designed to give asmall
sonic footprint, and is used in a

believes to be the best approach

transmission- line configuration.

for music reproduction in the
home. The OmniMon Model 1
is an unusual omnidirectional
design: amodified ScanSpeak
Revelator is sat at the top of
the cabinet firing downwards.

CLARION CALL
Clarion, famous for in- car kit, has
set its sights on higher things. Its
latest multimedia centre and six.

announced acreative and strategic partnership. The
legendary car manufacturer was working with Linn

disc DVD player have just passed
rigorous tests at NASA and are due
to blast off to the International

Products until early last year, when the Scottish hi-fi

Space Station. I'm told its

brand restructured itself 'to focus on its core business
of making great sounding hi-fi products'.

well in your Renault Espace.

www.bang-olufsen.com
www.astonmartin.com

announce the world's biggest

RX935VD/VCZ625 will work equally
Finally, Aquavision is proud to
waterproof television, designed for
the executive's bathroom with its
massive 57in screen. This 1080p
AVF 57-4LCD seems abit of overkill

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...

when one is supposed to be
concentrating on washing rather
than watching! Iguess if you like
your toes turning into prunes then

15-16 MARCH Salon Hi Fi, Sofitel, Sévres, Paris, France
www.spat.frihifi
3-8 APRIL
10-13 APRIL
24-27 APRIL

Festival Son Image - 2008 Edition, Shera:on
Centre, Montreal vvwvv.fsiexpo.com
HDi Show 2008, International Exhibition
Center, Moscow, Russia wwvv.hifishow.ru
High End 2008, MOC, Munich, Germany
www.highendsociety.de

you'll stay put in the water for the
whole of the Eastenders omnibus.
There's even awaterproof remote
control in case you get bored and
ABOVE: Rountree Omni speaker

need something to play with. (.')
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology
1. Transrotor joins Clearaudio
and Continuum in the

CES
VEGAS
2008
Report by Paul Miller, Ken Kessler
and David Perry

cost- no-object turntable stakes
with the Artus. Priced in the USA
at S155,000, it boasts contactfree magnetic drive and gimbal
suspension of the deck itself
2. So you think vinyl is cool? A
number of rooms were seen
using Tim De Paravicini-modified
Technics 1500 half-track
open- reels, which makes sense
given that anew source is
releasing classic jazz titles on
open- reel tape... at 5200 a
pop. And in the Nagra room

\N

in the Mirage, you could hear
eleft the greatest consumer
electronics show on Earth with

unreleased live material recorded
at the Montreux Jazz Festivals!

nearly 1000 photographs of
the new, the ' must have' and

3. Air Tight's new MSM-1 Micro

the faintly bizarre. In this final collection of

Studio Monitor, aka 'The Bonsai',

memories - some slated to appear in your

is one of the cutest speakers

favourite magazine through 2008 - we'll leave

launched in years. This baby

you to decide which is which!

stands only 24.5cm tall! Inside
is a 10cm full- range driver
delivering 70-20kHz frequency
coverage, and it goes loud
enough to, well, defy belief. US
price is said to be around S2000,
which may seem high for a
'supermini', but they're dazzling
4. The adorable Eveanna Manley
has uprated the popular Stingray
to Mk Il status, the changes
including - no surprises here,
given her obsession with Things
Apple - an iPod dock and remote
control handset
5. Not content with selling the
bargain- priced PrimaLuna valve
amps, Herman Van Den Dungen
has launched avalue-conscious
line of solid-state gear called
HeDo. Models include the HeDo
One 80W/ch integrated amp,
HeDo Two 200W integrated,
HeDo Three preamp and HeDo
Four power amplifier

12
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1. Jeff Rowland unveiled the
super-desirable Continuum
Integrated Amplifier,
producing either 2x250W
or 2x500W. Details include
balanced and unbalanced
inputs and outputs, and a
chassis measuring amere
135x394x380mm ( hwd)
2. Perfect8 Technologies'
The Force is described as a
monopole below 30Hz and
adipole line source above
120Hz, the upper frequencies
handled by a 1600mm-long
ribbon tweeter. Bass? How
about eight 7in mid- bass
drivers per side, as well as two
12in woofers — but you could
use up to eightl
3. Not everyone has written
off SACO: here's Cary's CD306
SACO player
4. Massively over-engineered,
the Boulder 1021 Disc Player
is part of anew generation
of CD spinners that takes the
data off the disc and processes
it before playing it back. The
gorgeous, hi res display can
offer up the information from
pre- loaded playlists
5. Bubble Bee sneaks in to
stealthily check-out Dolby's
booth — 'til someone noticed!
6. Thin was in but Pioneer
took the theme to crazy levels
with this 50in Kuro plasma
at just 9mm deep! Expect to
see it with Pioneer's ' extreme
contrast' technology in 2009 G,

APRIL 2008
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NEWS
First sight of •-iew products & technollogy

1. Panasonic greets its
competitors at CES, nay, the
world, with a ' mine's still
bigger than yours' 150in
quad- HD plasma TV, sporting
a4096x2160 resolution. The
image quality is impressive as,
we suspect, is the size of its
carbon footprint
2. When Sonus faber's Cesare
Bevilacqua [ left in picture]
turned up in the Audio
Research room, we thought
it was to check up on the
Guarneris. He asked if we'd
take ashot of him with ARC's
Terry Dorn. Okay, happy snaps
for the photo album; but when
we got back to the UK, the
announcement was made that
the Italian investment company
behind Sonus faber now owns
Audio Research! For KK, this is a
match made in heaven.
Or Vicenza...
3. Cary's CAD120S power
amp delivers 2x1 20W and it's
switchable from ultra- linear to
triode operation
4. BA Labs showed the BP- 1
Mk II power amp, delivering
amighty 2x500W. Novel

of electronics, the latter offering arefreshing take

features include atwin vertical

on faceplate design. The stack, which includes two-

Power meter that glows blue

and three-channel amps, is topped with the SC- 1

;n proportion to the output

System Controller which provides both an active

and six steps of attenuation for

crossover and acoustic room correction

system matching
6. Wilson Audio launched the fridge-sized Thor's
5. Wisdom Audio arrived with

Hammer subwoofer. the innards include 15in

new Sage series including both

woofers that cover 15-70Hz — enough to deal with

planar speakers and asexy line

any bass information ahome theatre car throw at it

14
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Martin Logan ' Purity'
Fully powered with abuilt-in high- resolution
200 watt amplifier, Purity directly connects
to amyriad of sources— from personal
media players and flat screen televisions
to computers and receivers—to provide an
unparalleled sonic performance in all home
theatre and 2- channel applications.
Plug an iPod .1
ïdirectly into the Purity
and prepare to be impressed.

Krell ' KID'
(Krell Interface Dock)
KID is targeted toward the owners of high.
end audio systems and music enthusiasts
alike. It is the first product of its kind to
utilise the fully differential output of the
internal DAC for iPodli, devices— unaltered
or modified— to deliver maximum sonic
performance from this portable media.
Just connect the KID to your existing
Hi Fi or active loudspeakers, then connect
your iPod to the KID and away you go.
Using the KID, music on an iPod finally
becomes aviable source for quickly
accessing and enjoying many hours of
music - at the touch of ofew buttons.

Child's Play
Take 1xApple iPod

, 1 x Krell

KID,

1xMartin Logan Purity ( Pair) and bring them
together for asystem that is simple, elegant,
sleek, beautiful and musically astounding.
Building the ultimate lifestyle system—
really is child's play now...

Oxford Audio Consultants
Canto), House Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD

Tel: 01865 790 879, Fax: 0'865 791 665
info@oxforda-dio co.uk, www.oxfordaudio.cc.uk

NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

CORE VALUES

Chances are that the next bit of kit you buy will come with an HDMI socket. As moves are made

to standardise this rapidly evolving format, Barry Fox asks how these standards will be enforced

W

hile high- profile press conferences at
CES 2008 promoted high-definition disc
and displays as the answer to mankind's

NOT ALL HDMI CABLES ARE THE SAME The Monster IMante 1« HMI

dreams, alower- key event tackled the
connection system on which HD displays depend

>1.65 Gbps • 720p/10801, 50114 SW
ND Set-Top box

-HDMI, which is now dubbed the Highly Disappointing
Multimedia Interface by some sectors of the trade.
Steve Venuti, HDMI Licensing's VP Marketing,

>3.71 Ups • 1080p, 50fiz, Mgt
81u- ray Diu or HD DUD Player
>$.57 Om • 10110p, 50114,12-bit
PlayStation 3

proudly announced that there are now 758 ' adopters'
-companies making HDMI products. At the current rate
of adoption 229 million HDMI-enabled devices will ship

>7.43 Gbps • 10110p, 100Nz, 0-bit
Advanced ND Sources
\__ > 11.14 Ups • 1080p, 100114 12-bit
Future Gestate's' HD Composseots

in 2008, with 1billion HDMI devices in use by 2010.
Although HDMI began as away to connect consumer

BELOW:
Monster
was the first
company to
offer an HDMI
labelling
scheme

HD boxes to HDTV screens, it is already in cameras and
camcorders and by 2010 HDMI will be in 40% of all PCs.
'HDMI is coming soon to mobile phones,' says Venuti.

ABOVE: The Monster system aims to help consumers

'HDMI builds the pipe and implementations follow.

and fixes. We are also working on new branding
guidelines to address customer confusion.'
Both Venuti and Chard then admitted the root of
the problem HDMI Licensing has created: 'The HDMI

HDMI has now moved from being nice to have, to must
have. And HDMI is constantly evolving.'

NOT MANDATORY
The problem is that some features of the evolving
standard are optional rather than mandatory. One
result of Monster's new HDMI labelling scheme is that

'At the current rate of adoption, 1billion
HDMI devices will be in use by 2010'
HDMI Licensing is now - belatedly - promising help for
confused consumers and dealers [' Futuretech' Jan ' 08].
HDMI President Les Chard rejected the suggestion
that this is like slamming stable doors long after the

choose HDMI cables appropriate to their needs

versions do not mandate functions, they are optional.
The name Ver 1.3 is being used very broadly and it
can lead to confusion in the market. From October
2007 it was no longer feasible to just say 1.3. You
cannot now use just the version number to brand
aproduct. You must now also name the functions
supported, and there are also now standard names
like Deep Color, x.v Color and High Speed for cables
that support 1080p and Standard for 1080i.'
There is currently a 12- month grace period in
which manufacturers can continue to sell misleadingly
labelled product.
'But in October 2008 the switch is turned on and

horses have bolted, and very different from the way
Dolby handles licensing.

the guidelines are mandated. They will ensure that
consumers get areal improvement in performance

'When people say that, Iask what exactly do
consumers get from Dolby,' Chard responded.

when they buy abranded product.'

But the history of audio tells how factories making Dolby
tape decks were very worried when the man from Dolby

KEY QUESTION

came to call to check on quality control, and threaten
licence revocation and loss of permission to use the allimportant Dolby trade mark.
Said Venuti: 'We are working on aUnified CEC,

So the key question is on enforcement: what will
happen if manufacturers don't comply after October
20087 HDMI's President Les Chard confirms: 'We will
go and knock on their door. If necessary we could
terminate. But in general manufacturers want to do

Consumer Electronic Control, logo. We don't yet have

the right thing. If they don't the retailer won't take

alogo for CEC remote control. A lot of manufacturers

their products. We prefer to be constructive but if

have their own labelling. It's very confusing for

necessary, yes, we will terminate.'

consumers. We hope to announce something soon. The

Chard also confirms that HDMI is aware of
mechanical issues with heavy cables breaking plugs.

CEC logo will define abasic feature set. All the brands
from Panasonic, Sony, Samsung are CEC plus more. The
original CEC was from Philips. That's why we need a
brand logo.
'There is now HDCP compatibility testing. The

16

Pipe

Monster Advanced for HDMI Maximum Bandwidth
HD performance, 1080p and Beyond
0.74 64« snit sm. , *

'We are looking for asolution. A lot of it has been an
education issue. Some plugs and sockets were slightly
out of spec. We are working on alatching connector.
But it must be backwards compatible with existing
port sockets, and when there are several closely

specification was set in summer 2006 but the test
guidelines did not exist. Last year we started setting up

spaced ports. The CE companies told us initially

Interoperability Workgroups - with experts in the HDMI
ecosystem. They will be proactive and identify problems

that they didn't want alatch because it made CE
equipment look like acomputer.'
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"By decoupling
system performance
from mains quality,
it guarantees best
sound quality at all
times. All told:
a bargain."
Keith Howard
Hi Fi News, Feb 2008

V

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the lull power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £ 799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £ 799

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

eAWARD

a)WINNNER Ram
I.1. UNDER £1000
"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail. "

Absolute Sound. March 2007

ImageXpenence. March 2007

"The Reference Pholo."
'The PS Audio is an outstanding design. It gets more
from LP than anything I've heard to date. "
Chnstopher Breung, HI-FI News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.

HFN/SAS/Mar/08
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WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK..
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magazine in the world. Each month we
offer aclear evaluation of all types of
audio equipment — two-channel audio
from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
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DIRECT ACCESS
Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:

e

SOUND QUALITY...

conducted and written by our Consultant
Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
developed by HiFi News' Editor,
Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
also the only magazine to offer its full test
report data online. Log onto
www.hifinews.co.uk and follow the links
to obtain free downloads.
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Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic rolloff ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the ' digital' distortions (3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.

(2)

24
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This specific 3D or ' waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a frkik
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both lkHz (black trace
or infill) and 20kHz (blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, IOW/Rohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a co player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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PICTURE QUALITY...

HiFi News is also in the unique position
of offering similarly in-depth testing of

Our speaker Lab Reports are all
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the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
subwoofers and headphones.

advanced display technologies, whether
plasma, DLP or D- ILA.
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DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting

home cinema products including DVD
players, AV receivers and processors plus
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HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi

NIA44,041.4.
One 4.4,4 penum4n
0.11x011.1•0.0%

Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
co/ovo/universal player or AV processor
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.
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Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between E1001- E3000 and red for the
rarified high- end at E3000+.

TESTED THIS MONTH...

34 Group test: Five Class D amps from £ 1200-£2400

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast.
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

20 Tannoy Revolution speaker
Ir

24 Bel Canto CD 2 CD player

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

This slice of the pie is verystraightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while amultichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and I-IDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.
e0IFFrire•vir.
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75%
48 Origin Live Resolution Mk 2

ge.wie

BUILD

c. ECONOMY RATING

(9
K1;

Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's alittleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning.
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like abrick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%.
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

56 Grado GS1000 headphones

59 Leema Xero speaker

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Curved Concentric
TANNOY REVOLUTION SIGNATURE DC6 T

1000)

Tannoy's familiar Dual Concentric driver finds anew home in the
company's latest Revolution Signature range with curved cabinets

hi-fi news
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Tested by Andy Whittle

T

he latest range from Tannoy is the new
Revolution Signature series, acomprehensive
line of speakers that can be configured to
make up afull AV system, minus an active

sub. Alternatively the front pairs alone can be used
separately in ahigh- quality two- channel system.
Under scrutiny here is the DC6 T, an elegant
three-way floorstander, employing twin six-inch woofers
with edgewound coils. A pair will cost you E1000 in
either of the light oak or espresso finishes available. The
top unit has a25mm titanium tweeter dome with a
'tulip' waveguide in adual- concentric configuration, and
all drive units are shielded to prevent their interference
with traditional- style CRT TVs.
Common to the rest of the range, the DC6 Toffers
anumber of novel solutions to some age-old problems.
First up is the grille frame fixing; held in place here by
magnets hidden under the veneered front baffle and
within the grille frame itself, aparticularly neat and
well-executed solution. Next up, cabinet coloration
and internal standing wave issues are dealt with by the
contoured, trapezoidal cabinet and choice of cabinet
materials. Tannoy's proprietary constant directivity Dual
Concentric drive unit is called up for service [ see boxout,
below] and there's an option for driver earthing.

ob

SENSITIVE SOUNDS

Wired in to my resident system - Voyd Valdi/SME

Two-way
floorstanding
loudspeaker with
Dual Concentric
main driver
Price: £ 1000

309/Audio Note IQ3, Exposure 2010 CD player, Audio
Note M3 preamp, and Audio Innovations Second Audio

Made by:
Tannoy Ltd

monoblocks - the DC6 Ts were given afour-day burn- in
before the time came to spin some coasters. At kick-off

Telephone:
01236 420199

time, what better than The Eagles' Greatest Hits [
Asylum
7559-60511-2] for some aural stimulation?

Web: www.
tannoy.com

From track one, 'Take It Easy', the first thing to grab

ABOVE: The Tannoy Revolution Signature DC6 Tincludes
an extra binding post for earthing the speaker's drive
units' chassis, sited below the usual bi-wire terminals
the high sensit.vity adding awelcome dimension
to the overall musical message. And, thanks to the
constant directivity of the Dual Concentric tweeter,
vocals appeared with arock- solid central image. The
Tannoys did not dig particularly deep in terms of detail,
preferring to play more on its sensitivity card. That's to
say that it preferred to sacrifice some detail rather than
dissect recordings in aforensic manner. Presentation of
the mid was in character with the bass, that is, verging

me was the level as these Tannoys are considerably

on the dry side. While the perspective of depth was

more sensitive than my SnelIs - no mean feat.
Admittedly the bass is not as extended, but in relation

was slightly lacking, resulting in aflatter soundstage

considered reasonable, the overall sense of ' acoustic'

to the cabinet volume, overall sensitivity is impressive.
So what of the bass? Bass lines were taut and kept
good time, sitting just in front of the drum kit, offering
arobust platform for the mid and vocals.
Here we move to what Ibelieve is this speaker's
forté, the midrange and in particular its handling
of dynamics. Guitar riffs, soaring vocals and cymbal
crashes sounded totally free of any compression,
effectively stopping and starting on asixpence,

'Here we move to what I
believe is its forté, midrange
and its handling of dynamics'
presentation than one would have expected. Removing
the grilles helped alleviate this, as did the connection
of the separate drive unit earthing terminal.

HEARD OVER THE TANNOY...
Tannoy was founded in south London in the early

MIDRANGE MARRIAGE

1930s, and originally known as the Tulsemere

Following aclose second to the dynamics was the
top, or high frequency, performance. Initially the top

Manufacturing Company. The Tannoy name was
actually derived from the tantalum alloy used in
the rectifiers developed by Tulsemere. Tannoy is
now based in Coatbridge, Scotland and is part of

appeared to be lacking, certainly in terms of space and
air, as with the mid. However, after listening for it, it
was there, superbly integrated and married to the mid

the Danish TC group.

in aseemingly seamless fashion. It's difficult to imagine

Tannoy subsequently became famous for its
Dual Concentric drive units, where the tweeter is

aconventional dome tweeter keeping up with the pace

positioned behind the main driver, radiating co-

and speed ot the rest of the system, not to mention the
additional benefit of imaging and depth. Spurred on

incidentally through its centre to give the effect
of apoint source. Gainfully employed in the new
Revolution Signature series, the latest version of

by such adynamic performance, it was time for some
c.assic rock in tie form of UFO's Obsession [
Chrysalis
07243 5 21310 20], with ' Pack It Up and Go'.

Tannoy's Dual Concentric drive unit now uses a
'WideBand' titanium tweeter dome for extended
HF response with a 'Tulip WaveGuide'.

The drum kick intro was dry and tight with agreat
sense of energy, and the hi- hats had arewarding
sheen. Phil Mogg's vocals showed good phrasing and,
surprisingly, the limitatiors in his range as he struggled
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Used Listing
Our list changes daily, so please visit
web site for latest up-to-date list.
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DIGITAL
Ah! Nioe Tjoeb 4000 If 1050
Krell (PS 20 i/L 12503)
McIntosh MCD201, CD/SA,[) (£ 3400)
Musical Fidelity KW •250S (£4999)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAL and Transport ( 140001
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive CD player 1140001
Stello CDA 220 duc aCDT 200 cd transport
Wadia 302 CD playec silver (13995)

NEW

AMPLIFIERS

Marantz

Premier Series
The
Premier
NEWSeries,
Legendary
but costs
Series
incredibly,
is based on
half
the
the price!
Consisting of aPre-amplifier, Poweramplifier and CDISACD Player, each is
beautifully built and delivers asonic

For the latest news and special offers - sign-up to the FREE shadow audio weekly newsletter (visit shadow audio home page)

performance that is simply astounding.
Marantz is really raising the performance

... itwas the combination
of SC-1151 and the SA-11S2
that Ifound utterly beguiling.
There is something very
special about these two linelevel components."
4‘

bar with the Premier Series - competition
take note!

1399
£2495
£2695
£2995
£2895
£2295
£1495
£2750

Alvin Gold, HFC March

Accuphase E408 Integrated 15000)
Anatek CM 0.5 pre amp If 1400)
Audio Zone AMP 1dual mono integrated ( 11595)
Auclionet SAM V2 Integrated (£2400)
Bel Canto 5300i Integrated (£ 1799)
Cairn 4810 Integrated 1027001
Copland CTA 520 stereo power amp (£ 1900)
Eastern Electric Minimax Power Amp 11 995)
Flying Mole PASI Digital Pre (£999)
Gamut D200 Mk11£3500)
KR Audio Products 84320 Power Amplifier
Krell Parn 1dual monoiprcamp
McIntosh MA6500 integrated amplifier (£4850)
McIntosh C2200 prel£4850)
Meridian GO2 balanced dual mono preamp
Musical Fidelity AS PretE1499)
Musical Fidelity 550K Supercharger (£2998)
Papworth TVA-8Class aintegrated (£21)30)
Qinpu A1.0x Integrated (1300)
Qinpu A-8000 MK II Integrated (f1295)
TacT SDAi 2175 (11245)

£3495
£795
£295
£1295
£1495
£1295
£1195
£649
£595
£1395
£1495
£295
£1995
f3695
£995
£795
£1995
£1195
£230
1795
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy All Classic ( f845)
Acoustic Zen Adagio Loucspeakers (£3995)
ART Emotion Monitor 114000)
ART Loudspeakers Exprescion V6 ( f3500)
AVI Pro Nine Plus Standmoint Speakers (£890)
Dali Helicon 400 (£ 2995)
JAS Audio - Plato Referente(113995)
JAS Audio Orior ( 123E10)
JAS Audio Otra ( 11399)
JAS Audio - Supertsveeters *649)
Leema Acoustics Xone (£2245)
Monitor Audio GR20 (115001
Monitor Audio G5601E20001
PMC FB1 + 1E1695)
PMC GB IExdem
Soundlab Millennium M3 flectrostatics(£8995)

£650
£2795
£3250
£1995
£695
£2250
£9995
£1495
E1095
£449
£1695
£795
£1395
£1095
£795
£2795

ANALOGUE
Origin Live Aurora Mk) T.Tabie+ Origin Live Silver tonearm
Pro-Ject Experienceltfack* I17501
SME 20/2A (f6300)

£995
£495
£4495

M1SC
Hovland Reference Speaker- Cable If 12001
Isotek Nova ( 11750)
Isotek Gil Minisub ( 1545)
Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable (£695)
Nordost Thor Mains Conditioner ( 11600)

(NEW) ATC - EL 150 SIP
ATC have just launched this incredible new
loudspeaker. If you want the best - you have
just found it!
Highlights include:
-ATC SM-150s Soft Dome Mid driver
-ATC Super Linear 375mm Bass driver
-Massive hand made motor assembly
-Wide dispersion for perfect imaging
-Cabinet designed to eliminate edge
diffraction and internal resonance

£795
£1295
1399
£349
£1095

(Musical Fidelity - Coming Soon)

Al Integrated Amplifier &
CD PRO 2
The Al Integrated Amplifier will be available
from mid April 2008.
The matching Al CD PRO 2uses the Philips
CD PRO 2top loading mechanism ( generally

NEW to Shadow - Creek
Creek deliver ahigh quality, yet affordable range
of superb amplifiers, tuners and CD products.
Value for money is at the core of the company's
thinking and Shadow are very pleased to be able
to nowioffer this brand to customers.

regarded as the best in the world), and has state
of the art electronics. The Al CD PRO 2will be
available late May 2008.

-Original owner, lifetime guarantee

Together they sound incredible, and better

-Any veneer to order

still make aperfect driving system for

-Featured veneer: burr magnolia.

Superchargers. Call Shadow for more details.

Specialist Brands include:
Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, Ay), Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables, Creek, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Eleurc

Epos, GamuT, Hovland,

Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Music Tools, Nordcs:, Opera, Origin Live, Pathos,
PMC, Project, Resolution Audio, Shanling, SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AQ, VPI, Wadia, Wilson Benesch and mazy more.
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TANNCIY
REVOLUTION SIGNATURE DC6 T £ 1000

LAB

The rigid cast alloy chassis
includes an earthing terminal
while the neodymium treble
magnet lies concentrically within
the main ( LF) motor assembly

Concentric driver, with an additional bass driver below

TYPE1618 DC6T

to keep up with Schenker's acrobatics on lead guitar.

CLASSICAL SENSIBILITIES
So much for the rock scene: it was time for some
classical to check out the timbrai accuracy of the
DC6 Ts, so on went Strauss' Death and Transfiguration
[DG 439 467-2]. The intro built softly with tympani
and strings interplaying and Imust admit that after the
rock ' n' roll presentation Iwas expecting something
'full- on'. Instead Iwas pleasantly surprised by the
delicacy of the strings and sweetness of tone from the
violins. The ebb and flow of the orchestra was easily
captured and portrayed by the Tannoys. Indeed they
seemed even better suited to classical than rock and
pop. In this instance the dynamic capabilities of the
Tannoys, coupled with the lack of any high-frequency
irregularities, resulted in afirst-rate performance.
Suitably inspired, in went Tchaikovsky's Symphony
4 in Fminor Op.36 [ Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra,
CHAN 8316]. This is adelightful rendition, dramatic,

Tannoy's 2nd order LF11storder HF
crossover network includes aMAT
(differential material technologies)
mastic over potentially microphonic
components, such as the HF capacitor

1111111111111'

This track certainly blew out the cobwebs and the
Tannoys were more than up to it. A rock solid Image,
thanks to the excellent dispersion, enabled the Tannoys
to drive the room to high levels, while staying in control
where lesser speakers would fall apart.

Tannoy specifies amixed-fibre
paper-pulp cone material to
provide agood trade-off between
cone stiffness and damping

»I/ 21[110

ABOVE: The DC6 Tuses Tannoy's well-established Dual

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Tannoys usually have above average
sensitivity and the DC6 Tis no different,
our measured 89dB coinciding exactly with
the specified figure. In part this is achieved
through reduced impedance, the DC6 T's
3.1ohm minimum modulus suggesting a
4ohm nominal rating rather than Tannoy's
wishful thinking 8ohm figure. Impedance
phase angles are sufficiently high for
the minimum EPDR ( equivalent peak
dissipation resistance) to drop as low as
1.8ohm at 90Hz, which confirms that the
DC6T is afairly challenging load to drive.
On-axis frequency response errors
are on the high side at ±7.0 and ± 6.8dB
respectively because while the overall
trend is flat the responses are especially
uneven, particularly above 8kHz. Despite
this the pair matching is good, though,
at ± 1.4dB. The cumulative spectral
decay waterfall shows that acouple of

the high frequency peaks are associated
with resonant ridges, but these are quite
quickly damped. Otherwise the waterfall
is surprisingly clean given the uneven
response, with little sign of enclosure
resonances below lkHz suggesting that
the curvature of the cabinet sides does
an effective job of stiffening the DC6 T's
largest panels.
Bass extension is only modest but
given the DC6T's high sensitivity and
modest cabinet volume this isn't a
surprise. Careful exploitation of boundary
reinforcement will allow abetter extension
to be achieved in practice. Note that
the recorded > 40kHz treble extension is
due to there being adeep, narrow notch
in its response at the 10kHz reference
frequency, without which the treble
extension would be less than indicated at a
little over 30kHz. KH

powerful and challenging. In the first movement the
trumpets blare out, the tympani crashes, demanding
your attention, not in an aggressive manner, more like a
communication direct from Tchaikovsky's compositional
pen. Yet again the ability of the Tannoys to present
such dynamics and stay in control impressed, and
the design's synergy with classical programme easily
surpassed that of the rock genre. (5

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT: Good pair- matching but there are some significant response

The DC6 T delivers an exuberant

variations above 8kHz; ABOVE RIGHT: Despite the response errors, the

performance that is excellent

waterfall plot looks very clean - largely thanks to Tannoy's cabinet design

on rock and pop, and simply

NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

outstanding on classical.
Key to this is its formidable
dynamic capability, attributed
to the dual- concentric drive
unit dispersion and cabinet
profile/construction. Add
into the mix remarkable
integration and the result
is one of the most coherent
speakers available at the price.

BUILD

85%

Sensitivity ( SPL at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

89dB

Impedance modulus min/ mas :, 20-lz-20kHz)

3.1ohm @ 102Hz
26.7ohm @ 3.0kHz

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

-42° @ 78Hz
48° @ 2.0kHz

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

t1.4dB

1F/HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)10kHz)

54Hz / >40kHz

THD100Hz/lkHz/10kHz (
for 90dB SPL at 1m)

0.5% / 0.1% / 0.7%
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BEL CANTO CD- 2(£2399)

This compact CD player offers variable output and switchable
upsampling in aminimalist package. And its sound is pin- sharp...

Tested by Dave Berriman

B

el Canto's little CD- 2strikes an ultra- minimal
pose, with its diminutive green display, single
rotary knob, brushed solid aluminium front
panel and top- loading mechanism. The digital

display shows the track number but precious little else,
just apause or play symbol alongside it, but pressing
'Time' on the handset, while in play or pause, shows the
track time played.
The player is more versatile than it seems: the secret
lies in the remote handset, which controls or sets
everything. The CD- 2can be used without apreamp, as
it has abuilt-in volume control, which can be operated
either by the rotary knob, while in ' Stop' or ' Play' mode,
or from the handset. The same knob selects the tracks
while in ' Pause' mode. Alternatively, the volume can be
fixed, via arear- mounted push button, in which case the
internal digital volume control circuitry is by-passed.
The CD- 2is fitted with aCD-Pro2, the top
professional mechanism from Philips, which uses a
magnetic puck to grip the CD securely. The centre shaft
is polished to avoid damage to CDs. While not in use,
Bel Canto suggests leaving aCD on the axle to keep
dust off the laser lens. Data is maintained through the
player by Bel Canto's ' Ultra Clock'. Details are scant, but
Bel Canto has been re- clocking since its first product, so
it should know athing or two about it [ see Lab Report].

RCA phono and balanced XLR outputs. Iused it in
the unbalanced mode. Bel Canto suggests that for

PRIMARY TRANSPORT
Bel Canto describes the CD- 2as primarily atransport.

optimum sound quality, when used as aCD player, the
sample frequency should be set to 192kHz to drive
the internal 24/192 DAC. Iwondered why it was not

The player takes the 16- bit/ 44.1 kHz CD data and
upsamples it to anew rate and bit depth for the internal
or external DAC to process. It comes from the factory

For use as aCD player, the CD- 2is equipped with

must be selected
before the remote

supplied like this from the factory, but in this mode all

volume control is
enabled through

the digital outputs are disabled, which would cause
some frustration if used as atransport without having

either the singleended ( RCA) or
balanced ( XLR)

set to 24/96 data output but may be reset to 48kHz or
192kHz. The CD- 2 is powered by an in- line 12V

fully read the manual.

switch- mode power supply. This may seem atrifle odd
for ahigh-end product, but Bel Canto says there are

e
HAZE LIFTING
First impressions of the CD- 2were of aclean, clear
smooth sound with nicely extended treble, good

multi- stage power supplies inside.

ABOVE: The
variable output
option at the rear

outputs

depth and detail. The soundstage was wide and deep.
Realising the upsampled data comes factory set to

'It was as though ahaze had lifted,
subtly but noticeably improving depth'
24/96, Iswitched it to the recommenced 241192 and it
was as though ahaze had lifted, subtly but noticeably
improving in depth, realism and transparency.
Ihad also started off by using the digital volume
control, but selecting the fixed output using the rear

AUDIO

push button brought about further improvements in

Toploading
CD player
with 48kHzi
96kHz/192kHz
upsampling and
variable outputs

sound quality, bringing abit more warmth, depth,
Bel Canto is no newcomer to digital audio. Bill

openness and transparency.
With the new setting and paying ' Bess You Is My

Stronczer, founder of the company and Chief of

Woman' from Porgy and Bess [
Columbia Legacy OK

Design, was so dissatisfied with the then state

65141], Miles' horn retained its clean edge, and

DIGITAL TO VALVE CONVERSION

of high- end audio, that he designed his own. Bel
Canto's first product, in 1991/2 was the AIDA DAC,
which included a FIFO buffer- based de-jitter circuit
and low- noise clock generator to drive a Crystal
delta- sigma DAC. In 1996, perhaps surprisingly, in
view of its digital origins, the company launched
the SETi40 valve amplifier, which in turn was
succeeded by the Evo and e.One switching
amplifiers, which it feels embody some of the same
musical qualities.

pin- sharp imagery, but the reverberation around it
opened out and all the instruments took on amore
convincing life. Small improvements, tiough not in
themselves dramatic, cumulat vely brought no:put
genuine benefits. Logically, one would expect that
reducing the number crunching by bypassing the
volume control should be beneficial, and it is.
Reproduction from the CD- 2was convincing,
combining crisp clarity with control, while avoiding
grain or glare. Playing ' Buzzard Song', ( also from Porgy
and Bess) for instance, the metallic swish of brush C-•
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Price: £ 2399
Made by:
Bel Canto Design
Supplied by:
Aanvil Audio Ltd
Telephone:
01359 240687
Web: www.
belcantodesign.
corn
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CD PLAYER TEST

LAB

BEL CANTO

CD-2CD PLAYER / £2399

RESULTS

Bel Canto's ' Ultra-Clock'
master oscillator

•
••

,
..i
Asynchronous upsamplInq
from 44.1kHz to 48kHz,
96kHz and 192kHz
is achieved using this
Burr-Brown SRC4392
chip. Note that the digital
outputs are disabled
once the player is run in
192kHz mode

This SAA7324 CD
decoder solution is
the heart of the Philips
CD-Pro2 mechanism
(above). All the laser
servo/controller/RP and
associated transport ICs
are included on this
self-contained PCB

ABOVE: Despite the open CD-Pro2 mech,
stray light does not affect performance:
LEFT: Remote offers upsampling, phase,
balance and volume control
on cymbals and rattle of riding rivets

Bel Canto's
analogue
output stage
"e" - 1',„ employs

tio,u
. - smoluancte:›d

BurrBrown op-amps

35
DAC Iron Cni
sta
includes abutt-in
digital volume
control and 2V
line-driver out Dut

is something the CD- 2 reproduces
•

be conto

clearly and cleanly, without ' mush' or
'clumping' of micro details. Though
treble seemed to extend up and up, it
was never unnaturally bright, harsh or
grainy. It was afinely judged balance
between detail, smoothness and
clarity - and my ears were still intact
after the searing horn intro.

STEINWAY SOUND
Mozart's Piano Concerto

No 21 ( K47) in C Major

[Howard Shelly on piano in St Jude's Church, London on
Chandos CHAN 9409] pointed up the CD- 2's fine sound
staging and fluidity. Here was alovely Steinway sound
set in adeep wide soundstage. The music ebbed and
flowed beautifully. Strings were open yet sweet.
Playing the Allegro from Beethoven's Sonata for Piano
and Violin in A Op 30, No 1with Martha Argerich on
piano and Gidon Kremer on violin [ DGG 445 652-2], this
crisp 4DD recording showed avivacious piano sound

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Bel Canto's choice of Crystal's CS4351
DAC plays asignificant role in deteimining
the performance of its CD-2player. The
DAC, described by Crystal as 'acomplete
digital audio output system that makes
analog design effortless, saves money and
accelerates time to market' also inc ludes a
±0.5dB step volume control and integrated
2V line-level output. Its Delta-Sigma
architecture produces ahigher outqut of
ultrasonic requantisation noise than other
DAC technologies, as evidenced bythe
'bump' of noise on the 20kHz distortion
graph [ below, right].
The relative level of this noise, that may
exert some impact on the performance of
susceptible amplifiers, becomes higher as
the signal level reduces, and accounts for
the difference in THD+Noise visible on the
graph below ( black = lkHz, blue = 20kHz).

Otherwise, this proven DAC technology
offers an excellent ± 0.5dB nmolution over
afull 100dB dynamic range plus, with Bel
Canto's proprietary clocking, alow 120psiic
jitter (as low as it gets with 15- bit data).
The balanced outputs boost levels to 3.9V
but distortion increases from 0.0008% to
0.0015% at lkHz and 0.009% to 0.02% at
20kHz from volume positions 80-100.
The overall A-wtd SIN ratio increases
to 110dB th: ough the balanced outputs,
but there's no change to the mild - 0.2dB
response taioring or fine > 114dB stereo
separation. It would be interesting to try
the player with alinear, rather than switch
mode PSU and DC converter, however.
Readers may view an extensive QC Suite
report for the Bel Canto CD- 2by logging
onto wwwhifinews.co.uk and clicking on
the red ' Download' button. PM

placed firmly in the acoustic with the vividly clear violin,
but again it was never aggressive.
Switching back to the standard factory settings,

-to
e -40

however, saw the Beethoven lose some of that vitality
and immediacy. So, all in all, when set optimally, the
CD- 2played music in avital, yet even-handed and
convincing fashion.

I

-100

-100
-110 0

40

-60

-80

100

10*

Mrs

40

2nd/3rd harmonics at volume settings above ' 80'

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

but it makes a mighty fine
CD player when in 24/192
'fixed output' mode. It is

Maximum output level ( XtR balanced outputs)

minimalist in the extreme,

A-vvtd S/N Ratio

110.0dB

Distortion lkHz,OdBFsj-30(113Fs

0.0015% ! 0.0036%

Distortion

0.021%

but what is lacks in bling
it more than makes up

[

for in sound quality.
With pin- sharp imagery,
fine sound staging
and transparency, it is
inherently refined and

ECO

92%

musical in presentation.

vvww.hifinews.co.uk
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SA,

60I.

7

Frequuncy

RIGHT: High resolution spectrum of 20kHz signal at OdBFs showing obviou

72%

positioned as a transport,

440
420

LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at 1kHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue

SOUND

The CD- 2 may be primarily

26

-120

-20
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40

3 40

83%

20kHz, OdBFs

3.88Vrms

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

-0.21dB to - 0.22dB

Digital Jitter

<120psec

Resolution @ - 100dB

t0.1dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz 20kHz)

>114dB

Features
•Top- loading mechanism for best CD
• playback
•50 Watts/channel stereo amplifier
•AM/FM Tuner with multiple presets
•USB input for use with computer and
external USB memory
•One Touch Recording to USB
(FM&CD with 128 kbps)
•Aux input for portable music players
•Easy-to- read LED panel
•Simple, intuitive user interface
•On/off timer
Circuitry and design highlights
•State-of-the-art internal DAC
•Custom-made toroidal transformer
•High-current power supply
•MOSFET output stage
•CS3310 digital volume control
•CD stabilizer
•Glass cover
•Remote control
•Classic British design
by Kenneth Grange

Hate clutter and complication?
Aura Note is the answer tiw all music
lovers who value elegance, ease of use,
and stunning sound quality.

www.hifi500.com
www.aprilmusic.com
UK: +44 1900 813064

Aura
ot e
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AV RECEIVER TEST

Multi-tastic
YAMAHA DSP-Z 11

(£4999)

Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HC Master Audio are
combined with extra sub and front/rear presence
speakers to create an awesome 11.2 channel'
home cinema experience

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

y

amaha's

Z11 is an amplifier of extremes.
Almost every feature can be prefixed with
terms like ' most', ' advanced' and ' leading' and

the fit and finish is superb. The specification
sheet is impressive and the features list is the size of

the Encyclopaedia Britannica and reads like my very
own wishlist of AV technology. The Z11 is right at the
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cutting edge of multichannel audio, HD video and
multi- room technology and then goes on to incorporate
alevel of audiophile engineering that would compete
favourably with high- end two-channel components. It
is the product of four years' R&D and the work of 40
of Yamaha's top engineers. From this alone the £ 5000
price tag looks like averitable bargain.
The name Z11 has significance as this is the world's
first 11.2 channel amplifier. Now this could be received
in the same way one might view the announcement of
the world's first 11-wheel car — but there is method in
this madness [ see box]. In essence you have anormal
7.1- channel configuration with two additional stereo
pairs placed high and wide, front and rear of the room,
with one additional pair of speakers placed higher and
wider than the main stereo pair. Without channelling

of all video inputs to 1080p, four- zone multi- room,
Ethernet networidng and the deepest, multi- layered

ABOVE: Seven
pairs of 140W
speaker outlets
plus four pairs

placement at the front of the room, wide left and wide

Graphic User Interface yet to grace aproduct that
wasn't aspace shuttle. Without the instruction manual,
you will be feediig 1080p video to asubwoofer in zone

right. Speaking from experience, this creates divorce-

4while simultaneously streaming Norwegian internet

outlets cater

threatening levels of visual carnage.

radio to your DVD player in no time at all.
The 4- in 2- out HDMI connections are the 1.3a

for 7.1 ch home

NORWEGIAN INTERNET
There is afine downloadable document of the full

specification with support for deep colour and autolipsync, but it is under the hood that the Z11 is most
exciting. The chassis its& uses an ultra- rig d Rahmen
structure of H shaped frames, which isolate various

walls this will create aShelob-sized spider's web of
speaker cables guaranteed to ensnare you in the
dark. You then require asecond subwoofer, with ideal

features list on Yamaha's website but the key facts are
plenty of power to the seven main channels, and 50
watts apiece to the additional four. You get upscaling

MUSIC ENHEINCER
Itch Enhancer

of 50W speaker

cinema with two
independent
stereo zones,
5.1 ch plus three
stereo zones

sections of the electronics and are positioned to cancel
out micro-volt eddy currents that can circulate in the

or simply one
monster 11.2 -

chassis. The power supply accounts for 10kg of the

ch surround

unit's mass and major internal components include

experience

'Key to the Zll's abilities is its highquality decoding of Dolby TrueHD
and DTS-HD Master Audio signals'
Anchor Bay video processing, Burr- Brown DSD1796
DACs and custom-made block capacitors. The ground
plane for both the analogue and digital side is kept

11.2 — WHY, OH WHY..
The 11.2 channel system adds two extra stereo
pairs of speakers and another subwoofer to the
standard 7.1 set-up. The front and rear ' presence'

completely discrete in what Yamaha refers to as its Pure
Ground DAC concept, and bitstream audio benefits from
both aPPL circuit and aVCXO digital clock to reduce
jitter, particularly over the HDMI connection.
Setup is allegedly automatic, using the supplied mic

channels are set high and wide and use aprocessed

and its tri pronged stand. However to benefit from the

mix of information derived front and rear
soundstage respectively. This allows user-control of

full parametric EQ system you'll need to run the whole

the vertical height of the image, which at the front
means you can lift the dialogue up from the centre
speaker to create avirtual dialogue channel in the
centre of the screen. At the rear the high speakers
again lift the soundstage, giving the rear effects a
tangible 3D quality. The second sub allows better
control of standing waves, says Yamaha, although
most will prefer its more visceral facet of adding
masses of deep down LFE.

five-minute setup sequence 11 times with the mic in a
different position every time. The EQ filtering is complex

AUDIO

FILE
AV receiver with
7 x 140W and 4
XSOW of power,
and HD audio
decoding
Price: f4999

and can be tweaked by the user, but as this involves
variable frequency, gain and Q over nine filters on all 11

Made by:
Yamaha

channels plus the subs it's not for the faint of heart.

Supplied by:
Yamaha UK

MASTERING MULTICHANNEL
Key to the Z11's abilities is its high- quality decoding of
Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio signals. Now
before you write these off as videocentric formats, don't
forget that both can offer SACD/DVD-A level resolution &>

Telephone:
01923 233166
Web: vvwvv.
yamaha.com
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over eight channels and are widely adopted across the
industry. The potential market for music- based HD discs
with these sound formats is huge and could usher in a
new era of higher- resolution hi-fi audio, pretty much by
the back door.

e

MUSICAL POTENTIAL

The San Francisco Symphony recording of Aaron
Copland's Appalachian Spring on Dolby's own TrueHD
demo disc is proof positive that the format has musical
potential. Yamaha's rendition of this small orchestral
work is alive with detail and the rich timbre of each
instrument. The separation of individual notes across
the violins is sublime allowing you to pinpoint the
character of each instrument with startling ease. It
offers atruly open and realistic sense of the concert
without artificial top-end glare or overt LF boost.
The stage- central piano is firmly placed in the large

ABOVE: Five

track. Her voice oozes out of the soundstage virtually

soundstage and gels seamlessly with the performance.
Each note has fast rise and mellow decay, and the very

HDMI inputs and
two HDMI outs

dripping in warm honey to envelop you in the lyrics.
The resolution at the very upper edges of her range

top notes are blissfully free of any brassy character.

are joined by five
optical and four

lays waste to the majority of AV amps on the market
and her natural sibilance is held in adehcate balance

coaxial digital
inputs

throughout. The size of the venue is precisely recreated
through the ambience of the soundstage and, again,

Similarly, the flute passage is sprightly and the fast
staccato notes do not diminish the eerie hollow sound
of the instrument. Switch to the Nine Inch Nails track
on the same disc and the Yamaha finds itself equally at

each of the individual facets of the mix gel neatly

'Gone is the dark and moody character
of Yamaha amps of old and in its place
is an altogether faster presentation'

and naturally. With tnis new breed of high- resolution
multichannel music recordings, the Z11 is difficult to
fault and certainly at the very top of its game.

ALL ROUNDER
Just to prove that you can have your cake and eat it,
True HD and DTS-HD movie soundtracks are just as

home with up-tempo rock. Gone is the dark and moody
character of Yamaha amps of old and in its place is an
altogether faster and more coherent presentation. For
fans of the NIN musical genre you could level criticism

BELOW: Only

jaw-dropping. The 81u- ray of Pirates of the Caribbean:

the basic zone
control and DSP
mode selection

that the Z11 could use more bass, but it represents a

options are

Dead Man's Chest is one of the first discs to use DTS-HD
Master Audio and as soon as the Z11 flags up the format
you get asudden urge never to listen to standard
Dolby or DTS ever again. Quite simply it is like going

far more realistic balance for most music rather than a
trouser-flapping effects.
However the absolute peach on the disc is the
TrueHD recording of 'They Can't Take That Away from

accessible from
the front panel
-everything
else is driven

from standard- to high-definition video and is wholly
addictive. Every creak of the ship and lap of water is

Me' by Ramsey Lewis. The Z11 treats this jazz standard
with rare grace, offering agloriously rich brass section

from Yamaha's

to experience from any movie replay system and the
overall balance is right down the middle.

and crisply brushed snare that washes through the

comprehensive
graphic interface

accounted for with minute detail and immaculate
positioning. The dialogue is the most natural Iam yet

This amp is all but unflappable and continues to
impress with awide genre of music and movie fodder.
Perhaps, if you were on awholesale diet of all-action
blockbusters one could find the Z11 alittle shy of low
down clout. But the more you experience the tautness
and control of this amp, the more other models sound
overblown in the lower registers. Even with both subs
active the Z11's bass remains tight, poised and in
harmony with the rest of the sound. Only with very
high volumes did Ifeel agenuine need for alittle more
spleen- churning depth to the low-frequency effects.

SWANKY MODES
Of course this sort of desire can be assuaged by use of
the Z1 l's parametric EQ system, if you have the time, or
indeed through engaging one of the many DSP modes
that calls into play the other speakers. Unaccustomed as
1am to implementing either ' hi-fi voodoo' technology,
this is the first amplifier Ihave listened to where
both systems have some merit at enhancing areas of
the performance without implementing wholesale
congestion across the audio band - arare trick indeed.
The Enhanced Movie DSP modes use all eleven
speakers and both subs and while the sound is no longer
'purist', the effect offers an incredible boost to both G>
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ARCAM
s.,.

Music and Movie system options
Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio BR1 Loudspeakers

£949
Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio BR2 Loudspeakers

£999
Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio RS1 Loudspeakers

£1129
Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio RS6 Loudspeakers

£1329
Arcam Solo Movie system and Monitor Audio BR2 AV Loudspeaker pack

Om
IMO

£2299
Arcam Solo Movie system and Monitor Audio R90 AV- 12 Loudspeaker pack

£2700
Arcam Solo Movie system and Monitor Audio RS6 AV Loudspeaker pack

£2999
EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Linn Majik System

Latest News
With

ARCAM

two

new

product

launches

from

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

e
i
l

Linn

Award winning AV products on permanen

Solo Mini

This fantastic new product from Arcam

the Mapk system

now

demonstration.

includes the fantastic

AO! AT
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new Mapk-I integrated amplifier and the stunnlll

'

Including TX- 512505E,605 and 875.

An evolution of the Solo range. Combing CD,

new Malik 140 Loudspeakers.

DAB Tuner in an even more compact stylish

Please call instore to listen to this fabulous system

iiii.11111111110111101.1111

Source
Unesk II Unversal Royer
un.disk IIUnverul Rayer
Unide SC
lank CD Payer

with an IPod interface.
Please call instore to hear this superb system.

£4500

elaneer
Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

PDP-LX508XD

LINN

Price includes nationwide
delivery and installation by
Linn trained staff.
For more information on purchasing
visit vonnv.petertyson.co.uk
or www.newcastlehifi.co.uk

Mmk co Player

used

Sack

ESCOO
£3750
£400

Ex Den
Ex Deer
Used

Black
Black
Black

£4950
E4000
01400

Ex Dem
Ex Dem

Sliver
Siver
Sac..

£1030
£900

Ex Dem
Used

Sa -•
Se.,

Playback
Kl.rnax 501, Power erefers
Klimax Solo Power *molders
Chakra 5100 Power Anode,
Osakra 2100 Power A- Dider
2250 Power Angeles
1.140 Power Arnold.,
LOBS Power Ampidies
10100 POsfe, Amex,
Sown loudspeakers
Artikulat 3500 Louda.eakers
Artikolat 3SOP Loudsieakers
Arhkulat 345 Subwoot,
Arhkulat 3404 Lcuds.ieaker
Arhkulat 3200 Louds•eakers
Akurate 242 Loudspeakers
Akurate 242 Loudgeokers
Akurate 212 loudspeakers
Akurate 221 Subwooser

www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

used

E400
Used
£400
Used
£200
Usad
E14000 Used
£15000 Ex Den
(8000
£2600
£6000
£9000
[4000
£3500

••

•

.

•

.

•
'BMW,

Coated
Kesto AV Par..
Kmos AV Processor
Karr, Pre Amplfier

Ex
Ex
Ea
Ex
Es
Ex

Derr
Dee,
Deft
Dern
Dean
Der^

Capable of Processing Today's HighResolution Media
Including Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.

TRUE=

Sack
Black
Sec
Maple
High gloss Bia • .
Roscoe
High gloss cr.,
High gloss Chcr..
High gloss Cherry
Rosenut
mace

Various Linn ke.ut multroom Ex Dem and used Products a
Please call for details.

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756

Colours »nibble
FIN Den , Black P. Stver

£35
E40C
£200

Nurnenk DA Ccmverer

on permanent demonstration.
The best prices
please call for details.
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Linn Ex Dem List

box. This wonderful product also comes complete
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Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, .JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.
www.newcastlehifi.co.uk
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01.483 537 577

Run by professionals - for professionals

Sugden
gm

oolk
. e" .

•

o

Shown [Amp ifier & CD Player]:
Masterclass Series
A21 SE Series
A21 Series 2

"It

Sugden make some of the finest
affordable products available
today and each is handmade
in Yorkshire, England.
Owning aSugden product is
quite possibly the easiest way
of losing complete track of time
as you sit there getting to know
your music intimately.
Call Trevor at Guildford Audio
today to find out more...
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LAB

YAMAHA

DSP-Z11 AV RECEIVER a4999

RESULTS

SYSTEM MEMOPY 0

000

The main power amplifiers
are mounted onto these
heats nks to the left and
right of the chassis. The
four remaining SOW
auxiliary amplifiers are
dilated beneath

ABOVE: Yamaha supplies both afull system remote with
navigation over various of its product's setup menus, plus
second ' zone' remote for supplementary use
the dynamic scale and near- holographic imaging. The
efficacy of this mode was proven some days after this
review when Ifound myself covertly sneaking back to
engage the DSP before watching amovie. Well, that's
my rep shot to bits then.
IN OTHER NEWS
To discuss the full depth and versatility of the Yamaha
Z11 would take up most of this month's issue but suffice
to say the Anchor Bay video scaler is superb and
day-to-day operation pretty easy — once you get used to
it. The networking is plug and play simple, although
WI Fi as opposed to wired would have been nice, and
the vTuner internet radio database supports around
6000 stations — making DAB look abit sorry for itself.
As the heart of amulti- room install the Z11 is as
flexible as the genre gets outside of dedicated matrix
AV switchers and is, of course, compatible with 12V
triggers, RS232- based control devices, IR repeaters,
Crestron, AMX etc, etc.
But the last and perhaps most important trick up
the Z1 1's ports is its Pure Direct mode. While many AV
amps with this feature do offer some benefit in reducing
digital malaise in the presence region, the Yamaha's
goes astep further. It turns acomplex, multichannel
behemoth into ahigh- quality stereo integrated amp
at the flick of aswitch. The natural, open character

One huge frame
transformer supports all
the sepz rately regulated
power suocelies in this
amplifie-. The seven 140W
main cha lnels feature
custom-made 27,000pF
electrolytics in their
supplies

-.
Mir. «

No fewer than seven heavily-populated PCis are layered
one on top another, catering for metro/video inputs
and outputs anc processing. Yamaha claims the world's
first 44-bit DSP ESIs (two YSS-9 les) and two decodirg
LSIs (YSS-918 and YSS-908) for C nema DSP and Room
Eq. respectively. Multiple DSP soiutions from Texas
Instruments are employed for DS HD Master Audio
and Dolby TrueHD decoding whae the six Burr- Brawl
DSD1796 24-bitlf192kHz DACs will also accept SACO
bitstreams transmitted over the HDMI 1.3a interface

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
If you look closely at the small print of
almost every AV receiver's specification,

impedance. The magnificently wide 91dB
SIN ratio (A-wtd. re. OdBVV) is aYamaha

you'll see that very few rate the power
output with all five or mole channels driven

trademark, maintained here over its seven
principal channels.

simultaneously. Yamaha is no different, so
while its stereo output is amighty 2x180W/

impressive bar one area. Distortion is as

The digital performance is equally

8ohm and 2x270W/4ohm,this drops closer

low as 0.00045% over the top 20dB of

to the conservative 140W rating with 145W

its dynamic range, the S/N ratio is awide

over 5channels and 130W over seven

108dB but ( S/PDIF) interface jitter is ahigh

channels. The auxiliary channels each deliver

1520psec (48kHz) and 740psec ( 96kHz).
Dolby and DTS decodes are handled

60W/8ohm. Incidentally, when delivering
5x140W/Sohm, the DSP-211 draws 1.3kW
from the wall, falling to anot-inconsiderable
115W when idling ( not standby).
Other areas of analogue performance

flawlessly and Yamaha's execution of its

are mightily impressive, including the low
0.0008% ridband distortion (just compare

and Dolby test reports via the ' Download'

the dynamic output profile, below, with
others published in HFN recently), the
flat response (-0.1dB/20kHz and - 1.5dB)

Finally, distortion is impressively low and
superbly consistent between channels with
both LPCM and bitstream data, as the graph

100kHz) and usefully low 0.035ohm output

below clearly illustrates. PM

bass management should be upheld as an
example to all other AV manufacturers.
Readers can download full analogue. LPCM
button on our site (
www.hifinews.co.uk>.

1.896

e

11.11111

remains but yet another layer of mist is removed to
reveal aperformance that would compete favourably

CIII

S ttelo
Sill

with integrated stereo amps in the £ 2000 category. c2

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The Z11 might be complex and
not inexpensive but the effort

I.

SLIME'

88%

secures its position at the

tree. It is potent, versatile,

FEATURES

90%

spectacularly well featured
and offers true high-fidelity
sound in both multichannel

cpmprehensively the best

57%
all-

round AV amplifier to date.

Ik
FrOlg1111.."

I*

IN
El

LEFT: Dynamic power vs distortion into 8ohm ( black), 4ohm ( red),

2ohm ( blue) and 1ohm ( green) loads;

ABOVE RIGHT: Dolby Digital distortion

01E1 i1el 4,13•14 id &milli Mtn ILW \li

very top of the AV amplifier

modes. The Yamaha Z11 is

IN

vs frequency (
all channels); LPCM for front channels is shown by blue infill

Yamaha has put into the design

and Pure Direct stereo

ABOVE

SIN
ii

188
Dynamic Pow« Ogiefe

80 0/0

Maximum power output, fridohm (<1%7MD)

2x180W, 5x146W. 7.130W I2x2 701/V

Dynamic power output, 8/412/1ohm

235W / 400W I540W ¡ 240W

Distortion, digital input (0d8Fs, 11d4420kHz)

0.0D07% I0.0018%

Distortion, analogue Input (10WI8ohm, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.0008-0.018%

Frequency Response (2011x-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -1.5d8

Digital Jitter, 48kHz/96kHz

1520psec / 740psec

Resolution@ -100d8

±0.2d11
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TRichorei

KEStAR

Channel Islands
Audio D100
£1595/pr
Tel: 01923
352479
www.ciaudio.
COT

Flying Mole
MA-5160
£1196
Tel: 01452
858260
www.flyingmole.
co.jp
NuForce
Reference 9 V2
£2300/pr
Tel: 08450
525259
www.nuforce.

Not- so- digital Class D

COT

Let's get one thing crystal clear from the outset: ' Class D' does not mean

Rotel RB-1092
£1600
Tel: 01753
680868
www.rotel.com
Trichord
Research 0300
£2400/pr
Tel: 01903
221500
www.trichord
research.com

'Digital', it just uses the letter after A, Band C already used to describe
alternative amplifier topologies. Class D amplifiers are the most energyefficient of the lot, representing the audio signal ( avery low frequency
signal in spectral terms) as astream of very high frequency pulses. This
is known as PWM or Pulse Width Modulation. The 'width' of these pulses
is continuously variable, denoting the amplitude of the audio signal at
each instant. The pulses, switching at up to 500kHz, are amplified by
specialised FETs before the musical signal is recovered through alow-pass
filter. At 100W/8ohm output, the best Class D amplifiers will be drawing
just 110W from the wall, or < 10W when idling. A Class A/B amp of similar
specification might draw 220W or more. PM
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ABOVE: Efficiency of atypical Class
A/6 amplifier ( red) versus aClass D
amplifier (green)

CLASS DAMPLIFIERS
Top of the ecological class: we test aselection of five high- efficiency amplifiers
REVIEWS BY ANDREW HARRISON

LAB TESTS INSIDE SHOTS BY PAUL MILLER

C

lass D amplification may be nothing new
in historical terms, but as the world looks

increasingly to lower manufacturing costs and
greater electrical efficiencies, the technolocy
is undergoing sonething of arenaissance. Where once

The underside of a
UcD400ST Class D
amplifier module,
manufactured by Hyper
Electronics.This module
uses atwo- transistor
(MOSFET1 half- bridge
switching octp it st arj,•

these types of arr ps were the choice of only those
making subwoofers anc budget consumer electronics,
innovative techni:al sollutions are now being developed
to make them of nterest to hi-fi manufacturers. As the
benefits of Class D also chime with the aims of those
wanting to combat climate change so the issue; of poor

Channel Island'; own

fidelity, variable and inconsistent system matching, and
radio-frequency pollution are being seriously addressed

PSU rectificatioi and
smoothing boed is not as
substantial as that used
within the I
-igher power

by ingenious elec:ronics designers, as well as ccrporate
design houses. Workable solutions are sometimes

Trichord D100 ; which also
implements the Hyper
Class D module')

'Class D amplifiers have the
attractive quality of being
potentially cooler running'

Beefy ' Keen Ocean'
toroidal transformer feeds
this amplifier's anear
power supply

offered on pre- made boards to other manufacturers, for
further development ii their own final amplifier designs.

TAKING THE PULSE
The principle of plse-width modulation to maglify a

ABOVE: It

low-level music signal sufficiently to drive aspeaker ha
come on leaps and bounds since the first commercial

couldn't be
easier to hook-

application in the 1960s. It was first seen in the Sinclair

up this mono

X-10 amplifier, laLnched as akit project in 1964 with

amplifier with

but 2.5W of power and a reputation for temperament

its single- ended
(RCA) input and

Channel Islands 0100

single- ended
Al

The heart of the D100 is also the heart of
Trichord's D300 - a1;cD module developed by

at

n im speaker
pirminals. A

ute' ( standby)

Bruno Putzeys while working at Philips Applied
Technologies. Also branded as ' Hypex', these

button on the
fascia replaces
amains on/off

self- oscillating Class D amps are fully discrete,
single- ended in operation and remarkably elegant
in execution. They offer acombination of low
distortion, low noise and afrequency response
that's almost unaffected by the speaker load.
Very few other Class D topologies, almost all of
which are fully balanced, can make or support
this claim. Channel Islands has fronted this
module with asubstantial linear power supply
and still offers aheartening 88% efficiency. PM

switch
instabili:y. This gave way to nore reliable circuits with
more useful power outptrs, before fading into obscurity
for most audio applications, as easie --to-tame linear amp
topologies were refined throJgh the 1970s and ' 80s.
Yet besices a knack 'or great efficiency when run up
to maximum power ratings, Class D amplifiers also have
the attractive ciJality of being poten:ially much smaller,
lighter and cooler running, passing on big savings to the
end Jser, since some of the most expensive individual
corn Dorients of any given traditional high-fidelity
amp.ifier include the casework and heatsinks.

POWER PACK
This group of five amplifiers comprises two models using
anew refineme -it known as UcD or ' Unconditional class
D' ( in the Chanr el Islands D100 and Trichord D300
-see adjacent Channel Islands box- out); two models
using proprietary PWM technoogy developed by the
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MARA CE

SAVE UP TO

There is up to an incredible 70% off the original RRP on these end- of- line* hi-fi and home cinema separates,
speakers and accessories. Stock is limited and when it's gone, it's gone so don't miss achance to pick up abargain!

Audi. CS- Sub 8Sub Woofer....- ................ - £114,00

Arcam Alto Speaker's

Conan AVR2807 AV Receiver

£394.00

Amami DNA AVR250 AV Receiver

Fujitsu P42HTS4OGS Plasma Monitor

£649.00

Arcam DNA DV78 OVO Player

M&K Xenon LCR36 Surround Speakers. £619.00

KEF HTS5001 Speaker Stands .

f114.00

AJdica CS1 5.1 Speaker System

£359.00

Meridian 651 Receiver

M&K KX10 Sub Woofer.

£294.00

Cyrus 6VS Amplifier

£349.00

Monitor Audio GS1 0Speakers

£274.00

Cyrus DVD8 OVO Player

£399.00

Pnmare 05026 OVO Player.

£394.00

Denon S301 OVO System

£499.00

Revel S12 Surround Speakers

£
214.00

rFocus SP5700 DLP Projector

£499C0

Yamaha DSPAX861SE AV Amplifier

£364.00

Philips LC6131 LCD Projector

£299.00

£44900

Avid Sequel Turntable

Arcarn DNA AVR300 AV Receiver

£59900

M&K K5 Surround Speaker

Arcam DIVA DV135 OVO Player

£499.00

M&K KX12 Sub Woofer

Arran) DIVA DV79 OVO Player

£499.00

Amain FivtJ 7:1 C30 Pm Amplifier

£749.00

£2,599.00
£74.00
£354.00
£1,299.00

KEF PSW3500 Sub Woofer

£299.00

Mondor Audio BLCR Centre Speaker

KEF PSW4000 Sub Woofer

£794.00

Nairn Arrive Speakers

£874.00

f1 .59900

Roksan FRC Centre Speaker

£299.00

KEF PSW5C00 Sub Woofer

£84.00

Ruark Crusader 3Speakers

KEF Reference 2094 Centre Speaker

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

EXETER 01392 218895

BRIGHTON 01273 733338
Arcam DNA AVR250 AV Receiver

£1,399.00

Srn2 Domino 35 OLP Projector

£1,949.00

Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver

£299.00

£ 199.00
£399.00
£349.00

Pioneer DV989 OVO Player

£499.00

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 212'

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

Arcam DIVA DV79 DV!) Player

£399.00

Denon AVR1907 AV Receiver

£229.00

Harman Karclon HS500 AV Speaker Package_ £974.00

SAW XT4 Speakers

Cyrus COXT CD Transport

£399.00

Une CLassik Music CO System

£799.00

KEF KfT100 OVO System

KEF KHT Two Model 11 Surround Speakers

Cyrus LinkPower Power Amplifier

£299.00

Linn Komponent 5.1 Speaker System

£1.699.00

Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver

£599.00

GUILDFORD

BROMLEY 020 82%

£599.00

M&K Surround 55 Sunound Speakers

.

.

£1.269.00
£ 709.00

£399.00

Tvlarantz ST15 SI DAB Tuner

£454.00

Musical Fidelity AS Amplifier ................... £999.00

M&K VX860 Sub Woofer

£499.00

Marantz VP11 51 DLP Projector

£6,499.00

Fujitsu P5OXHA513EB Plasma Monitor £1,999.00

Musical Fidelity A5 CD Player

£999.00

Quad 11,_ Speakers

£389.00

Sim2 C3x T2L Link DLP Projector

£5,999.00

KEF KHT1005 5.1 AV Speaker Package 1
£99.00

Musical Fidelity AS Pm Arnplifier ...... . ...... £999.00

Sim2 DI 0DLP Projector

£1,299.00

Panasonic DMREX85 OVO / HDD Recorder £249.00

Philips SBCRU1000 Pronto Learning Remote

Sonance The Sub Sub Woofer

£424.00

Yamaha DVDS1700 OVO Player

£259.00

Pnmare CD21 CO Player.

Pioneer OVR440HXS DVD / HDD Recorder . £219.00

Yamaha DVDS1700 OVO Player

£199.00

Yamaha DVDS2700 OVO Player

£649.00

Samsung BDP1000 Blu-Ray Player

Yamaha MCAX10 Music-CAST Client

£639.03

Pnmare 121 Ampldrer

C599.00

Sim2 Dormno 035 DLP Projector .............£1,499.00

Sirn2 C3X Lite DLP Projector

£299.00
£279.00

£6,499.00

£299.00

Yamaha MCX1000 MusicCAST Server ........ .._.£799.00

Yamaha DSAX861SE AV Amplifier

Yamaha MCX1000 MusecCAST Server
Yamaha TX761DAB Toner

£449.00

£699.00

£249.50

>> Can't find what you're looking for?
iii for more amazing clearance offers!

Visit

CAMBRIDGE '
11223 304770
Maranta DVD41000SE OVO Player
Mission E80 Speakers
Mondor Audio Gold Centre Speaker

SWINDON

OXFORD

HOLBORN

Cyrus AV8 AV Processor

£ 1,499.00

£454.00

Dali Helicon 400 Speakers ( Rose)

£ 1,499.00

£ 1,399.00

Dali Helicon 800 Speakers

£ 1,999.00

Denon AVR2807 AV Receiver

£399.00

Artcoustic Diablo Surround Speakers

£199.00

Denon DVD3930 OVO Player.

£499.00

Epos M15.2 Speakers

£454.00

£299.00

i
Scan VP30 Une Scaler

£ 749.00

£324.00

Maranta DV9600 OVO Player.

£ 779.00

Loewe Centros 1102 CND Recorder .....

£ 584.00

Loewe Selon A37 LCD TV

1793 610992

Deli Helicon 400 Speakers (Cherry)

£714.00

£224.00

KEF PSW3500 Sub Woofer .............. ................ £38900

Roksan Kandy Tuner

£249.00

Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver

Loewe Centros 2102 OVO/HOD Recorder. £324.00

KEF Reference 2094 Centre Speaker

Rotel RT02 Tuner

£194.00

Screen Play SP7210 DLP Projector £1,299.00

Metz 30" LCD TV

Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver

Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Amplrfier

Musical Fidelity X-System

Teac AGL800 AV Recerver

£389.00

£1,399.00

£399.00
£ 1.104.00
£2,999.00

Yamaha DVDS1700 OVO Player

£199.00

Pioneer PDP5000EX Plasma Monitor

Yamaha DVDS2700 OVO Player

£499.00

Yamaha 0502700 OVO Player. ...... ...... ..... £ 584.00

Yamaha DVDS1500 OVO Player

Yamaha YSP1 Sourx1Prolector .............

Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver

£299.00

Yamaha YSP1100 Sound Projector

Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Amplifier

£844.00

£179.00

Toshiba 37WLT68 LCD TV

£389.00

Yamaha MXC100 MiiAireAST Server ....... £1,039.00

Yamaha MCXA10 MusicCAST Client

£999.00

£
584.®

Rotel 9002 Tuner

£714.00
£259.03
£1,649.00

PETERBOROUGH 0733 897697

TUNBRIDGE WELLS ' 11892 531543

AVI Labs Senes Amplifier

f1,099.00

Arcam AVP700 AV Processor

£939.00

Hannan Kardon AVR745 AV Receiver

£849.00

Denon AVR4306 AV Receiver

£899.00

Epos M22 Speakers

£600.00

Audiolab 8000CD CO Player

£389.00

Maranta SR8001 AV Receiver

£599.00

Denon 0502910 OVO Player

£299.00

Harman Kardon AVR347/DVD 37 AV Package £699.00

Audiolab 8000S Amplifier

£324.00

Meridian DSP5200 Active Speakers

£3,994.00

Panasonic T1-142PX600PED Plasma TV

in Focus IN81 DLP Projector... £1999.00

Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver

£724.00

Meridian G68ADV Surround Controller.

S3,244.00

Philips 42PF9731D LCD TV

O Acoustics 1000 Sub Woofer

£ 125.00

Denon DVD2910 OVO Player.

£299.00

Meridian 691 OVO Controller / Tuner

£2,534.00

Pioneer PDP5000EX-T Plasma Monitor £2,599.00

Q Acoustics 10005 Centre Speaker

.£75.00

PAM( Xenon AV Speaker Package

EALING

1
20

KINGSTON 20 8547 0717

8579 8777

..

Pioneer PDP607XD Plasma TV

£374.00

Sharp LC46XD1E LCD TV

£239.00

Sharp LC52XD1E LCD TV

£2.479.00

Maranta SR7001 AV Receiver

£499.00

.£1 ,499.00

Quad L-Centre Speaker

£299.00

Pioneer VSX1017 AV Receiver

Yamaha DSPXV759 AV Ampidier
Yamaha DVDS1700 OVO Player

EPSOM

Meridian G9I3D1-1DVD Audio Transport £2,174.00
Pioneer VSLX50 AV Receiver

Roksan Caspian MI Series Package
Spendor 58 Speakers

£1,559.00

Amain DNA DV137 OVO Player
AuColab 6000S Amplifier
&SW FPM4 Flat Panel Speaker
138,W XT4 Speakers
B&W XTC Centre Speaker
Dab Mentor 5Speakers
KEF KHT2005.2 AV Speaker Package

£949.00
£1,249.00

£699.00

Samsung LE40F71BX LCD IV

£639.00

£2,999.00

Samsung LE46F71BX LCD 7V

£959.00

Primare SPA21 AV Amplifier..£1,299.00

Planar XSc

Srrn2 Domino 35 DLP Projector

Runco CL610 DLP Projector

£1,004.00

Arcarn DiVA P90 Power Amplifier

£384.00

Arcam DIVA 00037 OVO Player

£844.00

Artarn FMJ A32 Amplifier

Arcam FMJ 31
£ Pm Amplifier

£624.00

Arcarn DIVA DV135 OVO Player

£584.00

Cyrus COG CD Player

£419.00

Arcarn DIVA AVR280 AV Receiver

£779.00

Cyrus CD8x CD Player

£64900

Denon DVI33930 OVO Player

£779.00

Denon DCD1500AE CD Player

£324.00

Loewe Mimo LCD TV

£844.00

Denon PMA1500AE Amplifier

£324.00

Musical Fdeldy AS CO Player

£974.00

Musical Fidelity X- Ray V8 CO Player

Musical Fidelity AS Pm Amplifier

£974.00

Musical Fidelity X-T100 Amplifkir

£584 00

Musical Fidelity AS Power Amplifier

£974.011

Pioneer VSX1017 AV Amplifier

£354.00

£299.00

£1,949.00

844.00
£
£324.00
£704.00
£1,104.00
£354.00
£1,234.00
£389.00

Arcarn FM.1731 Tuner

£249.00

MAX K4 Surround Speaker

£174.00

MAX K5 Surround Speaker

£79.00

Maranta RC9500 Universal Remote Control £399.00
Mirage Unr-Th.tre Surround Speaker
Pioneer DCS370 OVO Oysters

Spectral Closed CL1565-AL Equip Rack £1,624.00

Yamaha DVDS2700 OVO Player

Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver

£649.00

80" Projection Screen

YEOVIL 01935 700078

PRESTON 01772 825777

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

Yamaha DVDS2700 OVO Player

www.ssav.com

£3,749.00

£299.03

' 720720

Arran-,DNA AVR350 AV Receiver

£799.00
£999.00

£399.03
£174.00

£499.00
£299.00

Project Perspective Turntable ..... .....

PMC FB1* Speakers

Yamaha MXCIO0 MusicCAST Server .............£1,039.00

oMC GB1 Speakers

£845.00

£519.00

£1,104.00
£74400

'Some items are ex display but all are sold with full warranty. These products are only available from the stores listed:and are subject to availability - please confirm before traveling
All prices were correct at firm of going to press End.of-line and clearance offers are not available in conjunction with any olher offer or promotion. Advert valid until (03/04/2008, E80E

GROUP TEST

respective manufacturers ( Flying Mole and NuForce),
The 240V mains inlet is
both filtered and protected
against RF interference
travelling back down the line

and the Rotel with its bought- in B&O ICEpower module.
Absent from the group is any amplifier using aTripath
solution - the so-called Class Toption - as Tripath
Technology Inc has ceased trading after an initially
promising start which saw its modules used by Audio

Local switchmode power
sup(ply ( left channel shown)

Research, ES Labs and Naim Audio.
The Channel Islands D100 is asolid monoblock unit,
available with either RCA or XLR inputs, with achoice of
input gains to suit active or passive preamplifiers. Flying

M IOutput filtering network
)eft channel)

Mole's MA- S160 is easily the smallest and lightest unit
here, packing its 100W potential into awell-finished

H-bridge !witching output
stage based around four
tigh-speed Nchannel
MOSFETs

compact case that would almost go unnoticed on an
equipment rack. NuForce's Reference 9V2 is the latest
version of its modular design, allowing upgrades to be

Analogue input buffer with
tyladid oiramp

added as technology progresses, or to be brought up
to SE status with the substitution of the top model's
uprated PSU capacitor banks. In its full-width casework,

Eying Mole's M160mk11
Class D amplifier module
(two per amplifier, right
cnannel highlighted)

the powerhouse Rotel RB-1092 is the most traditional,
earnest- looking of the group, replete with front
heatsinks and two sets of heavy-duty binding posts at
the rear. Finally, the Trichord Research D300 mimics the

'Channel Islands D100
impressed with arelatively
big lateral soundstage'
layout of the NuForce monoblocks, offering atoggle
switch at the back to select between RCA or XLR inputs,
and is all sealed up in asturdy folded metal box with a
single blue fascia LED to indicate power on.

e

Audio Note AN- S2 step-up/GSP Era Gold phono stage.

ABOVE: Both

Active preamps were eschewed it favour of the Music

fixed and

First Reference and passive copper models, while

variable RCA

With all units thoroughly warmed up - if such an

loudspeakers were B&VV 802D. While some of the group

inputs are

expression can be used for acollection of amplifiers

offered balanced XLR inputs, Iused single-ended RCA
options for consistency.

provided, the

PLAYING IT COOL

that never rise above room temperature! - the group
was thoroughly listened to, to characterise their sonic
performance rated against each other.
Front-end components included adCS Verdi
transport, Purcell upsampler and MSB Power DAC,
and Linn LP12 Vector, Ortofon MC Windfeld with

Flying Mole MA- S160
Formed by an ex-Yamaha employee, Flying Mole

Initial sessions were slightly disappointing - across
all the amplifiers, albeit to differing degrees - untill
revised the test system. First was afundamental change
of speaker cable, from the reference Nordost to wiring
of different design and performance. After some trials, I
found DNM's new bi-w ,re cable to be agood substitute,
establishing good, even sound on known amplifiers
while also offering amore ' real world' price match.
But the change that ready improved the sound of all

latter routed via
two volume pots
mounted on the
front panel and
whose cabling
picks- up adeal
of interference
en route. The
(green) 12V in/
out connections
permit wired

has been flying the flag for its brand of Class D

five amplifiers was to run them through aheavy-duty

amplification for anumber of years. Two entirely
separate modules are squeezed into this layered

mains filter, in this case an Isotek Titan. This cleared up
agreat deal of the distracting high-frequency ' edge'

control as part

aluminium case, constructed in the style of

Iwas hearing when the amps were first run directly

installation

an Himitsu-Bako puzzle box, not to fluster the
inquisitive but to ensure the amplifier passes

from amains socket, and this was used throughout

EMC RF regulations. Each module combines two
complementary Class D amplifiers, arranged in
abalanced configuration, utilising aseries of
N- channel MOSFETs switching at some 400kHz. In

of an integrated

the remainder of the listening. While vinyl made up a
proportion of the listening time, Ichose four albums on
CD - amixture of jazz, live and studio rock, and acoustic
folk - to ensure that my listening was as comprehensive
as possible.

common with the B8,0 ICEpower modules used
by Rotel, each Flying Mole module also contains
its own dedicated switch- mode power supply.
The efficiency at 100W output is 85%. PM

SMOOTH SOUNDING
Opening with some light latin jazz in the shape of
Pink Martini's 'Amado Mio' [
Sympathique] gave some
useful first insight into the relative differences between
these five models. Channel Islands D100 impressed
with arelatively big lateral soundstage and asmooth
sound overall. Perhaps alittle veiled and grey in places,
it proved itself on the whole to be unfatiguing, with
vocalist China Forbes' voice having areasonable sense
of ' body' in space. The Flying Mole was an altogether
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brighter and busier affair, flatter in the depth plane
and with acurious hollowed out effect to most of the
instrumentation. However, rhythm here was quite good,

LC output reconstruction
filter whose non-linearities
(distortion) are at least
partially compensated by
inclusion in the amplifier's
final. corrective negative
feedback loop

keeping the pace moving along with some conviction
and enthusiasm.
FEEL THE FORCE
Through the NuForce, there was yet more air and
space again, even if its openness was accompanied by
more obvious strain to Forbes' soaring opening vocal
high note. Piano playing was the more vague here,
acharacteristic not helped by the brightest overall

Nigh frequency H- bridge
driver IC

voicing thus far, making vocals husky to the point of
having ahaze lay around them at times. While this

.1I-bridge output staoe
omprtsmg four Nchannel
power 11EXIETs

•

'From Trichord came,
perhaps unsurprisingly, a
sound not unlike the CIA'
faint ' haze' across the sound became anot- unfamiliar
characteristic, Ifelt this amp was the most marked in
this respect of the group on this track.

300W switchmode power
supply with PFC (Power
Factor Correction) built
in. Supplied by Skynet
Electronic, this supply
has aclaimed 80-90%
efficiency rating

The a implementaton of
Nu Force's 'self-oscillating
switching powe , amplifier'

Awide soundstage, almost widescreen in feel, was
the Rotel's first impression, although this was not
backed up by as much stage depth. In some respects
this was probably the most two-dimensional performer
on this track, with amildly mechanical feel to the sound.
Instrument placement also seemed suspect. The track's
acoustic guitar appeared unsure whether it should be
fore or aft in the mix and seemed less rooted over time.
From Trichord came, perhaps unsurprisingly, asound
not unlike the CIA, relatively spacious and smooth, only
wider and with more air in place of the CIA's hint of
monochrome and constraint. Individual threads such as
the brass that appears in the middle break were quite
articulate, although the mute trumpet now sounded a
little too like an alto saxophone for comfort.

NuForce Reference 9V2

o

All of the proprietary Class D amplifier
technologies featured in this group test are

Certain themes were evident from this test track
through some of the group: some insecurity in image
placement such that . twas tricky to ' see' the stereo

ABOVE: The
balanced ( XLR)

subject to one patent or another, and the ' selfoscillating switching amplifier' used by NuForce
is no different in this regard. The US Patent
7221 216 awarded to Tranh T Nguyen describes

spacing of individual instruments; reasonably tight and
well controlled bass with little boom or smear; and
varying degrees of hashy veiling that seemed to mask or
blur the lowest level of music and ambience details.

ended ( RCA)
input options

and single-

are selected
via atoggle
switch. The 4mm

abridged switching amplifier with particular
emphasis on ' multiple feedbacks, with at least

HITTING THE WALL

loudspeaker

one covering the output reconstruction filter
which may have its non-linearities'. The amplifier

The next test piece has been found inveuable for
showing drive, pace and dynamics, low-frequency

outputs are

module looks to switch in the region of 500kHz
and includes aseparate switch- mode PSU sourced

pitching and weight, and stage dimensions: Is There

(floating) and

Anybody Out There?, the live release of Pink Floyd's The
Wall. Starting with the Trichord amps, Iheard an open

should not be

from Skynet Electronic. At 100W output, the
overall efficiency of the Reference 9V2 is 86%.
PM

and airy presentation with good, realistic proportions
for individual instruments and general scale. Low bass
synths and bass guitar were tight and secure, and delay
guitar effects relatively flowing within the musical
meter, over several tracks.
As the crowd roars between numbers, the Rotel
was less ready to show the sense of stadium acoustic
through its relatively letterboxed soundstage, although
in the lateral plane it gave good account of stereo
width, subjectively one of the widest in the group.
Low-end weight and drive was good, with less
convincing replay at high frequencies where cymbals
and acoustic piano were more MP3-like in presentation
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balanced

connected to
any speaker with
an earth tag ( a
'third' ground
connection)

GROUP TEST

If ' disappearing' speakers are asign of things going
well, the NuForce amps could be judged as stepping

B&O's ICEpower module
uses afull H-bridge output
stage with comprehensive
thermal, over- current
and sustained HF content
protection. The audio
...input buffer includes a
of soft<lipping'

in the right direction, since the sense of openness
and space here went some way to overcoming alittle
vagueness, even phasiness, in image placement. A hazy
edge was heard on harmonised vocals, for instance, and
the sound perceptibly ' brightened' when the mix got
busier after, for example, Hammond, piano, guitars and
vocals rose together. Bass was not the most compelling

Substantial switchmode
" power supply includes EMI
filtering

of the group, making foot-tapping optional.
A large soundstage was also astrength of the Flying
Mole, even if Ihad some misgivings abouts its basic

A'second-order low-pass LC
teem network reveals the
(audio :frequency content

musical 'flow' on the live Pink Floyd set, and there was
aconflicting sense of mechanicality to the sound while

Each channel of the
RB-1092 is powered by
an ICEpower 1000ASP
Class D amplifier module,
screened under this
perforated cage ( left
channel highlighted)

also being nimble and intricate in its detailing. Detuned
low- D on bass was curiously shelved here and overall the

Speaker outlets are
conreated to the Class D
ampiifier's filter stage via a
comDensating Zobel network

timing was the most jumbled on these excerpts.
Returning to the CIA reprised anicely set- back stage
underpinned with warmer, more natural bass. Running
again from ' In The Flesh' to 'Another Brick Pt 2', these

Line conditioning and
standby PSU for 12V
power on/off trigger

monoblocks had afair musical flow, if lacking some of

'A reassuring depth and
solidity to the bass was
found with the Rotel in place'
the sense of height and HF reach of the Trichords. Odd
effects buried in the mix like synthesiser and tape noises
that had melded into the background were once again
laid out neatly inside the songs.

MI 1110110Wil\\

oceon.
, ,
,29% • . 0000

COMPLETE CONTROL

space. A little more buried though was the violin that

Despite the harder metal of their earlier albums,
Anathema later progressed toward more atmospheric

ends the song, mixed into the wash of electric guitars
so that the instrument sounded more electric itself,
and as if played with less technique.

rock, and their fourth album Alternative 4 [
Peaceville
CDVILED 73] gives some useful clues to an amplifier's
sound. Starting with the Channel Islands again, Vincent
Cavanagh's near-spoken voice held secure in the
opening of ' Lost Control', backed by simple acoustic
piano that sounded comparatively sweet in abelievable

Rotel RB-1092
Very few audiophiles had heard of Bang 8,,
Olufsen's ICEpower technology before Rotel's
RMB-1077 was first reviewed [
HFN, Dec ' 05].

o
hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

More tonal colour was heard with the Flying Mole,
which gave agood jump in dynamics as the band kicks
in with bass and drums. Yet while the violin had more
bite and clarity, guitars were generally abit messier
and unfocused. The NuForce amps treatment (3' piano
was far from convincing, erring further than the other
amps on test to an electronic or sampled version of the
instrument, an effect reinforced by the sound of the
violin which was flat and indistinguished in its lower
register, and scratchy and irritable further up the neck.
A reassuring depth and solidity to the bass was

ABOVE: Pairs

Now they are used in amplifiers from Bel
Canto through to PS Audio and even Pioneer's

found with the Rotel in place, though harmonies could
sound like one voice and the lead vocal was sapped of

of speaker
terminals will

forthcoming battleship AV receiver. The top- spec
ICEpower1000 modules, rated at 1000VV/4ohm,

humanity. This wasn't helped by asterile midband that
also found ajust- recognisable violin almost drowned

serve bi-wiring,

are implemented in Rotel's RB-1092, each
module carrying its own fully integrated switch -

out by guitars later in the track. When Cavanagh's now-

mode power supply. B&O has its own patents
covering the specific design wrinkles of its

flatlining voice is looped into fade-out with the word
'cont rol, control...', the effect was of simple repetition
and stop, rather than alinearly fading echo.

but these
outlets are
fully balanced
(floating) and
must never be

PVVM/1-1-bridge technology, but it has spawned
agrowing range of off- the- shelf and customised

again here, giving amore sympathetic rendering of

Class D modules for numerous applications. As
the efficiency of aClass D amplifier improves with

vocals that restored awish to listen to them, unravelling
more details of the track that made it sound busy, but

speaker terminal.

(relative) power output, the RB-1092 records just

still well ordered.

possible via the

SQUEAKY CLEAN

contact Speakon

There was an out cfspeaker acoustic guitar placement
that particularly impressed with the Trichord amps given

connectors.
Unusually, only

the soulful, traditional sound of Kayah & Bregovié on

single- ended

their eponymous 1999 collaboration. A ' nice',
squeaky-clean presentation was evident for 'To nie &>

(RCA) line inputs
are offered

The Trichords managed to push the soundstage back

60% at 100VV/8ohm. PM

connected to
agrounded
Bi wiring is also
NL4FC four-
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Plum Crazy

We've been described as hi-fi nuts who just love discussing the
finer points of system building. But if you've got the appetite for
some really tasty hi-fi there's no better place to come. You'll find
the pick of the crop of the very best brands, great demo rooms
and ateam of enthusiasts who'd love to share their knowledge
of hi-fi and home cinema with you.
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GROUP TEST

ptak', the supporting choir sounding like it comprised
individual personalities, and later in
Bóg istnieje',
when Kayah merrily sings about cursing her husband,
you can feel some of the ironic intent in her voice.

Conventional ( Class A/13)
line input buffer stage

Perhaps abit hurried overall, the Trichords made a
fair attempt at carrying the emotion from her singing
throughout this work of joy and passionate melancholy.
Altogether less successful here was the Rotel, which
once again impressed with its agile and profound bass

Class D amplifier module
from UcD. This elegant
design uses ahalf-bridge
output stage based
around just two power
MOSFETs

communication, while depriving much of the ' music'
of the music. Kayah's voice was set further back in
space, emotionally bleached, and no longer alady in
love. Acoustic guitars were pulled artificially forward,
sounding crisp and metallic in character and acontrast
to aprematurely aged backing choir in ' To nie ptak'.
By the penultimate number ' lei.... it was difficult to
clearly hear the lyrics, let alone fathom the sentiment

Trichord's 'Never
Connected' power supply
regulation feeds the input
buffer stage and front LED

behind them. What sounds like adulcimer playing softly

'For bringing the performers
into the room, the Flying
Mole was second to none'

feg;
Substantial main toroid,
reservoir electrolytics
and discrete, full-wave
rectification delivers a
separate DC supply to
UCD's ( Hypes) Class D
amplifier module

in the background was reduced to but one string, the
pitch of struck notes carrying no particular tune.
LOW BUT LOOSE
While the Rotel had some talent for bass, the NuForce
was less gifted, playing sporadically low but somewhat
loosely and uncertainly. Here the choir was back from its
funeral detour, and with just discernible separate voices,
and the accordian here and dulcimer elsewhere had a
better approximation to real pitch.
Kayah's voice was not so secure in stage position,
though, sometimes wavering in position, so it was all
the more reassuring that she could in fact be heard
rising above her backing vocalists later in this richer and
more colourful rendition of the album.

hi-fi news

Trichord Research 0300
Along with the Channel Islands brand, Trichord
Research has elected to employ one of the
Hypex/UcD Class D modules in each of its D300
mono amplifier chassis. In addition, Trichord
drives the module from abuffered Class A input
stage of its own design, fed from its proprietary
'Never Connected' power supply. Competing

Detail was the watchword when the Flying Mole
was handed the kayah & Bregovee playthrough,
with seemingly every letter and syllable of Kayah's
enunciation spelled out. For bringing the performers

into the room, the Flying Mole was second to none here,
showing that ' unplugged' acoustic presence from its
hyper- real accentuation of reality. Tonally bright and

manufacturers have suggested that the efficiency

spatially forward, the Moles could stil bury deeper far

gains of aClass D amplifier can only be realised
with aswitch- mode power supply, but both
Channel Islands and Trichord use traditional

interest in Kayah's heartfelt and unaffected singing style.

linear power supplies and still benefit from high
efficiency ratings. Specifically, the D300 offers an
82% efficiency at 100W/8ohm output. PM

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

ABOVE: Balanced
(XLR) and
single-ended

ISLAND LIFE
If the Flying Moles majored on detail, the Channel
Islands monoblocks had amore laidback approach,
giving anicely laid out soundstage behind and around
the speakers that approached the naturalness of alinear
amplifier while maintaining the sense of discrimination
that allowed you to p.npoint images in space. And those
images proved acceptably stable too. Channels Islands'
units were areturn to asmooth and secure sound, at
best amore familiar sound but with ahint of monotony
which dra ned alittle colour from guitar and voices,

(RCA) inputs
are selected
via atoggle
switch. Despite
similarities with
the Nu Force
back panel, the
internal building
blocks of the two
amplifiers are
quite different.

and allowed alow tuba tune to resemble akeyboard

In fact this

bassline. Paradoxical perhaps, but as these amps sapped
just ahint of the enthusiasm from the playing band, they

Trichord is more

also allowed you to hear the sporadic smile in Kayah's
lilting singing voice. C!;

closely related
to the Channel
Islands amplifier
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How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

GROUP TEST

CLASS D AMPLIFIER VERDICT
Afascinating group of amplifiers here, we

for speed. NuForce's Ref 9V2 followed
start with the Channel Islands D100 which
the spaciousness of the Flying Mole and
has the most ' analogue'- like sound - not the expanded it, trading precision on the
most vibrant but able to keep stereo images way, although with its hazier aura it could
secure in arelatively believable space. The

be marked down for less secure treble.

tidy package that is the Flying Mole
MA- S160 was the king of detail, brighter

However it could expand soundstages
to make speakers disappear in spite of a

balance, showing strict control and depth
here that will impress those looking for
good bass tune playing. Even if it could be
out- played in terms of warmth and incision
into the soul of music, it had animbleness
below the midband that aptly demonstrates
how Class D is alogical choice for unbridled
LF control. The best all-rounder, though, has

and often busier but full of colour, forward

'digital' top-end that spotlit instruments in
and attention-grabbing. It could also show a that space. With power on tap, the Rotel
certain light-footed dash, trading profundity RB-1092 was arguably the finest in its bass

CHANNEL ISLANDS

FLYING MOLE

72%

66%

FEATURES

ECU

94%

CHANNEL ISLANDS D100

ELL)

85%

FLYING MOLE MA- 5160
This proprietary Class D solution
is the least powerful of our
group and is also the least
tolerant of difficult speaker
loads, its 110W/1 55W 8/4ohm
output dropping to 78W and
just 19W into 2/1ohm under
dynamic conditions. It is also
noisier than the other Class D

D100 by name, but 110W
but specification, this cubist
amplifier still achieves a
respectable 125W/8ohm with
amaximum 265W dynamic
output into 4ohm. With a
custom linear PSU it behaves,
in other respects, like aslightly
lower- powered version of
Trichord's D300, both amps
using aHypex Class D module.
This module offers ausefully
low 0.03-0.05ohm output
impedance, aflat response
(just -0.35dB/20kHz) that's
independent of speaker
load and aremarkably low
0.003-0.014% distortion from
20Hz-20kHz ( up to 10W/Eiohm).
Through the midrange,
distortion is typically < 0.01%
up to 70W/8ohm. Noise is
impressively low too. PM

amplifiers with an A-wtd SIN
ratio of just 77.5dB ( re. OdBW),
afigure further compromised
by radiated noise collected via
its variable input connection.
Distortion, however, falls
with increasing output from
0.05% at 1W to 0.009% at 70W
through the midrange - the
opposite of its comrades here.
Otherwise, distortion leaps up
at HF, reaching - 1.4% at 20kHz
when it's 0.017% at 1kHz. This
is starting to look ' dated'. PM

Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4. 28.
1ohm loads (black, red, blue 8. green)

Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4. 28
1ohm loads (black, red. blue 8. green)

Bi biro
8
l
h
ECO

89%

ROTEL RB-1092

TRICHORD D300
As amore powerful

Re-tested for this issue, the
RB-1092 remains ahugely
powerful contender, slamming
over 600W/8ohm and

between 0.16-0.031% through
the midrange at 1-100W and
up to 0.45% at 20kHz. Noise is
low and the SIN ratio wide at
105dB re. 100W. PM

1100W/4ohm. The combination
of its switch-mode PSU and
electronic protection ( into
2/1ohm) limits its dynamic
output, but 1.35kW into 2ohm
should be enough for most
enthusiasts (and speakers))
B&O's ICEpower1000
module has abalanced output
(like the NuForce) but through a
slightly lower - 0.03ohm output
impedance. The 90.7dB A-wtd
SIN ( re. 1W/8ohm) is impressive
but it does display some
load-dependence in respect
of its response and distortion,
however, reaching 0.6% at
20kHz while as low as 0.009%
through the bass. PM

Dynamic power vs THD into 8. 4, 28,
tohm loads (black, red. blue 8. green)

Dynamic power vs THD into 8, 4. 28
1ohm loads (black, red, blue 8. green)

Mk

CHANNEL ISLANDS AM°

OUIl
75%

85%

NUFORCE REF 9 V2
This proprietary ' self-oscillating
switching amplifier' achieves
close to 165W/8ohm with
310W into 4ohm, but
because its switch-mode PSU
is impressively 'stiff', there's
virtually no dynamic headroom
-just 170W/310W/425W into
8/4/2ohm. Otherwise, the
Reference 9 has alow 0.05ohm
output impedance and flatter
response (+ 1dB at 30-40kHz
falling to - 2.5dB at 100kHz)
than specified into Bohm. The
response does vary with load
impedance. however.
Distortion also varies with
load, frequency and power,

41...

TFSr PARAMETERS / MODEL

FunmEs
70%

70%

65%

ECO

95%

78 6/o

FEATURES

U

70%

TRICHORD

75%

70%

OUll
ECO

ROTEL

FEATURES

65%

MILD

control and unflappable consistency. (!)

69%

FEATURES

60%

80%

NUFORCE

to be the Trichord D300, thanks to its poise,

led
Odmd

Odd. ow

FLYING MOLE

NU FORCE

version of Channel Islands'
implementation of UCD's
module, the D300 may
not meet the 300W/4ohm
specification at 270W
(continuous) but there's plenty
of headroom to deliver up to
450W/4ohm under dynamic
conditions. Distortion is as low
as 0.002% at 1W and climbs
gradually with increasing
power, remaining - 0.01%
through the midrange from
1-100W. Even at 20kHz/10W,
distortion is typically just
0.014% - an excellent result for
Class D. The response is broadly
unaffected by speaker loading,
showing agentle treble roll-off
(-1dB/20kHz and - 13d13/
100kHz). Output impedance is
alow - 0.02ohm. PM
Dynamic power vs THD into 8, 4. 28.
lohm loads (black, red. blue 8green)

WI

041

ROTEL

Id*

WI

4.1.111.1.1 Ommdm.

TRICHORD RESEARCH

Power output into 814ohm

125W/200W

110W/155 \A,

160W/310W

625W/1180W

Dynamic output into 8/ 4/ 211ohm

140W/265W/290W/150W

110W/160W/78W/19W

170W/310W/425W/545W

630W/1220W/1350W/775W

240W/450W/295W/165W

Distortion 20Hz-201cHz, TOW/Rohm

0.0031-0.014%

0.0061-1.35%

0.11-0.45%

0.009-0.58%

0.0079-0.014%

Freq. Response, 20HelOOktizi8ohm

+0.0dB to -13.0dB

+0.0dB to -8.6dB

+0.9dB to -2.5dB

+0.04dB to -11.3dB

+0.0dB to -12.0dB

Freq. Response. 20Hr1001cHzi2ohm

+0.0dB to -14.4dB

+0.03dB to -9.5dB

+0.0dB to -7.9dB

+0.17dB to - 13.7dB

+0.0dB to -13.2dB

Output Impedance, 20Hz-201cliz

0.033-0.051ohm

0.079-1.55ohm

0.047-0.180ohm

0.030-0.085ohm

0.014-0.035ohm

A-wtd S/N ratio. re. 1Witiohm

93.1dB

77.5dB

85.2dB

90.7dB

94.1dB

180W/270W
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D/A CONVERTER TEST

DAC on acid
MSB TECHNOLOGY POWER DAC (£3090)

Boasting propretary converters and
filters, this ro frills outboard DAC
also sports afistfu of
lead- acid power packs

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

tseemed like abrave new world back then. It was
early 1999, DVD video had been on the market
for less than two years, and already audio people
were seeing the possibilities - music in the home at

24- bit, 96kHz linear PCM, with the potential to knock
CD audio into acocked hat. Alongside the small flurry
of music DVD discs that were released with 24/96 audio
came the first outboard DACs capable of exploiting
this high- resolution material. One of the very first
companies to take the challenge was MSB Technology,
adigital audio specialist based in California. Its Link DAC
was something of agiant- killer, at S350 an affordable
external DIA converter with decode capability up to
96kHz, and good wholesome sound playing CDs too.
This was all before the diversion of DVD-Audio, which

The Power DAC MSB Gold 4, to give it its full name, is

tried to add multichannel audio to DVD-V's stereo
24/96 spec, and which along with SACD, only served

actually apared-down version of the company's flagship

to confuse and fragment the market. Yet out of this

economies, in the name of making the DAC available at
alower price than the Platinum DAC Ill. For example, it

false start came renewed interest in the standalone DI);
converter, and many audiophiles started experimenting
with high- bit decoders and upsamplers, in the process
hearing new musical qualities from CD's 16- bit audio.

Platinum DAC Ill, with fewer features and some internal

uses two mono DAC modules ( against the Link Ill's tour
in dual- differential), and has no panel disp,ay.
Unusually, it takes DC power from internal batteries in

ABOVE: The
MSB Power DAC
has four digital
inputs, from left
to right, AES
balanced, MSB
Network, RCA
S/PDIF and

MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT - UPDATED

abid to augment sound quality, with an outboard power
supply box serving as battery charger.

Toslink optical.
Also seen here

Scroll on to the present day, almost ten years later, and
we have MSB Tech's latest outboard DAC, packed in a

It includes four digital inputs which are designec to
auto- switch to an active source, with no front panel

is aword clock
connector, for

switches to manually select an input. In fact, trie only

synctuonising

control on the front is one marked Play Mode, which
puts the DAC into battery power instead of chargirg'
mode. Those inputs comprise AES, coaxial SODDIF on

MSB DACs in
multichannel

similar case as the original Link DAC. Inside though, lies
avery different technology story. MSB has continued to
innovate since 1999, this time through developing its
own DIA converter modules and digital filter. Compare
this with the larger body of audio manufacturers who
base their converters on off-the-shelf chips.
MSB Technology has returned to older conversion
practice recently, namely amultibit resistor ladder

and is used by MSB to transfer up to eight channels of
digital audio at 32/192 resolution, an impressive feat.

architecture, in contrast to the delta-sigma systems
found in most of today's DAC silicon. At the front end,

It's also with this link that MSB DAC's are aDle to take

in place of the Burr- Brown DF1704 filter it once relied

retro fitted its MSB XPORT interface into aplayer.

upon, is now aDSP-based filter, with the potential for
user-changeable filter coefficients. This feature alone
can reinvent the sound of the whole converter as I
found later. Rather than use clock data from the digital
input signal, MSB recreates its own clock, with aFIFO
buffer to maintain data synchronisation.

40111111111111111111111111116,.
I\ 1 -

24/192 audio from DVD-Audio players - after MSB has
Unlike the original Link DAC in its ' pizza box' folded

'It provided some of the midband
timbrai vibrancy and treble kindness
of agood analogue source'
steel box, the Power DAC has aweightier feel. The nass
is contributed, no doubt, by the presence of five sealed
lead-acid batteries inside!
e
DEFAULT COM1VIENDATION
Taking an AES balanced digital feed from adCS Verdi CD

FILTER FUN
Instead of being hard-coded in silicon, MSB's 16x
oversampling digital filter runs in software on a
SHARC ADSP-21262 processor, and allows custom
coefficients to be loaded. You can download these
from MSB's website and burn to CD- Ras WAV
files. When played from aCD player/transport,
they temporarily reprogram the DSP filter, at least
until it's powered off, or a ' cancel' files is played.
Four options are currently available, including
'HF Dither', 'Temporal' and lanczos3', the latter
based on an algorithm developed by Hungarian
mathematician Cornelius Lanczos, and used in
video scaling.

setups

RCA, Toslink optical, and aproprietary MSB Network
connector. This takes an R.145 plug from aCat- 5cable,

transport, the Power DAC quickly assured it was aclean
and classy- sounding converter. Like the Link DAC of yore,
it had asmooth, tidy sound, free of treble emphasis,
and could cast arelatively deep soundstage, if not as
wide as the best in class. Rhythmic flow and timing were
spot-on, and the Power DAC had asense of spatiality
that erred on the dry and tight side, with little bloom or
overhang in the bass. In overall tonality, it showed some
of the midband timbrai vibrancy and treble kindness
of agood analogue source. In all, acommendable
performance, but one not too far removed from the
sound of acomparably- priced, well-sorted CD player.
Like many otherwise fine-sounding modern digital
sources, it could seem alittle too 'tamed': arelatively
safe sound that wouldn't scare the horses. .".?,
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FILE
Stereo 24 / 192capable DjA
converter with
DC battery
power and
charger
Made by: MSB
Technology
Supplied by: ABC
Audio
Telephone: 020
8819 4274
Web: www.
msbtech.com
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hi-fi news

LAB

MSB TECHNOLOGY

POWER DAC GOLD 4 / £3390

RESULTS

And then Istarted playing with the filters. In one
(admittedly not-so-very- easy) step, the Power DAC

An Analog Devces PIMP 21262 3rd
generation, 32-bit flbating-point SHARC
DSP performs MSB's 15o oversampling in
one stage. Alernative filteraloorithms may
be uploaded to this DUP

was transformed into aD/A converter that will have
obsessive tweakers in second heaven, and music lovers
rooting through their CD library. As discussed in ' Filter
Fun' [ p45], most of the alternative filters seem to be
based on relaxing the sheerness of the familiar brick-wall
filter, potentially increasing HF artefacts from out-ofband images but with atrade toward amore ' relaxed'
flowing sound. With the 'Temporal' filter, for example, I
heard amuch opened and widened sound from Call of

MSB's ' 46-bit Sign Magnitude Ladder
DAC' is hidden away under this
screening can. Pair; of 24- bit DACs are
combimed, each employirg a23-bit
DAC for negative-go ng samples and
another 23-bit DAC for the positive-

the Valley [
EMI 832867], with santoor and flute sounds
appearing from far beyond speaker boundaries. The
bass tabla could be heard clearly sliding in pitch as the
sound blossomed then decayed after being struck.The
downside here was amildly forward sitar.
Loading the lanczos3' filter, Iheard incredible low-

going samples. In effect, P.3-bits
plus 23 Dits yields a 24-tWoyerall
resolution. This technique, described
by Burr- Brown in it; 20-bi: ( 19-bit plus
19-bit) PCM1702 some eaght years ago
is both tried-and-tested and capable of
state-of-the-art res.alts

level detail dredged from Tori Amos"Crucify', hearing
the double-tracked main vocal gliding in steady unison
while the explosion of low drums rolled out into the
room like an unfolding blanket. ' Pentangling' from

Adutch of user- replaceable lead-acid cl s
(highlighted and right) are topped-up from

The Pentangle - this time through the ' HF Dither' filter
-revealed avisceral thwack of strings on plucked bass

an outboard charger

as two acoustic guitars set left and right interplayed,
making arhythmically fresh sound for the ear to follow.
By this point Iwas convinced: here was an audiophile
DAC in the premier league of performance, providing
the fabled open window on to the recording studio.

RAW ATMOSPHERE
As testament to the ' fresh and real' aspect of the MSB
Power DAC when using custom filters, the UK premiere
live recording of Shostakovich 8th symphony [ Mravinsky,
Leningrad SO, BBC] was heard brimming with
atmosphere, full of micro- details from orchestra and
audience that could truly transport you to the evening.
Even the moments between movements had ambience
that could creep up on you, with the spine-tingling
hushed presence of hundreds of ( mostly quiet) people in
the room, holding their collective breath.
Incidentally, it's worth mentioning that Ididn't hear
any night- and-day differences between running the DAC
in charging mode or entirely unbridled on DC batteries.
The hardest part was deciding on afilter to suit all

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
perhaps as aresult of some custom dither
strategy. Either way, jitter itself is either
submerged or impressively suppressed! The
DAC's response is flat to within -0.1dB with
48kHz data although the steep filter kicks in

Virtually all CD/DVD and outboard DAC
products bear the hallmarks of the silicon
within - the choice of oversamplingl
upsampling and DiA conversion ICs. And
with many manufacturers choosing from
aselect handful of components (supplied
by the likes of Crystal, Burr-Brown and
Analog Devices) many end up with a
similar technical footprint. This MSB DAC,
by contrast, offers an entirely distinctive
performance that revolves around its own
16x oversampling software and custom
'46- bit Sign Magnitude DAC'.
This combination offers atremendous
113dB A-wtd S/N ratio with an averaged

Not only is its 0.006% midrange distortion
almost constant over the top 40-50dB of
its dynamic range but the trend is unusually
rippled at higher frequencies [ blue trace]. A
similar pattern was observed last month in
our review of Exposure's 30105 CD player,
which uses Bun-Brown's PCM1704 DAC.
Nevertheless it's the consistency of MSB's
distortion (0.007-0.016% from 20Hz-40kHz,

noise floor some 130dB below peak
signal level. As the jitter plot(s) illustrate
[see graph, below right] the noise floor is
slightly higher than expected [ compare
with RegaiNagra CD players, HFN Jan ' 08]

moods. Iliked the low-level resolution of ' Lanczos 3'

fractionally early with 96kHz inputs.
The real 'character' of this product is
revealed by its pattern of distortion versus
digital signal level [see graph, below left].

96kHz data) that will yield most subjective
benefit. PM

20

0

but had some misgivings about its bass over- richness
on pieces such as ' Echoes' [ Pink Floyd, Meddle]. And ' HF

.20

dither' filter could ( and perhaps more so than others),
seem to sound alittle fragile on high female vocal. But
whichever you try, the reward is asound replete with
freshness and free of constriction. (.5

I
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over £ 3000 in the UK, the
Power DAC nevertheless has

on

and try some other filters.
You could be in for a treat,

BUILD

60%

providing your personal taste
and partnering amplifiers
'shine' accompanying its open,
freeflowing and impressively

ECO

90%

detailed sound.
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ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus decreasing digital input

level ( black trace =

lkHz, blue trace = 20kHz); ABOVE RIGHT: Digital jitter with 16- bit data ( red
spectrum) and 24- bit data ( black spectrum)

65%

in standard filter mode.

don't object to a little more

-40

FEATURES

an inviting, analogue tone
Get your tweaking hat

-20

Pecreeeingi Digital Signal Level a>

SOUND

Still not a cheap upgrade at

o

Maximum output level

3.74Vrms

A-wtd SIN Ratio

113.1dB

Distortion, lkHz I20kHz

OdBFs

0.006%10.013%

Distortion, lkHz

-30dBFs

0.006% f0.015%

j 20IcHz

Frequency Response, 20Hz-20kHz (48kFs)

+0.0dB to -0.11dB

Frequency Response, 20Hz-45kHz (96kFs)

+0.0dB tu -2.12dB

Digital Jitter. 16-bit I24-bit

125psec

7<5psec

"The finest speaker
io„,/
on the planf"
k('/) kessler, Hi-F

ws

ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single ' point-source' driver, so incrediN } lineal

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather own,

and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for

regardless of price"

the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,

—Sam Tellig, Stereophile magazine

no distortion, no artefacts — just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker on
the planet"
-Ken

Kessler, HiFi News

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get
everything right to a degree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
—Noel Keywood, HiFi World

EISA. Best
yNARD.
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TURNTABLE TEST

Come the Resolution
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION Mk 2(£2300

without arm)

Finished in mirror gloss black and milky white,
this two-tone deck is simultaneously easy
to set up and atweaker's delight...

:

•
e-4
,•
e
"
•

daditee
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Tested by Ken Kessler

L
i

Ike manual gearboxes, film cameras and
mechanical wristwatches, turntables are

intrinsically ' retro'. Any or all might argue that,
say, amanual gearbox gives adriver more
control over the car, but let's admit it: part of us simply
revels in supporting the anachronistic. And no turntable
I've seen in years better embodies aresistance to the
evolution of high- end record spinners than Origin Live's
Resolution Mk 2.
Everything about this deck reminded me of some
turntable of yore, as did the Encounter arm. The
turntable at first seems to be of amore recent school
than the vintage models it recalls, thanks to aquasiplinthless design as favoured by Wilson Benesch, Michell
and SME (for the 10). So, if any turntable can be deemed
'modern- looking' ( and even the mighty Continuum
resembles something designed by Harley Earl), then the
Origin Live smacks of the 21st Century.
But study it more closely and you find the past in
continual battle with the truly modern. When Isee a
drive belt not moulded as asingle ring, but is instead
abonded loop, Ithink of the all- but-forgotten Oak. I'm
assured that it has no effect on the sound, but it simply

you're fitting aKoetsu Urushi that you just don't want
to have to re-tip. Ihaven't had this much 'fun' since the

looks cheesy when you've handed over £ 2300.
Conversely, the white ' special inert' platter is

days of the Syrinx, an arm that virtually defied the user
to get it to work.

fashioned from some unidentified material but it made
me think of the Funk's, one of the most radical re-thinks

Origin Live rightly boasts, however, that, 'There is
nothing to go " out of tune" on the Resolution.' Which is
payback for all of the cranky aspects of installation. The

of the record deck in recent years. It's so perfectly
welcoming of the vinyl you set on top of it that you just
don't feel any need to use aclamp. But I'm not sure if
clamps and pucks are old-fashioned or up-to-the-minute.

CLOSE ENCOUNTER
Such contrasts continue with the Encounter arm.
Fortunately, mine was abrief encounter, for Iwas
instantly rendered apoplectic by such things as the
shortest tonearm cables I've ever seen supplied as
standard, acounterweight that seems conceived to
make setup atrial- and- error hate-fest... especially when

ABOVE: OL's
own Encounter
tonearm was
supplied with
our deck. It
includes a
novel facility

lack of afloaty suspension means that part of the setup
is blindingly easy ( aweH-earned reward after futzing

to ' dial- up' the

around with that daft arm weigh): you just level it with
the adjustable feet.

thus VTA) before
locking into
position

Ifed this 490 x400 x160mm (wdh) turntable into

arm height (and

the Audio Research PH5 phono stage, McIntosh C220

'The reward is the retrieval of lowlevel information that renders Rickie
Lee Jones almost spookily lifelike'
preamp and MC2102 power amp, heard through Sonus
faber Guarneris and PMC DB1+ speakers. The review
sample was supplied with both the standard transformer
and the ' Upgrade' transformer, agenuinely worthwhile
E":95 option. Finished in mirror gloss black with
contrasting surfaces such as the stark white platter, this
deck is certainly apleasing eyeful.

e

THE DIRT-FREE DOZEN

Having just scored afew dozen mint country LPs, I

savoured arange of voices from the smoky depths of
ONLY TWEAKERS NEED APPLY
Setting up the Origin Live Resolution Mk 2 is
exercise in masochism. Would the sound suffer
if aspacer for the positioning of the motor unit

Bobbie Gentry to the nasal whine of Willie Nelson, the
layered picking of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band and the
Dillards, as well as the aw shucks twang of Buck Owens.
Amongst recent pressings were Santana's eponymous

was included, instead of asking you to measure

debut on MoFi, the masterful Classic Records reissue of

the distance spindle-to- spindle? Lord knows the
belt must be tensioned precisely. Do we need a
counterweight so sloppy to move that precise

the Who's Quadrophenia, and the delicious It's Like This
from Rickie Lee Jones.

tracking force is torture to apply? But the glass can
also be half-full rather than half-empty. For those of
you who simply cannot keep your hands to yourself,
this will keep you busier than abox full of Lego.
Hours of fun for all the family...

Origin Live, atrait impressive enough to eradicate
memories of the arm setup and belt-tensioning, it

If there's an overriding strength possessed by the

has to be the sublimely quiet, rumble-free operation.
The instantaneous reward is the retrieval of low-level
information and ambient cues that render Rickie Lee
Jones almost spookily lifelike with chilling in-the- room c-.->
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Two speed, belt drive turntable
supplied with
Encounter
tonearm
Price: £ 2300
Made and
supplied by:
Origin Live
Telephone:
02380 578877
Web: vvww.
originlive.com
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audio
consultants

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

a Spectral DMA-16o.
The new amplifier from the company
already well known for its highly
resolving sound. £ 5995

c Nagra CDC/CDP Digital Replay.
Unlike any other CD player we have

b Esoteric SA-6o.
The new more affordable CD/SACD player

heard, at any price, for its sheer musicality,

with the special Esoteric sound. £3495

correct tonal balance, transparency and
detail. The Nagra CD players sounds like
the best analogue replay systems with
very large and especially deep soundstages.
From £ 8500.

e Gamut Dl- 150 integrated amplifier.
A one- box solution for those that do not

d HRS Nimbus Damping System.

want apre- power combination but without

A new approach to removing unwanted

the compromises that most integrated

vibrations from within electronic components.

amplifiers have. Avery high quality sound,

Affordable and highly effective.

matching their separates, with the build
quality to match. £ 5550.
f Accuphase DP- 500.

For further info about any of our products please
visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

The new CD player from this company with
their own manufacture drive mechanism.
Exceptional sound. £ 3950

AcusTICA APPLICATA eAccuPhASE • AESTHETIX

AUDIO PHYSIC eAYRE ACOUSTICS e BENZ- MICRO eCARDAS

DAVINCIAUDIO LABS

ESOTERIC e FUTUREGLASS eGAMUT ` GERMAN PHYSIKS eGRAND PRIX AUDIO e HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS e LEBEN • LYRA
M IT CABLES e MONOPULSE

NACRA

NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE eOPERA e PAGODE e PEAK CONSULT eQUADRASPIRE

SILTECH e SME LIMITED eSPECTRAL AUDIO • STAX e SYSTEM AUDIO

THIEL eTRANSFIGURATION eVELODYNE

WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately is minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/1unction 12 or M3/lunction 6

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.

with free and easy parking outside

Aldermaston

the builaing.
We have ahome evaluat.on scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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RESOLUTION Mk 2 / £2300 ( no arm)
l‘1111.11.'""
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RESULTS

T1 s
slots, not for 33.3/45rpm
but to allow the belt to be
positioned higher or lower
around the circumference
of the platter.

The opaque acrylic platter
is supported on asteel
subchassis which, in turn,
is only lightly damped by
sections of medite

Origin Low's choice of high-speed
oc motor is isolated within this
substantial housing. Separate
trimpots are provided for adjustment
of both 33.3rprn and 45rpm speeds

ABOVE: The outboard DC motor unit serves both 33.3
and 45rpm speeds, selected via arotary control

The bearing comprises
ahard steel shaft with a
tungstensteel ball running
; on apolished thrust pad. The
spindle is slightly undersized
to 'clecouple the record from
z

dir bearing noise
The £ 970 Encounter
-saltem"'
tonearrn is one of severa:
options available fic ,Origin Live

presence. And if you've ever been charmed by the quiet
intimacy of Willie Nelson's Stardust, this deck must be
commended for the way it handles near-whisper vocals.
Provided you have aclean pressing, of course.

e,

One simply cannot undervalue this characteristic,
which has nothing in common with the background
silences of CD. With CD, it's simply the hygiene of
digitalia, which adds nothing to the music itself; it's
simply aclean background against which to position
the notes. With analogue, the content benefits from
agreater sense of dynamics and awider spread from
softest to loudest. This aspect of the Resolution's
temperament earmarks it as amust- hear for music
lovers partial to sparse recordings. I'd call it 'finesse'.

TRANSIENT ATTACK
And yet the wide dynamics also complement the more
bombastic elements of Quadrophenia, the bluegrass
barrage of the Dillards or the ass- kicking Bakersfield
thump of early Dwight Yoakum. The attack of the
transients almost approaches that of more secure,
more massive decks like the SMEs — close, but don't yet
torch the Cohiba. Although the mid and upper registers
are nearly to-die-for, the bass is slightly truncated, and
lacking the sheer weight of the SME 20/12 or Trio L- 07D.
Slightly more peculiar was less than rock- solid
imaging, suggesting acompromising of one of the

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Because Origin Live's DC motor unit is
not physically connected to the turntable
chassis, it is possible to drive the platter
from avariety of angles and with ahighly
variable belt tension. An idealised location
for the belt pulley is suggested in its
literature, but as the turntable has no
floating suspension, this is arguably less
critical than the ' line-of-sight' motor/spindle
distance. This defines the belt tension
which, in turn, has an impact on the
absolute speed of the turntable more than
speed variations such as wow and flutter.
Packing the bearing sleeve with oil, as
recommended, the Resolution rotated
under-speed by some 4-5%. This error
was easily corrected with OL's trimpot
adjustment, honing its speed to within
the ± 0.3% illustrated here. Once set, and
allowing the deck to bed-in for two days,
it still betrayed aslightly higher-than-

average wow speed variation of - 0.3%,
as indicated by the ± 12Hz spread on
the 3150Hz spectrum [ below, right]. At
least its DC motor tends to reduce any
higher- rate flutter variations even if ahint
of 100Hz/150Hz electrical noise makes its
way through from the outboard PSU. These
are evident on the rumble spectra [ below,
left] which, taking the DIN B-wtd value of
-72.7dB, still makes OL's bearing one of the
very quietest measured so far.
In keeping with OL's philosophy, very little
damping is applied to this deck, so the highQ 19Hz peak observed on the unweighted
spectrum suggests asubchassis mode of
some description. At least the mode is
sharply defined and away from likely warp
or arm/cartridge resonances. Readers can
view afull QC Suite report for the Resolution
by navigating to www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red ' download' button. PM

Koetsu Urushi's strengths. Part of me wants to give this
turntable abreak, part of me simply wants to break it.
In anutshell, it's frustrating. Which makes the
Origin Live Resolution absolutely perfect for the sort of
hardcore, solder-sniffing audiophile that Ithought was
facing extinction.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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As you can tell, Iformed alove/
hate relationship with this
turntable. Its midband and
treble are sweet and enticing,
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ABOVE LEFT: Bearing rumble ( black infill) versus silent LP groove ( blue infill)
re. 5cmisec ABOVE RIGHT: Wow and flutter spectrum using 3150Hz tone at
5cm/sec ( plotted ± 150Hz, 5Hz per minor division)

but the bass is wanting.
S:ereo was wide, but not
a:companied by precise
imaging. But something

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Turntable speed error at 33.33rpm

seductive and satisfying is

Time to audible stabilisation

trying to escape. If OL would

Peak Wow 8. Flutter

just pay a bit more attention

Rumble (silent groove, DIN Bwtd)

to the details, maybe the

Rumble (through bearing, DIN Bwtd)

rr usic's liberation is possible.

Hum 8, Noise unwtd, rel. to Scinisec)

33.43rpm (+0.28%)
1.3 sec
0.27% / 0.07%
-68.8d8
-72.7dB
-43.4dB
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

One-way
street
AUROUSAL Al MK 2(£ 645)

A new application
of the classic
Jordan metal- cone
driver sees extra
bass compensation to
augment the full- range
sound experience

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
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Tested by Steve Harris

W

ith the grille on, you'd guess that this was
another classic British two-way speaker,
though perhaps unusually well-finished.

Beneath the black cloth, though, you will
find just asingle metal-cone driver. So is this aclassic
British one-way?
That drive unit is the Jordan JX92, the work of a
notable designer who has spent quite abig part of his
long working life perfecting full- range units.

Ted Jordan first heard aGEC 8in metal cone while
working in the company's radio lab in the very early
1950s. Later, at Goodmans, he began aserious study
of cone behaviour at high frequencies, and observed
that the flexing of the cone played anecessary role in
the treble performance, and that avery smooth and
extended response could be achieved by controlling this
flexure through specific design of the cone profile.
LIGHT METAL CONES
This work resulted in the Goodmans Axiette drive unit,
but Jordan felt that this still lacked the ' life' of the GEC
metal-cone unit, and to get the best of all worlds he
pursued the development of light metal cones. Leaving
Goodmans in 1963, he established the Jordan Watts
range of speakers, but since 1975, under the banner of
Ellordan Designs, he has specialised in supplying drive
units and designs.
Kevin Warne, the man behind Aurousal, first
encountered Jordan drive units when he built apair of
Jordan Watts speakers more than 25 years ago. He built
many other loudspeakers as ahobbyist before starting
to focus on creating amarketable hi-fi product, but
in 2006 his ideas came to fruition with the Aurousal
Al. This was arealisation of the 8- litre bookshelf/
standmount reflex enclosure specified by Jordan.
Originally, it was expected that most users would
put the speakers close to awall or corner, gaining some
bass reinforcement. However, for the Mk 2version,
Aurousal has adopted what it grandly calls ' bass
weight compensation', using the simple passive
network suggested by Jordan to rebalance the
speaker, in effect increasing the bass output at
the expense of sensitivity.
Sourced in the Far East, the cabinets are
beautifully made, with aflared 40mm diameter
port. Jordan describes this reflex cabinet design
as ' an ideal entry-level system for the smaller
room', but for larger spaces Aurousal suggests
stacking two pairs of its speakers.
CROSSING THE JORDAN
Distinguished British loudspeaker engineer
E .1 ( Ted) Jordan is one of the very, very
few designers to have come up with a
successful full- range drive unit. With the Al,
its first product, Aurousal joined the small
group of firms which have enthusiastically
adopted Jordan's 3.6in ( 92mm) JX92. This
driver has an intentionally rising response
on- axis, so apair of stereo speakers
should be set up with their axes of frontal
radiation crossing in front of the listening
position. This way, the listener is placed offaxis by about 30° and should perceive aflat
response and optimum stereo imaging.

Single- driver
boc kshelf
speaker with
Jordan metalcone driver
Pric e: £ 645/pair
(piano black,
E6E5/ pair)
Made and
supplied by:
Aurousal Ltd
Telephone:
07E37 956069
www.aurousal
corn

ABOVE: No call for bi-wring binding posts here - the
Aurousal Al Mk 2has only one driver...
For listening, Iput the loudspeakers on apair of
625mm-high PMC stands, asimple, straightforward
tubular steel column designed for use with the DB1+
mini speaker and bringing the Aurousal speakers to just
the right height.

e

THE JAZZY ' 50s

Before I'd really got the speakers in position, I'd put
on Basie Is Back [
Eighty- Eights VRCL 18833]. With the
speakers pointed straight ahead, this punchy, modern
live recording turned into something that reminded me
of those jazz recordings made in Paris with American
musicians in the 1950s - ahazy, rather distant
sound image, hinting at acavernous acoustic.
However, setting the speakers as instructed by
Aurousal, with their axes crossing well in front of
the listening seat resolved this, and also made the

'Now there was awide,
sharply-focused and
convincing stereo spread'
mid and treble much smoother, getting rid of a
tendency to a ' quacky' coloration. Now there was a
wide, sharply-focused and convincing stereo spread.
extending behind the speakers and not audibly tied
to them. Butch Miles' drum solo on 'Whirly-Bird'
really came to life, and Ifound myself loving the
wonderful rhythmic qualities of the whole band.
On Diamond Days [
Telarc CD- 83660] the little
Aurousal seemed to have aparticularly happy way
with Erc Bibb's voice, clearly delineating its husky
timbres rather than reducing them to ablur. Once
again, the speaker's speed and clarity seemed to
release the rhythmic drive of the music, despite or
perhaps because of an understated bottom end.
Turr ing inevitably to Kind Of Blue [
Sony 480410
2] the famous bass intro to ' So What' lacked real
weight, and so rather lost its conviction and point,
and after this the walking bass that should
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LAB

AROUSAL

Al Mk 2LOUDSPEAKER / £645

RESULTS

The 360 x205 x270mm ( Iwird)
cabinet is made of 19mm-thick
!ODE with achoice of beech,
cherry or piano black finishes. It is
braced inside and includes fibre
acoustic damping, and afrontfiring flared reflex port

ABOVE: This front- mounted port, tuned to about 40Hz,
extends the bass of this single driver speaker to 34Hz

•

The frequency compensation
network comprises three
components: aferrite-cored
inductor, and two highpower wirewound resistors.
combined to yield the desired
resistive value

underpin the music seemed almost incidental rather
than authoritative. Instead, in my room, some notes
were slightly de-emphasised while others boomed
gently. This contrasted, really, with the crisply effective
midrange quality, which presented all the horn players
with agreat serse of freshness and immediacy.
FIFTH AMENDMENT
With Beethoven's Fifth played by the LSO under Haitink
[LSO Live LSO 0590], the speaker could put forth
the crescendos well, without lapsing into the grainy
congested sound that this recording can often produce.
There was afundamental clarity which allowed agood
feeling of the venue to come through even during loud
passages. On the debit side, there was alack of the bass
weight and precision that would have given aconsistent
grand sense of scale, but it still sounded better here
than many larger speakers Ihave tried.
Itried the two pairs of Al stogether, stacked and
connected in parallel via Aurousal's special cable link,
which includes resistors to maintain areasonable load
impedance. In my moderate- sized room, though, this
didn't produce any real benefit. The quality of its bass
was not improved, although quantity was, and there
was some loss of midrange purity and clarity which,
combined with believable stereo imagery, is the
speaker's great strength.
While the bigger M) Acoustics S1R [
HFN Oct'06],
using Jordan's ttansmission-line system design, can
produce more extended bass, it needs avery big amp to

The driver is aJordan .1X92S
unit, featuring a92mm
diameter profiled Controfles
mets foil cone in an
alum nium die-cast chassis.
Its double neodymium
magnet is sh ,elded for use
near CRT monitors

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Our measured sensitivity of 84dB is fully
3dB below the Al's 87dB specification
and much more in line with expectations
for aspeaker this compact which has
surprisingly good bass extension. This
speaker therefore needs plenty of
amplifier volts to play loud but otherwise
presents an easy load with aminimum
impedance modulus of 6.2ohm. This
almost merits agenuine 8ohm nominal
impedance although 6ohm is specified.
Impedance phase angle is also modest
throughout the audible frequency range,
resulting in aminimum EPDR ( equivalent
peak dissipation resistance) of 3.8ohm
at 20kHz, afigure that confirms the Al
as unusually amplifier friendly. Fullrange drive units typically have very
uneven frequency responses and scruffy
cumulative spectral decay waterfalls
indicating severe diaphragm breakup

resonances. But the Al's aluminium
cone behaves surprisingly well. Onaxis frequency response errors are fair
at ± 5.0 and ± 5.1d8 respectively and
may be lessened if the Ais are used as
recommended, with their axes crossing
alittle ahead of the listening position,
so that the listener sits afew degrees
off-axis, suppressing the somewhat peaky
treble. Pair match.ng is also surprisingly
good at ± 1.7dB, suggesting admirable
driver consistency and/or careful
matching. The treble peaks coincide with
some resonant ridges in the cumulative
spectral decay plot but these decay
quite quickly. More significant, probably,
is the clear resonant mode at 1.3kHz,
aside from which the driver's behaviour
is remarkably well controlled. For a
box of its size the Al also has very well
maintained bass response. KH

do this effectively. The little Aurousal Al's bass output
is still extended relative to the size of the drive unit and
enclosure, but this bass can still lack conviction. Yet this
limitation is forgivable for its otherwise highly dynamic
and coherent style of music- making, even at moderate
volumes. If your priorities lie in this direction, then the
Aurousal can be warmly recommended.
Frequency >,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT: The ± 5.0dB responses errors may be smoothed over by toeing

The Aurousal does deliver much

the speakers inward; ABOVE RIGHT: Many full- range drivers are riddled with

of what is claimed given care

resonances, but the Al's aluminium cone is surprisingly well-behaved

with positioning, though it
shouldn't be relied on to
produce the seduction hinted
at by Aurousal sadvertising.
The Al Mk 2 reviewed here
has been adjusted to have

Sensitivity ',PL at Im for 2.83V rms input)

84dB

Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

6.2ohm @ .712Hz
17.8ohm @ 20kHz

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

-27°@ 10alz

Pair matching I
2091-1z-20kHz)

±1.7dB

more bass than the original
Al, but the bottom end
remains its weakest point.
Otherwise, it produces a
fresh, enjoyable sound.
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29° @ 66Hz

HT extension (- 6dB ref 200HzilOkHz)

34Hz

THD 100HzilkHz/10kHz Cor 90dB SR at 1m)

1.1%

j25.5kHz j 25.2kHz
I 0.4%

/ 0.2%

Where

beauty and

balance

converge

Aurora 6
speaker
stand

Atacama first began producing

dedicated furniture products that

speaker stanas back in 1986. It

were aesthetically appealing, but

was clear that lifting speakers

at the same time allow the audio

off the ground and mounting

equipment it supports to achieve

them on a column that was

optimum performance.

sonically dead vastly improved
their performance. It was soon

Since those early days.

realised that there was also major

Atacama now manufacture a

benefits to be gained by isolating

comprehensive range of speaker

hi-fi equipment in order for its full

stands, hi-fi, and home cinema

potential to be achieved. Ordinary

equipment racks, to meet the

domestic furn.ture did not offer the

demanding needs of todays

qualities required and • herefore

consumer.

it was necessary to design

fit

WHAT HUM

WHAT HI FI?

WHAT HI- Fl?

WHAT HI FI?

AWARDS 2004

AWARDS 2006

AWARDS 2005

AWARDS 2007

F1/0•00 OF TM Me

MIMI« NMI MA

SOUND • ND VISION

F•OOlitt OF TIFF V.A.

SOUND AND VISION

MM. OF On

SOUND AND VISION

SOUND AND VISION

ACCeSson."

ATACADA141tdeil.1.«

hi-fi & home cinema furniture specialist

tel: + 44 ( 0)1455 283 251
For detaïls of you nearest stockist visit:
www.atacama-audio.co.uk/dealers.php

W
ith the
the incredible
With
NEW Aurora 6stand,
you can change the
colour yourself to suit any
environment. Visit our
web site for more
details. Just
£159.99 ( pair).

Make the
Grado
GRADO GS1000 (£ /000)

Making astatement are Grado's
latest and greatest, donned by
'phones fan Keith Howard

1

am beginning to think the
unthinkable: that there may be
no such thing as the universal
headphone. That to enjoy the

best of headphone reproduction
there is no choice but to have at
least two sets of headphones on
hand with different tonal balances
-heaven help us, maybe even three.
Such an idea would be ludicrous
with loucspeakers because of
the logistics involved but with

(_-) REAL ENSEMBLE
My time with Grado's range-topping,
£1000 GS1000 provided fuel for

ATs, ' creamy' would do as well as
any. They have aspatially large,

this notion. Two musical examples

tonally warm character that Ifind

'It was alot snappier and
less enclosed sounding
via the Grado GS1000s'
AUDIO

FILE
Circumaural
dynamic
headphone
Price: £ 1000
Made by: Grado
Laboratories
Distributed by:
Armour Home
Electronics
Tel: 01279
501111
Web: www.
gradolabs.com
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of mid- pi-ire headphones, and then
the GS1000s.
If Ihad to ,limit myself to asingle
word to describe the sound of the

headphones it is at least feasible.

endlessly inviting. But Ihad to
admit that on the Cantus recording

to what I'm used to hearing
over loudspeakers as v\ell as
via the Audio Technicas. The
satisfying cohesion had gone.
More comparisons ii a
moment but first alittle more
detail about Grado's finest
headphone. Ithink anyone
with design sensibility would

they were creamy to afault. Very
engaging, very low-fatigue but a
little short on the detail necessary
to dissect out each of the voices
and add avital edge of realism. In

guess that the GS1000s

although Icould have selected

comparison the GS1000s weren't
as large- imaged or as mellifluously

available from, to take anotable
example, AKG. They also look

countless others. First: the Billy
Joel sonc ' Lullabye' (
Goodnight

toned but their rendition was more
convincirg because they achieved

and feel rather too much like
lesser Grado ' phones, I'd say, for

My Angel, arranged for American
male voice ensemble Cantus and

that separation. They sounded
more like areal ensemble of voices

aproduct at this elevated price.

recordec by ex-HFN editor John

-rather than aslightly blurred,

are the same as fitted : othe

Atkinson. Second: from abygone era
and ( as I'm often telling you) one of

amorphous ensemble of voices.

£110 Grado SR8Os Ireviewed
last October and the headband

will serve to make the point,

are an American product
because they look distinctly
old fashioned alongside the
fresh, contemporary designs

The sliding capsule adjusters

my favourite orchestral recordings,

Cue Rachmaninov. What makes
this recordirg tirelessly engaging

Classic Records' 24/96 DAD of
Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances

is its rich spectrum of tonal colours
and its weighty, punchy dynamics

with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Donald Johanos.
Two very different pieces of music

-qualities which the ATs are able
to convey almost as convincingly as
loudspeakers despite their inability

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE
Apart from the GS1000s turned

to be sure, but not so disparate as

to engage you viscerally as well as
aurally. Very few headphones are

wood capsules - the design
element most responsible for
its olde worlde aesthetic - the

to suggest what happened when I
listened to them back-to-back via
the Audio Technica ATH-AD700s,
which won last October's group test

www.hifinews.co.uk
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able to do this, and so it proved with
the GS1000s. It was like listening to
adifferent piece of music - different

is little different. The advice to
stretch the latter if the ' phones
are atight fit is the same.

biggest difference resides in
the earpads. As in the SR80

•

hi-finews
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GRADO

GS1000 HEADPHONES / £ 1000

RESULTS
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••• • ••

ABOVE: Turned wood capsules give the flagship

Grado

headphones an olde worlde aesthetic

Foam plastic earpads are
much wider and deeper than
en lesser Grados, making the

these are made of plastic foam but have amuch larger

CS1000 acircumaural, rather
than asupra- aural. design.
This enhances their comfort
even though they are heavier

diameter and are also much deeper. As aresult the
GS1000s are acircumaural design, with the pads resting
around the outer ear, rather than asupra- aural design

Internally the driver - vinich has
adomed, clear plastic chaphragm
-has been redesigned tp suit the
GS1000's turned wood capsule

resting on the ear. It's an important change because the
GS1000s are alot more comfortable as aresult even

housing. Grado claims that the
two work together to reduce

though, at 330g including cable, they are almost 60%
heavier than the SR80s.
WORLDWIDE APPROVAL
The GS1000s have been enthusiastically reviewed
worldwide for reasons that are easy to appreciate
when you compare them, say, to the top model in
Sennheiser's range, the ( significantly cheaper) HD650s.
Whereas the HD650s have awarm, slightly thickened
sound quality that suppresses detail, the GS1000s are
lighter- hued tonally, more open sounding and deliver
detail undiluted. Madeleine Peyroux's ' Don't Cry Baby',
for instance, was alittle plodding via the HD650s,
and alot snappier and less enclosed sounding via the
GS1000s. Likewise on Antonio Forcione's ' Heartbeat',
guitar string attack was alot crisper via the GS1000s.
Most audiophiles, given the choice, I'm sure would
select the Grados. But this joie de vivre is due in large
part to what Ihear as an overly prominent presence
band which, as I've already described, works better on
some programme material than it does on others.
So do Ireally think we each need aharem of

transient d:stortions

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Even though they are of quite low
impedance, the GS1000 does not have
high sensitivity. The measured 107dB
SPI for 1Vrms input at 1kHz is fully 6dB
down on the figure obtained for the SR80
(NM, Oct ' 07] - but any good headphone
amplifier will drive the GS1000 to realistic
listening levels without difficulty. Measuring
the frequency response of headphones
meaningfully is difficult for many reasons,
one of which is the variation in response
which occurs when the capsules are
positioned slightly differently on the ear. To
account for this Inow measure the response
ten times, with the headphone removed
from the artificial ear and replaced again
between each measurement.
The traces shown [see graph, below left]
are the averaged results for each capsule
but Ialso generate another graph, not
shown, of 95% confidence intervals to show

the extent of the variation. In the GS1000's
case this is small and concentrated around
6.5kHz and 10kHz, where its effect will be
minor. Elsewhere response variations are
small but still we recorded ahigh capsule
matching error, 40Hz-10kHz, of ± 5.2dB
-much larger than you find with good
full- range speaker drivers. As the responses
show, these differences occur mainly
above 2kHz although adisparity in the
two capsules' fundamental resonance also
results in departures below 400Hz.
LF extension of 45Hz ( averaged for the
two capsules) is disappointing at this price
level, as is the high 100Hz distortion level of
over 3%. The free-field cumulative spectral
decay waterfall [see graph, below right]
shows that the diaphragm, like that of the
5R80, displays asevere breakup resonance,
with the most prominent mode clearly
appearing at 5.2kHz. KH

headphones awaiting our various pleasures? Of course
not. What we need is asingle pair of headphones
with just the right frequency response. Trouble is, for
well known psychoacoustic reasons, we each need a
different frequency response, and until somebody comes
out with an effective headphone EQ system we are
left to choose between models which depart from our
personal ideal in diverse ways.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
left capsule ( blue trace)

Whether the GS1000 hits the

ABOVE LEFT: Averaged frequency responses for the

spot for you, only you can say. I

and right capsule ( red trace); ABOVE RIGHT: The cumulative decay spectrum

appreciate why it has been well

clearly exposes a breakup resonance at 5.2kHz

received but for this listener
its tonal balance isn't quite
warm enough, its imaging not
quite large enough to make
it consistently satisfying.
These might almost be
called traditional headphone

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity, ( SPL at lkHz for 1Vrms input)

107dB

Impedance modulus min/max

30.7ohm

52.4ohm

(20Hz-20kHz)

@ I.2kHz

@ 98Hz

Capsule matching ( 100Hz-10kHz)

*5.2dB

isolation (
3rd- octave smoothed 100Hz-20kHz)

2.8d8

your expectations then the

IT extension (- 6d8 ref 200Hz)

45Hz

GS1000 will not disappoint.

THD 100Hz/IkHz (for 90dB SPI)

3.3%

Weight ( inc cable and 0.25M connector)

330g

characteristics, and if they are

<0.1%
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The Missing Link -

Cables based on Science - Not Mythology

The Missing Link
[PS- 100 Ultra-Pure
Silver plated
Wall Socket
tested & measured
against the highly
reputed MK Socket
Fact : Generated contact noise caused by contact resistance causes distortion to the 50 cycle waveform
degrading the quality of the mains.
Fact : The Missing Link were the first company to introduce Silver plated mains connectors to the market over
7 years ago. They have continued to improve their processes to produce Missing Link Ultra- Pure Silver plating ..
the Highest Purity plating possible and as used in all Missing Link power cables & connectors.
Fact : The equipment used for this development measures contact resistance down to 1-10,000 of an Ohm+ -2%
Fact : On the Left of the above picture is the Missing Link EPS100 fitted with the Missing Link EPS 500 plug pin
Silver plated using the Missing Link Ultra- Pure process they measure 1.23 milli Ohms
On the Right is the MK Wall Socket fitted with an MK Plug pin measuring 5.11 milli Ohms
Note....MK plugs are fitted to most high end mains cables which can cost thousands of pounds

The [PS Range of Mains Connectors offer the lowest Measurable Contact Noise in the World....Fact!
For information about our Full Range of Be- spoke Cables and Connectors
Phone 01623 844478 Or Email : infoOthe-missing-link.net

www.the-missing-link.net

the audio room
hi-fi specialist

5tifeel
Arcam, Ayre, Bowers and Wilkins inc 800 series, Classe, Cyrus, Densen, Dynavector, lsotek, Linn,
Mark Levinson, Meridian, Naim, Nordost, Proac, Rega, Rotel, Stax and others.

36 months interest free credit available on selected items - mail order available on selected items
three demonstration suites available - free parking

the audio room, 2george street, hedon, hull, east yorkshire, hul 28jh
01482 891375 - www.theaudioroom.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Xero Hour
LEEMA ACOUSTICS XERO (£ 670)

Keith Howard hears Leema's ultra- compact,
replacement for its launch speaker, the Zen

S

mallest of Leema
Acoustics' six- model

speaker range, the
Xero really is tiny at just
220x140x205mm ( hwd), its
front baffle having only about
half the area of this magazine's
front cover. The moulding that
houses the two pairs of input
sockets for the split crossover
occupies much of the rear
panel, with just room for asmall
reflex port beneath, while the
minuscule bass- mid driver at the

the smallest possible footprint.
To this end the Xero can be wall
mounted although for best sound its
manufacturer rightly recommends
using sturdy floor stands.
Given its size, the Xero
performed quite well in the lab
tests. Its low sensitivity of 83.5dB
-2dB below _ eema's specification
-means that it needs alot of
amplifier volts to play loud but at
least it presents abenign load with
aminimum impedance modulus of
5.6ohm. Improving the effective

'Most users will prefer the Xeros
undressed, particularly on rock'
front has an effective diameter
of only about 80mm - little
more than three inches. So this
is aspeaker for people with
small listening rooms or who

Grille off, as measured, the Xero has
aslight;y upper- mid forward tonal
balance that on some sensitive
recordings like Antony Michaelson's
of the Weber clarinet quintet, can
add atouch of rawness. Replacir g
the gril es removes this but also
some of the speaker's resolvirg
power. Most users, Ireckon,
will prefer the Xeros undressed,
particularly on driving rock material
where the extra clarity helps their
rhythmical ability, which suffers if
the small bass- mid driver is asked to
work too hard.
On classical music the Xeros fared
well, even on full orchestral pieces
like Classic Records' Rachmanincy

shortfall in bass weight and dynamic
scale. The same was true on note

reflex- loaded
loudspeaker

of Carols where their ability to

Price: £ 670

separate musical strands and project
abelievable stereo image with

compact speakers, if not usually

aminimum spacing to the back
panel of 100mm.

this compact. With the best you

anybocy buying speakers this size,

centred on 2<Hz and anarrow notch

particullarly at this price, should ask

at about 7.5kHz but the cumulative

themselves whether they couldr't
accommodate something alittle
larger and reap the benefits in

quite high distortion
when it is asked to
reproduce 100Hz
at 90dB SPL.

Web: www.
leema-acoustics.

honesty of their sound. Certainly

mid driver generates

01938 811900

COT

that's the case with the Xero. Still,

output. As you'd expect,
the Xero's tiny bass-

Telephone:

and appreciate the essential
The Xero's frequency response
displays abroad hump in output

aresonance in the port's

Made by: Leema
Acoustics

learn to accept their limitations

PORT OUT

the former corresponding to

Ultra compact
two-way

intimate works like Benjamin
Britten's piquant A Ceremony

wall behind, Leema recommending

two well damped resonant ridges
associated with small response
peaks at 830Hz and 1350Hz,

FILE

were ample compensation for any

generous depth came to the fore.
I've lived for many years w•th

spectral decay waterfall is clean bar

AUDIO

Symphonic Dances where their fne
imaging and revealing midrarge

bass extensio:n is easily achieved by
positioning the speaker close to the

insist on their speakers having

•

CD SOUND QUALITY

SOUND

70%

dynamic scale that this can bring.
If you just must have
ultra- compact speakers, the
Xero is afile choice particularly
over short listening distances.
It doesl't do prodigious bass,

BUu
70%

of course, but it is musically
insightful on awide range
of material. Don't skimp on
stands if you want to hear
the best from it.

-ffiFen SPECIFICATIONS

hi-fi news

HIGHLY
com VENDED

Sensitivity(SMI at 1m for 2.83V rms inpit)

83.5dB

Impedaice modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz1

5.605m @ 2.1kHz

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20k1z)

-66. @ 114Hz

75.4ohm @ 94Hz

52" @ 34Hz
Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

±1.9dB

LF/FIF extension (- 6ciR ref 200Hz110k

63Hz / 31kHz

THD 100Hz/lkHz/10kHz ( for 90dB SPL at 1m)

49% / 0.3%1 0.5%
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The all-new

M-series

from RO KSAN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: vvvvw.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
ROKSAN

CENTRES

OF

EXCELLENCE

Midland HiFi Studio, Wolverhampton • Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Audio Republic Ltd., Headingley Leeds • HG Rapkin, Northampum • Hi Fi Sound, Darlington
Home Media, MaidstoneKronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Music Unlimited, Leverton, Boston • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Holborn • Tedmosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddersfield • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch

AMPLIFIER TEST

Hvo er

[Island ILPS 9279]. The volume was
set to my usual level for this track,
ie, enough to drive the room but
not overly loud. Simon Kirke's drum
kicked in, drier and tighter than

Charged

usual but with good extension and
drive. Rodgers' vocals appeared
with a more subdued manner
than I'm used to, lacking clarity
and range, something Iwas not
expecting with an additional 10dB

MUSICAL FIDELITY 750K (£ 2499 each)

Andy Whittle tries ahigher power version of
the Supercharger, now rated at 750w

A

of dynamic range on tap! Backing
vocals followed suit with a' stand in'
appearance. Mowng up to the top,

AUDIO

customary sheen and crash of Kirke's

FILE

percussion sim3ly being rolled off.

Monoblock

cymbal crasies were no better, the

sthe name implies,
the Supercharger is

my 15W Audio Innovations Second

intended to boost low

Fidelity las retained the sensing

SERIOUS LEVELS

powered' amplifieus, in

circuitry fitted to its 550‹ [see HFN,

It was evident by increasing the

inputs, rated at

the range of 50 to 200 watts.

Sept ' 07] that automatically detects

volume level ti-at the available

750VV/8ohm

Musical Fidelity employs its

an incoming signal, switch ng the

power was mot in question and that

latest low- distortion bridged

amplifier on from its standby mode.

Price: £ 2499

serious listening levels, way beyond

each

power amplifier

Audiovalve amps! Thankfully Musical

circuitry to deliver 750W

with line- and
high-level

what IusualUy use, were available.

Made and

from each monoblock. A large

0

However, the cverall performance

increase in dynamic range is

The system used was rey Voyd Valdil

supplied by:

was still considered to be 'filtered'

Musical Fidelity

therefore possible, freeing

SME 309/AN IQ3 vinyl tont-end,

when compared to the Audio

the system from amplifier

Exposure 2010 CD pla!ie - and Audio

Innovations arr ps on their own.

compression or distortion.

Note M3 preamp and Snell Type C

It was with some trepidaion
that Iconnected the 750Ks to

READY FOR LOVE?

Telephone: 020

Time to try something different:

speake -s. On with Bad Cormpany's

the 750Ks can also be used as

'Ready For Love' from Bad Company

straightforward power amps, so I

'It was evident by increasing volume
that the power was not in question'

8900 2866
Web: www.

hooked them up at line level direct

musicalfidelity.
Corn

from my prearr p.With enough
power to fry m/ ears, the 750Ks
sounded confident and assured.

SOUND

Tight bass lines and a smooth

68%

mid kept everything in order,
but upper mid and extreme top
were still considered shut in,
lacking detaél and expression.

750K

Ultimately Ibeliie\,e they

ri --=.z.-.---,'

performed better when used

CAUTION
eldinal IV.
alliinig

lir

90%

as ' superchargers'.
From CD, the overall

BIM

I

result was the same,
from Mahler to The Who;
powerful, yes, detailed and
dynamic, strangely. no. If
the 750K ampl.fier were a
car it would be a Rangey

BUILD
EC')

63%

78°/0

Sport. Me? I'd rather
have aGolf GTi thanks all
the same.

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 8(4ohm (<1% TIM)

• • 7

nommus
7SOK

850W/ 1250W

Dynamic Power, 8141211ohm

1190W/2130W/3440W/4410W

Output Impedance(20Hz-20kHz)

0.031-0.13ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d8 h -1.1d8

Input Sensitivity (for OdBVII/750W)

88mV/2480r-N

A-wtd SIN ratio (
for OdBW1750W)

88.3dB/115.5dB

Distortion ( 10W/8ohm.20Hz-20kHz)

0.0009-0.041%

lalausten
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SUPER SYSTEMS

hi-fi news

Su pet PY5Deer
Systems
Marantz's towering ' Legendary' system — comprising
stereo SACD, preamp and two massive monoblocks —
meets Mordaunt-Short's flagship Performance 6speaker.
Richard Stevenson listens to asystem with pedigree

Marantz SA-7S2
(£5000)
The SA- 7S2 is equipped with a
choice of three filter options for
both CD and SACD, each having
different effects for the respective
formats. For CD, Filter 1is
specified with short pre- and postecho characteristics; Filter 2has
an asymmetric impulse response,
where post-echo is slightly longer
than pre-echo; and Filter 3 has the
most gentle filter characteristic.
Switch to SACD and Filter 1
performs no low-pass filtering
on DSD data; Filter 2attenuates
signals over 100kHz and would
seem to convert the signal to
multi- level PWM (' equivalent to
40 multi- levels'), while Filter 3
attenuates 100kHz+ and provides
'fully symmetrical operation for
23 multi- levels'. There's also a
switchable Noise Shaper, digital
feedback which reduces noise in
the passband. Choices, choices.
--...+81111111""".fflORIIIIIPP"e

Mordaunt-Short Performance 6
(£3500)
The Performance 6's radical profile is not just for
House & Home magazine photoshoots or to look
great with that lush coat of silver paint. The shape
has been formed to near- eliminate internal wave
colorations and give the form mechanical strength
that far exceeds that of atraditional wooden box
cabinet. Acomplex polymer resin is injectionmoulded into amonocoque construction with
the material density being varied across the wall
thickness. The inner section of the material is made
far less dense than the outer shell, delivering high
acoustic damping and low stored energy.

62 I www.hifinews.co.uk + APRIL 2008

Marantz MA-9S2 (£ 12,000ipr)
Having acombined weight heavier than this reviewer, each
MA- 952's enormous toroidal transformer accounts for afair
proportion of the mass, along with adouble- layer steel chassis
with extensive copper plating. The power meters and the blue
illumination can be shut off for the purist approach but both units
draw afair chunk from the mains under load and 80W each in a
quiescent state, which won't help your carbon footprint any.

M

arantz's Legendary
system has been

three-year R&D program, this

one of the most

impeccable pedigree.
The SA752 SACO player

anticipated high end projects to emerge from
Japan for quite awhile - and

key components are mounted
in fourlayer glass epoxy. It's a

is clearly asuper system of

fully- balanced dual differential
design with an optional
clock sync input, for use with

is actually an evolution of
the widely regarded SA- 7S1

certainly the most pretentiously

launched in 2002, and arguably

named. Legendary promises
to distill the many decades

the key component. It features

of Marantz expertise into a

throughout, including aCD
drawer hewn out of 10mm

stupendously fine build quality

no-compromise two-channel
statement, wrapped in designer
clothes and built to the finest

thick die-cast aluminium. The

quality. Partnered here with

reduce noise radiation and

whole structure is formed to

an outboard master clock
generator, and offers switchable
noise-shaping and switchable
DC filtering that cuts in sub1.7Hz. To complete its digital

input system, with achoke coil
set between the rectifier diodes
and capacitors to smooth the
supply voltage further. Fit and
finish are, of course, superlative,
and the unit is supplied with a
neat aluminium-topped remote
control. The round fascia
window, with blue illumination
and red digits for volume is

trickery you also get digital

cosmetically challenging but it

phase inversion and achoice of
three digital filter modes - none

does lend an air of refinement.
are beasts. Behind that fey
pink- gold colour and the

The power amps, however,

Mordaunt-Short's Performance

resonances. The feet are pure

of which are conventional
'brickwall' types [ See box, left,

6flagship loudspeakers,

copper, the chassis is double-

and lab report, p67].

genteel blue glow of the power

themselves the result of a

layered throughout and the
ALL CHOKED UP
The SC- 752 preamp is likewise

are capable of supplying the
right side of 450 watts with

afully- balanced design with
atrue linear volume control,

incredibly low distortion. Under
the bonnet, Marantz's newly

hefty power supply and what
Marantz refers to as achoke

developed High- Definition
Amplifier Modules for SACD C-

meters they weigh atonne and

Marantz SC-7S2 (£ 5000)
Despite its bulk and unique looks, the SC- 752 is ajoy to use and
well equipped. Alongside four analogue inputs there are fully
balanced XLR in/outputs, twin sets of unbalanced RCA outputs
and Marantz's Floating Control Bus System. If the madness
takes you, this feature allows you to synchronise up to six
5C- 7S2 preamps, each one driving asingle bi-amped channel in a
multichannel system. Ideally you should use 12 MA-9S2s of course,
bringing the total cost to just over £ 100,000. Ouch.

I

AUDIO

FILE
Marantz UK
575-583 Bath
Road
Longford
Padbury Oaks
UB7 OEH
Tel: 01753
680868
Web: www.
marantz.com
Mordaunt Short
Gallery Court,
Pilgrimage
Street, London
SE1 4LL

e

111111111111111111111111111111
C.41.•

Tel: 01753
680868
wvvw.mordaunt
short.com
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SUPER SYSTEMS

(HDAM SA) claim afrequency

to asuper system combination that

CLOCKWISE

dimensional imaging is achingly

response from 3Hz to 150kHz. There

is big, bold and beautiful — with a

FROM TOP: The

addictive. ' Set The Fire To The Third

is also anewly developed toroidal

strong hint of bling.

transformer entirely shielded by
an ' aluminium shorting ring' and a

Mordaunt-Short
Performance

Bar' by Snow Patrol and Martha
Wainright is craft as aheart-rending

THE MATHS

6loudspeaker

emotional rollercoaster, cutting to

uses ametal

the very core of the music without a

meters can be switched off but their

Having lived with this system for
several weeks of damn fine musical

dome tweeter

hypnotising movement reminds me

fun, Ihave drawn one overriding

with ' aspirated

hint of congestion or sluggishness.
Vocals shine, top- end detail sparkles

why everyone thought meters were

conclusion: while every part has
sonic facets that are frankly stunning

tweeter
technology', so

and the bass is ludicrously tight.

agood idea back in the 1970s.

in isolation, holistically speaking

that rearward

be something of an enigma though.

RETRO -FREE ZONE

the system does not live up to the

energy can

Their subtle tailoring of the top end

Mordaunt-Shorts' Performance 6s
are about as far from retro as you

sum of the parts. The back story is

dissipate

seem to be content dependent and

that Marantz distributes Mordaunt-

through arear

will have you swapping filter settings

can get. The tall, slender polymer

Short in the UK, so the system as

'spike' drilled

with every disc. Filter 2 is perhaps

resin cabinets are ultra- modern.
These are fitted with the latest

supplied to HiFi News is one born

with many holes;

least impressive, seemingly blunting

of commercial convenience rather

the clarity through the presence

incarnation of MS's aluminium

than sonic balance. Partnering

three sets of
terminals allows

continuous profile cone ( CPC)
drivers and afree-floating ATT

£17,000 of amplification with

the Performance

mellifluous Filter 3 nicely tames

£3500 speakers is in itself of
dubious logic but the foible here is a
simple mismatch of sonic signatures

6to be tri wired

the edges of acerbic recordings

or tri-amped; the
Marantz MA- 952

without squashing the dynamics.
With an audiophile recording Filter

rather than finances. Let me explain.

monoblocks

1is arevelation, achieving levels of

include RCA
and XLR inputs,

projection and clarity that can take

copper- plated case. The retro power

(aspirated tweeter technology)
metal dome HF unit. The P6 is a
three-way design with the midrange
and bass drivers mounted to the

From the top, the SA- 752 SACD

The SA- 752's filter settings can

band, while the slightly more

thicker and more stable rear of the

player and SC- 7S2 preamp are

cabinet, which serves to better

among the best, if not the very best
examples of their kind Ihave had

and two sets

your breath away.
My much- played Linn Records

of heavy-duty

pressing of Mendelssohn's violin

in the baffle.
The heady wash of gold and

the privilege of listening to in my

speaker binding

concertos achieved anew level of

own home. Their micro-detailing,

posts

sheer involvement, grabbing the

silver and the sheer lustre add up

instrumental separation and three-

isolate the drivers from resonances

The SA-7S2
+ACD player
dSC-7S2
reamp are
ong the best,
if not the very
est examples of
heir kind Ihave
ad the privilege
flistening to at
Iorne'
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

CUL.

attention and pinning one to the
seat as sure as being in the front
row at alive concert. While audio
revelations like the SA-752/SC-752
don't come along very often, they
are the sole reason Ihaven't had a
clear credit card since 1984.

TENACIOUS AMPS
The MA- 9S2 monoblocks are quite
something else too. While the
price tag, weight, dimensions and
specifications are more reminiscent
of US exotica, they are far removed
from bullish muscularity of Krells
and Levinsons. Without bluster they
grab information and detail with
unbelievable tenacity and lay it
out bare for you. Behind the bulky
gold exterior, the MA-9S2s are
mercilessly revealing, resolving the
immaculately recorded Mendelssohn
Hebrides Overture with majesty
and power, and encapsulating the
orchestra in asoundstage that
offers incredible depth. While the
lead violin was scant inches from
the sofa, the brass was placed to
the rear right of the room and the
timpani were just the other side of
my neighbour's shed. Stunning.
This resolution can be adouble

,,

iii,iIIIIHhlIIIIIlIIIII 11

edged sword though as the MA9S2s take no prisoners in ruthlessly
revealing the shortcomings of
recordings. It took barely half of ' Fat
Bottomed Girls' from the appallingly
remastered Queen Platinum
Collection to get me scrabbling for C-
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LAT INTERNATIONAL

IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII,

IC 100 MKII Analog, DI-30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital and, AC-2MKII
Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables, Tonearm interconnects TA300,TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused
wire technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

North Star

Bosendorfer

Sapphire CD Player
(Philips VAM 1202 Mech, Upsampling 192/24, double DAC, balanced
anlogue stage with balanced and unbalanced output)

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true
Ferrite technology
cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded
over the conductor
strands. Power Cords
-GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA
2.5) and GNLM 05/04.
From £ 48 for a 1m
cord terminated with
a standard IEC and
MK tough plug. Other
terminations include
Fig of 8, 16 amp IEC,
and mains plugs
Schuko, USA, Danish,
India, Swiss etc
Pictured are the SEB
versions of the cable
priced from £ 80 for a
1m cord

Ask for brochure
and price list. VC1
from £ 3450, VC2
from £ 4750 and
VC7 from £ 6400.

eSe
+.0

Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit ° Jr web site and check the list of ex-demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Discover ways to
upgrade your LP source
economically over
time with Clearaudio

PINEWOOD
MUSIC

turntables.

Super
VLn,
51 sç:DLnners
Is the turntable you fancy out of
reach? Would it help to upgrade in
stages without any loss?
Several Clearaudio turntables can
be upgraded for the DIFFERENCE
IN PRICE. Even damaged cartridges
can be part-exchanged.
Superb performance with economy.
There's adiscount for buying turntable/arm/cartridge packages and
even their PHONO STAGES can be
upgraded with abattery supply!
Clearaudio performance starts from
as little as £ 740 for the complete
Emotion package, the upgradeable
Champion and Solution from £880.
An example: to raise aChampion
(£880) to Champion Level 1 (£ 1490)
performance costs only £650, just
£40 more than the difference.
The NEW MAGNETIC BEARING, an
upgrade for nearly every turntable,
brings greater openness and quieter
backgrounds. Critically, unlike most
other similar bearings, the cartridge
is shielded from the magnetic field.
ACRYLIC IS AN IDEAL MATERIAL
for turntables because of its energy
"Iossy" qualities, the reason it's used
for every Clearaudio chassis.The
tonal character can be "fine-tuned"
between gentler or more dynamic
by introducing layers of wood and
aluminium as upgrades.
BENT STYLUS? Clearaudio will
even allow up to 55% discount on a
replacement MC cartridge.
PERFORMANCE WITH ECONOMY.
Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS

they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You

AVOID

The
Right
Note

z.

Music in the borne

di

BATH

the way and save money in the long run.

01225 874728
or lo-call

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

0845 230 7570

EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy music

CD: ACCUSTIC ARTS,

along

Hands up those who are lucky enough to own
a Jadis DA50S. Oh dear - not too many. We
must try to rectify this sad state of affairs.
first, put aside all this stuff you've been
I'
reading about needing hundreds of Watts to
achieve anything worthwhile. That may be true
in
some
cases,
but
it is
an
overgeneralisation that can be misleading
A mere 30 Watts a channel from this
heavyweight seduction of chrome and gold
will galvanise your system into a riot of
intense musical pleasure.
Heavenly with
Son us faber, and magical on the Martin Logan
Vantage - and no lack of SPLs.
The DA5OS - also now available with remote
as the DA5ORC - is not anew design. But new
does not always mean better, does it?
Agents for: Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis,
Wilson Audio, Audio Research, Copland,
Martin
Logan,
Koetsu,
Transparent,
Crystal Cable, Finite Elemente

The Pinewood Music
Company

BEL CANTO, dCS, GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA.

VINYL :
AESTHETICS, AVID, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN,
MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS :
BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,GAMUT. HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO.
LOUDSPEAKERS :
AUDIO PHYSIC. DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES:
CHORD CO.. DNM ,NORDOST, S1LTECH, VERTEX AQ MAINS Vertex AQ.
ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

SUPPORTS:

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

SUPER SYSTEMS

the off button amidst ashill squeal of nasal

into mush. However, their sublime imaging
and gorgeous top- end extension when

and amp package and let the Legendary
system drive B&W's 800D or perhaps KEF's

amps are certainly not the behemoth bass
monsters one might imagine, majoring
instead on immaculate articulation and a

fed adiet of quality recordings is nothing
short of astonishing. If your collection is

Reference 207/2. With either combination
Iwould expect considerably more

wall-to-wall with crisply- pressed classical

light, airy top end that simply begs adiet

recordings, then there is little to touch the
P6's at the price.

sympathetic system synergy and all round
performance at the top of their respective

vocals and thrashy guitar notes. The power

of audiophile-quality classical music.
Which brings us to the MS Performance
6 speakers. Like many innovative speakers,
they will undoubtedly polarise opinion.
That metal tweeter unit and concave
drivers are as fast as lightning, combining
the pace and alacrity of the best stand -

JEICYLL AND HYDE
But therein lays the issue. Both the
Legendary system and P6's share similar
characteristics, majoring on detail, delicacy

price points.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This super system comprises
components at the
top of their art yet

mounts with the power handling of a

and holographic imaging with alight
balance on the forward side of neutral. The

large floor-stander. The balance is light
and up-front, further enhancing their

result is asystem that has aJekyll and Hyde
character depending largely on the quality

acohesive whole.

quite fabulous imaging if not shaking

of the content. With anything less than

System and the

the foundations. Leading edge attack
has incredibly alacrity and projection,

aperfect pressing, it shows no quarter

Performance 6's

giving snare drums real bite and cleanly

in finding all that is bad in arecording
and hanging it out to dry in front of you.

detailed, up-

articulating percussive piano notes.
The P6's poise and balance is so very
much like the MA- 9S2 power amps it is

Conversely, with audiophile- grade discs
this super system is capable of resolution
and imaging that transcends sublime,

front and natural

uncanny and, equally, they are about as
forgiving as aparachute accident. Hard,

crafting aperformance that is as close to

but this system

the live experience as Ihave yet to hear in
my listening room.

proves you can

My thoughts would be to put the P6s
on the end of something like an Arcam CD

agood thing.

edgy or bright recordings are ripped to
shreds, with vocal sibilance accentuated
and the top end of cymbal notes turning

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

I 0.100

I 0.010

-611 -40
40 -100 -120
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Having three switchable CD digital filter options is
not so unusual these days but it's worth noting that
none is aclassical, high-order brick-wall type. All are
low-order filters with an early I-IF roll-off and very
limited rejection of stopband images just outside
of the audioband. With CD media, Filters 1, 2and
3 have a - 2.4dB, - 1.3dB and -5.0dB rollout at
20kHz, respectively, with an image rejection of just
-11.8dB, - 13.4dB and -4.0dB.
Filter 3 looks closest to Pioneer's well-tried
Legato Link formula while Filter 2suffers from a
peak-level clipping of some 0.5%. Filter 1would
be my choice with its low 0.0002% distortion,
- 120psec jitter and excellent low-level resolution.
SACD is not downsampled to PCM, enjoying an
extended response (-0.4d13/20kHz, - 2.8c113/50kHz
and - 13c18/100kHz), awide 108d8 5/N ratio and low
- 5psec jitter. PM

0.001

Both the Legendary

FEATURES

have an incredibly

80%

presentation with
superb imaging,

AMPLIFIERS
Mum
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80%

simply don't gel as

ECO

55%

BUILD
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have too much of

LOUDSPEAKERS

BIM
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100
Dynamic Power Output »
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N
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Are you looking for apreamp that offers very little
noise ( S/N is 97dB re. OdBV), miniscule levels of
distortion ( - 0.00012% through the midrange) and a
response that's flat from DC-to-light (well, ± 0.02dB
from 5Hz-100kHz)7 Marantz's SC- 752 achieves all
this along with a0.05d8 channel balance and stereo
separation better than 75dB across the audioband.
The MA- 952 power amp is equally proficient.
It idles at 80W but draws - 600W at its rated
300W/8ohm output ( 50% efficiency), smashing
this specification by delivering 465W/8ohm and
750W/4ohm, rising to amaximum of 1645W
(or 28.7A) under dynamic conditions into 2ohm.
Distortion hits aminimum of 0.00024% at 5Hz/10W
and rises progressively to 0.044% at 20kHz/10W
while the response is flat to 20kHz and - 1.2dB at
100kHz. The S/N ratio from this balanced power
amp topology is very wide at 95d13/0dBW. PM

Frequency in Hz »

wow

Our measured 88dB sensitivity is ldB lower than
Mordaunt-Short's specification but still about
average for aspeaker of this size, impedance
and bandwidth. Nominal impedance is quoted
as 4-8ohm which accord well with our measured
minimum modulus of 3.4ohm. Phase angles
are modest and, as aresult, the minimum EPDR
(equivalent peak dissipation resistance) is 2.0ohm,
making this amoderately challenging load to drive.
Overall frequency response trend is pretty flat
and the response errors modest at ± 3.8 and ± 3.9(18.
A mild response depression in the presence band
is followed by aslightly raised mid-treble and a
climbing response to the tweeter's ultrasonic
resonance. Pair matching is fair at ± 1.5dB. Apart
from amild resonance at 4.5kHz the cumulative
spectral decay waterfall [above] is mostly clean but
for hints of cabinet resonances below 1kHz. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATION
FAiodmum output level

4.93Vrms

Power Output, 8/4olun (<1% THD)

465W/750W

Sensitivity iSPL at 1
m12.83V)

88dB

Aavtd SIN Ratio

108dB

Dynamic Power, 814/211ohm

545WrIkW/1.65kW/336W

Impedance modulus (minimal()

DIstortion11014 OdBFsi-30dBfs

0.00023% /0.0039%

Output Impedance (20H5-201d1z)

0.024-0.031ohm

Impedance phase (min/mes)

Dist. & Noise 20IcHr., CDISACD

0.0025% 10.115%

3.4ohm
@ 98Hz
-36°
0 28Hz

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -1.16dB

Freq. resp. error (20011z-201cHz)

±3.9dB

Digital Jitter. CDISACD

120psec I-5psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBW/3001N)

101mV/1773mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

52Hz

Resolution @ -100dB CD 1SACO

±0.2dB I ±0.1dB

A-vdtd SIN ratio (OdBIA/1300W)

95.4dB/118.5dB

Treble «tension (-6dB re. 10kHz)

>40kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-201diz)

>123d8

Distortion (10W. 2011z-201d4z)

0.00027-0.044%

THD 100Hz/11/H4101(Hz mos

0.7%
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10.5ohm
@ 2.0kHz
126°
1.1kHz

0.1% f0.1%
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READERS' SYSTENIS

With partner pressures over the sheer number
of black boxes in the living room this month's
reader decided to slim his system down and
concentrate on refining his two- channel
sound. Steve Harris listens in and hears how
it took apair of fine Italian tube amps for this
music teacher to realise his dream...

.›

I

twas one lucky acquisition that first turned Rob on
to valve hi-fi. He'd been given an unwanted 1960s
wooden hi-fi cabinet, which turned out to have a

pair of Quad Il amplifiers bolted into the base, still
with original Quad- labelled valves.
Rob is amusic teacher, askilled guitar player and
ajazz drummer. He's also agreat movie buff, with
acollection of around 800 DVDs he watches on a
Samsung 42in plasma, but music has always come first.
Before taking his music degree, Rob worked in ahi-fi
store, giving him achance to hear lots of equipment
and making it easier to experiment.
'People fall into two camps when it comes to AV,' he
says. 'You are either primarily into the audio, and the
visual aspects take second place, or it's the visuals that

LL

that tubes could bring to hi-fi. But Iwas still fairly new to
it and Ithought, well, this seems like alot of hard work.
So Iopted out and sold them for aridiculously small
amount of money - it was pathetic really! - kept the
ABOVE RIGHT:

entice you in and the audio is secondary. For me it was

Paganini, and got myself aused Krell FPB300iamplifier.

Just some of

always the audio.'
Despite having plunging joyfully into multichannel,

the Audio Analogue Maestro 192 player. But Imissed

Rob eventually found happiness with ahighly refined
two-channel system. His valve inclination is as strong as

the character that the tubes had introduced to the
system, so Isold that and purchased aUnison Research

it was years ago, when he first fired up those Quad lis.

Unico CD, with tube output stage. And that system
worked very well, but by that time Iwas being pulled
towards home theatre. Igot rid of the lot, except for
the Unico CD, and went for ahome theatre system.

Rob's 800
DVDs. He
was an early
adopter of
the format,

'I wanted to upgrade from the Paganini, so Iwent for

informing
his current

QUAD QUANDRY

choice of a
Lexicon RT-10

cleaned them up. To go with them Ibought an Audio
Analogue Bellini preamp and Paganini CD player.
Eventually Ihad to re-valve the Quads because the

'I'd got the bug for this, and Iwas drawn in by the
excitement of AV, because this was when DVD had just

original valves started playing up, and Irealised I

could get, at some ridiculous price, and Ibought the
five available DVD discs you could get at the time.'

universal
player and
Samsung
SP-42W4 42in
plasma TV

'They were absolutely pristine, like new when I'd

had two choices here. Either Iwas going to go the
whole Quad route and pay mega money to have them
completely overhauled. Or try something else. The
Quads had got me really interested in the dimension
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been released. Ibought one of the first DVD players you

This system was based on one of the first Integra
receivers from Onkyo, with aPioneer Elite DVD player
and an array of KEF Reference Series surround speakers.

:11
4i I. :
4,›;-.4e
.- .•_:;.

told

THE ROOM
Rob downscaled from multichannel and
floorstanding speakers partly to avoid
overpowering the room. With modest
dimensions and fairly low ceiling, but an
irregular shape, the room has adead acoustic,
allowing two-channel to sound excellent, if with
inevitable bass limitation. Best results, for music
as well as movies, come with the curtain closed
on the main window behind the system.

Midi& AilK
'Despite having plunged joyfully into
multichannel, Rob eventually founc, happiness
with ahighly refined two- channel system'
But it wasn't long before Rob started changing things
again, still hankering after that valve warmth.

ABOVE: A pair
of Triangle
Magellan
Duetto
speakers

Having realised the benefits of using separate power
amplifiers, Rob finally got rid of the Integra receiver.
'I moved to aTAG McLaren AV32R, which Iput

sit upon
Slate Audio

together with all sorts of strange combinations of
things. Iwas working for adealer at that time, so Iwas
able to experiment abit. For ashort time Ihad the TAG

electronics are
shelved upon

McLaren DVD transport to go with the AV32R, but got

equipment

have the weight and control in the bass.

so frustrated with the tray that, depending on if it was a
rainy day, would sometimes open... and then wouldn't.'

rack, with the

E,CPERIMENTAL SPEAKERS

By now, the system was turning into avery unwieldy
stack of equipment.

'Using the Integra receiver as aprocessor, Istarted
to experiment and see what Icould do with power
amplifiers. Originally Itriec the GRAAF VT5.35, but I
found it slightly underpowered. Iloved the introduction
of avalve multichannel power amp, because that was
what Iwas looking for really, but unfortunately it didn't

'Then Istarted experimenting with speakers. Itried an
M&K THX Select speaker system, which Ididn't keep
very long. Ireplaced that with aSonus Faber Home
system - Grand Pianos, Solo centre, Concertinos at the
back - but keeping the M&K THX 125 subwoofer.'

'It got to astage where the system comprised
TAG McLaren transport with AV32R, Unison Research
Unico DM power amps for the front channels, aMonrio
monoblock for the centre and aMonrio dual- mono

stands. The

aQuadraspire

Lexicon RT-10
universal player
-used as a
transport - also
on aShun Mook
equipment
base

for the rear speakers. So Ihad three power amps, plus (2,>
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RIGHT: At the
bottom of the
electronics rack
sits the Theta
Pro Generation
Va DAC. on
top of this is

processor, plus the DVD/CD transport. I'd also still
got the Unison Research Unico valve CD player, just
for playing music.
'So the table that the whole thing was on was
just ridiculous, it looked like amonstrosity and ate
into the room. With the speakers either side of it
and other boxes around the room, it was just too

the Lexicon
RT-10 universal
player beneath

much stuff.
'What Ialso started to realise at that point was
that multichannel theatre is areal strength of all

the GRAAF

these components, but it was the music side that

GM 13.5B II
preamp. On

was lacking. So then Idecided to make aquest
to find asystem that was able at both music and

top of this, to
the right, is a

home cinema.'

tiny black
Shun Mook

PATHOS TERRITORY

Mpingo disc

myself aPathos Cinema X, which Ihad for about
18 months. Idiscovered Triangle speakers and

'And that led me into Pathos territory. Ibought

good two-channel system that's been set up correctly

'It was the GRAAF
GM 100 that completely
changed the approach
,
to the whole thing'
bought myself apair of Celius ESWs along with
Titus rears and aNoxa centre channel, still using
the M&K subwoofer. And it was at that point that I
invested in the Lexicon RT-10. That was areally nice
BELOW: The

combination. It worked really, really well and it was

GRAAF GM 100
stereo power
amp; originally
Rob was after

alovely system.
'However, Iwas finding that the Pathos,

apair of GM

it had one or two characteristics.., the image was

20 monoblocks
but discovered

just abit too large, the vocals weren't focused in
the way that adedicated piece of hi-fi equipment
would be. So Iwas saying to myself, we'd better

they had been
discontinued.
The GM 100
has proved
more than
aworthy
substitute

although it was avery good home theatre amplifier
and avery good music amplifier in certain respects,

have arethink here!
'Plus there were pressures from my partner at
the time, over the ridiculous number of boxes in

will produce asense of space and depth and will
image properly. It's the search for the holographic
image, Isuppose. And Ithen thought, I'm going to do
something really different. Isold all the equipment,
got rid of all my home theatre kit except the Lexicon
transport and the Celius speakers, and then I
embarked on two-channel.
'I looked at various things. Ibought an Audio
Research SP16 preamplifier. But it was really the
GRAAF GM 100 that completely changed the
approach to the whole thing, because certainly
that had the biggest impact up to that point on my
system. Ithink it was just the warmth, the timbres
that the GRAAF introduced, that changed the whole
listening experience.
'When Iworked in the trade, people talked about
the Holy Grail of hi-fi as being apair of GM 20s and a
13.56 preamp. Ionce got to hear this system, and I
fell in love with it immediately. Such an open system,
asense of warmth that I'd never heard before. It's
not that it's atube sound, it's just avery natural
reproduction, avery honest display of the original
recording. So when 1was looking for apower amp,
Ioriginally thought about the GM 20s, but then
discovered that they were discontinued.
'That was originally the reason Ilooked at the

the room, which made us feel hemmed in. And I
thought, well it's all very well having these speakers

GM 100, but I'm glad Idid. Ithink that, as good as

in front and behind you everywhere, but actually a

they have, I'd have had to be careful about choosing

the GM 20s are, by nature of the power output that
speakers. With the 100, you can throw anything at it.'

CONVERTER CRUSADE
Then came more experiments with better DACs.
'Earlier, it was when I'd compared between the
AV32R's internal DAC and the Unison Research Unico
CD, that Ifirst heard how much of adifference there
could be between DACs. Even just taking the Unison's
digital-out into the AV32, Ihad realised how much
difference the DAC really made.
'I thought this was interesting, because Iwas
sure that for aDVD player, alot of money had gone
into the stability of the transport mechanism, and a
lot of time and effort had gone into the video side.
But Iwasn't convinced that the audio takes such
precedence, because most people would be running
digital-out and therefore the analogue output is
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Sample the finest Hi end Hi Fi
-together in one unique show at the
Park Inn, Heathrow ( 29th / 30th March ' 08)
[Full details can be found at the bottom of this page]
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An appetiser of what's to come...

Pay £ 10

Free Show Guide :-

Upon your arrival at the show, you will receive aFREE full-colour Show Guide

[on the day]

Free Magazine :-

with our compliments.The Show Guide contains detailed information about
each Exhibitor, what you can expect to discover in each room and aclear floor
plan showing where each Exhibitor is. FREE magazine also included.

A true recipe for success!
Exhibitors :Brands :-

Over 31 [as of 05/02/2008].

Design, Music First Audio,VPI Industries, Red Wine Audio, Almarro, Artisan
Audio, Aspara, Cambndge Audio, Mondaunt-Short Gale,TDL, Focal JMLab,
Esoteric, Bel Canto, Heco,Townshend Audio, Audio Physic, Pure Sound,
Diverse Vinyl. Avantgarde Acoustic, Jan Allaerts, Lindermann, SchroderTron,
Tannoy, I.US, Uvem, Sparta Cables, Icon Stands & Mounts, projectiondesign,
I.US Screens,True Colours, McIntosh, Meridian Audio, Lovington, Music
Matters, Audiostatic, Atma-sphere, Coincident EMM Labs, Pass Laboratories,
Symposium, Zu, Slim Devices, Stereonow,The Sound Practice, Phasonics, PS
Audio, Stamford Audio, Noteworthy Audio, Naim,Whest Audio Analogue,
Diapason, Final Sound, Graaf, Hidiamond, Kemp Elektronics, Opera, Pathos,
Thorens,Triangle, Unison Research and many more.
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Park all
day for just £6
at Heathrow
Park Inn.
(see Privileged Ticket
for details)

Pay just £6
[with our Loyalty
Card, save £4. No
card? Simply visit our
web site and register,
e-mail or call to apply
for aLoyalty Card
today.

All Exhibitor on one leve

Note: Loyalty Cards

are despatched by post and
the latest requests must
be received not less than S
working days before each of
our shows.1

Privileged
Ticket valid
for both dmie

Hungry for more?
Competitions :-

Look out for exciting compettons for show visitors

Shop :-

VVhy not treat yourself at the show to some CD's / Vinyl

Refreshments :-

Relax at the bar with adrink, or with tea/coffee in the lounge

SAVE £ 3 NOW!
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Download your Privileged Show Ticket from
www.chestergroup.org or alternatively complete
the form below and bring this page with you. NOTE:
Photocopies of this page will be accepted, but please
ensure to include your details in the space provided below.
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Over 72 [as of 05/02/2008]. Inc: Audio Note, Eben, HRS, Rockport
Ypsilon, Amphion, H-CAT Lavardin Technologies, forma Design, Marten
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Pay Just £ 7
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READERS' SYSTEMS

are very comfortable in asmaller-sized room. But it
had ahuge impact. Everything Iwas missing with

LEFT: The
Samsung

the Celius, the Duetto introduced. The imaging
improved dramatically. The balance, particularly

SP-42W4 42in

the control in the bass and lower midrange

takes pride of
place in Rob's

was improved. The bass was alot tighter, more
controlled and more focused, and the top end was

plasma display

living room

more open, with asense of air and space.
'Initially Iwas concerned that Iwas going from
athree-way to atwo-way, but Ihaven't felt there is

BELOW: All
interconnects

any loss in resolution - in fact quite the opposite. I
was surprised to see that the frequency response in

and speaker
cables are

the spec extended down to 38Hz, so in actual fact it
is the same as the Celius.

Wireworld

STAND TO DELIVER
'When Iset out to find apair of stands to go with
the Duettos, Iremembered Slate Audio from years
gone by, and Ireally wanted to get hold of apair of
secondary to the digital. So Ithought, if I'm going to
have two-channel, Ididn't want to make it alimiting
factor, whatever DAC is on board the DVD. What
extra can Iget out of it? Initially Itried aDPA
Enlightenment DAC, which really did present ahuge
difference with that transport. But it did have a
feeling of being rolled off, it didn't really give me the
clarity in the top end, it was like aveil seemed to be
covering those little nuances. Then Ibought aTheta
Pro Prime 2A, which Igot at avery reasonable price.
'That really made such adifference, it had pace
and rhythm and aynamics, it just transformed the
sound. And the image suddenly became more
focused. It doesn't take agreat investment to get a
system to image well laterally, but to get asense of
depth is achallenge.
'And that was the first piece of kit that really
added depth to give a3D perspective, which Ihadn't
experienced before.'

DAC TO THE FUTURE
'I thought, this is great! But now Iwas using aDAC
from back around 1994, and it was then Ithought,
well, the current one is just out my league, but Iwill
see what Ican stretch myself to. And the Theta Pro
Generation Vwas tne beast Isettled on, which Ithink
is an absolutely amazing piece of kit.
'I'm sure there are new DACs out now which are
significantly better than this - I'm sure from the Pro
Gen Va to the new one they've just released would be
also abig difference - but for me, it does everything.
It was like aveil being lifted off.

those. Fortunately Ifound adealer who had apair
used, so Iquickly snapped those up.'
The rest of the equipment now lives on a
Quadraspire table, with not too many needed
shelves now. 'The whole system is mounted on
sets of three Pulsar Points. But the transport stands
on what Iaffectionately refer to as aShun Mook
chopping board.'
'So really all that was left was to sort out
aproblem Ihad with the preamp and power
amplifier. After investing in the Audio Research,
which was avery good preamp, Ihad found that
the compatibility between that and the GM 100

'Which turned out to be possibly the best
investment in the whole system, because it's just a

'I still felt that the speakers encroached on the

phenomenal preamp. It's regarded as areference
preamp and I'm now beginning to understand why.

Magellan
Duetto
loudspeakers,
which Rob
found more
suitable to his
small room
than the
Triangle Celius
floorstanders
they replaced

It just focuses everything that much more.
Now, Rob has asystem that really satisfies him,
with the warmth, realism and beautiful imaging he

and the bass extension was very good indeed, but

was seeking on music, and it works well on movies
too, with real presence and life to the sound. He
also must be one of the few people running aSony

in the middle frequencies - the body of the sound
on vocals - Ifelt it wasn't quite natural, there was

PS3 through avalve amplifier. But doesn't he feel
the lack of those extra channels?

something missing. But these are very different. They

BELOW: The
Triangle

GM 100, and therefore you have very little control

DVD or multi-format transport into atwo-channel
environment with agood outboard DAC.

'And that upgrade was very significant too. The
Celius which Ihad before was avery musical speaker,

sets of three
Pulsar Points

was areal concern. The output level of the Audio
Research is very high for the sensitivity of the

what phenomenal results you can achieve taking a

room too much. But this happened to coincide with
Triangle launching the new Magellan Duetto, so Igot
on the phone to track them down! Ilistened to them
and Ijust bought them.

system is
mounted on

'I was concerned
about going to
atwo-way, but I
haven't felt any
loss in resolution
—in fact quite the
opposite'

over the gain. The volume just rises far too quickly.
So eventually, Ibit the bullet and bought myself a
GRAAF 13.5B II.

'It was buying the Pro Gen that made me realise

Eclipse, while
the whole

'No, Idon't miss them at all!' ( 1
)
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McIntosh is one of the worlds most revered brands and
nothing else can compare with it's unique mixture of
visual image and organic sound.
Already well established in the UK, the McIntosh brand is enjoying aremarkable renaissance partly due to it's
exclusivity and part through new distribution and five star customer support. All McIntosh products are historically
compatible and to this day, earlier models are still highly sought-after. Whether an existing or new customer to the
brand, buy McIntosh with complete confidence now and for the future.
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MT10

C2300

MA7000

Precision Turntable

Tube Preamplifier

Integrated Amp

-Belt Drive

-Two Phono Inputs MM and MC

-Exclusive McIntosh Power Assurance

-Moving Coil Cartridge

-Bass, Treble & Mono Settings Storable in

-Precision Motor and Drive Electronics
-Illuminated Speed Meter

Memory for Each Input
-Seven Inputs and Three Power Amps are
Supported

The new McIntosh MT- 10, our first- ever
turntable, marries classic McIntosh glass front
panel cosmetics with serious mechanics to
create aunique, ready-to- play LP solution
that's sure to please Mac aficionados
everywhere. The base, adamped sandwich
of stainless steel and acrylic plate, provides
aresonance-free foundation. Amassive
acrylic platter spins on acustom magnetic
bearing while aregulated power supply drives
asuper-quiet brushless Swiss DC motor.
Unmatched accuracy is derived from anew
electronic speed control that references 1,595
strobe markings per revolution of the platter.
Speed selections of 331/3, 45, or 78 RPM are
made from the front panel and are registered
on ablue backlit McIntosh meter. Acustom
tonearm features arigid dural-aluminum armtube gimbaled in two sapphire (horizontal)
and two ceramic ( vertical) bearings for the
least possible friction. A0.5mV moving-coil
cartridge features an ebony body and a
unique elliptical stylus design that enables
playback of 78 RPM recordings without
compromising tracking performance on

-Angied Tubes are Visible from the Top

System
-High Output Current Capability
-Wide Bandwidth
-Fiber- Optic Illuminated Front Panel
-1/4" Headphone Jack

Through aWindow

The New C2300 builds on the strengths and feature
set of the C2200 which has been one of the most
popular,McIntosh prreamps. Each input may have
the Bass, Treble, and Mono/Stereo mode adjusted
and stored in memory. When individual inputs are
selected these settings will engage as preset by the
user. Conversely, these adjustments can now be
made from the remote control as the music plays.
Anew '4 headphone jack with high performance
headphone amp that will drive popular dynamic
headphones. In addition, new Six 12AX7a dual triode
Tube audio circuit. Two 12AX7a tubes are used for the
Movilg Magnet phono section, two 12AX7a tubes
are used for the Moving Coil section and two 12AX7a
tubes are used for the high level preamp section. The
C2300 incorporates two independent phono sections
are fully adjustable 'on the 0y When listening to a
record the user maychange impedance or loading
settings as the record plays.
1

"

Designed to deliver acontinuous 250
watts per channel, the MA7000 Integrated
Amplifier is the most powerful integrated
amplifier McIntosh has ever offered.
The MA7000 leads an already impressive
array of McIntosh integrated amplifiers
delivering uncompromised performance in
aconvenient, single-box solution.
The MA7000 employs the famous McIntosh
Autoformer. Designed and manufactured
exclusively by McIntosh, the Autoformer
helps the MA7000 deliver optimum
performance with any loudspeaker.
Whether your speakers are 2, 4, or 8ohms
the McIntosh Autoformer ensures that you
will always get all of the power that you
have paid for.

standard LP's. Tracking force, anti-skate and
cartridge position are preset at the factory for
turn- key operation right out of the box.

market leaders uk
McIntosh is distributed in the UK by Market Leaders UK.
Visit: www.marketleadersuk.org

Exclusive!
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This is your chance to

one of

en pairs of AKG K701 headphones,

_
... ..._._ .
_ .

ourtesy of Harman Consumer UK

A

KG is the first manufacturer in the world to
use revolutionary flat-wire technology in

216

*ewe
otiose'
HEADPHONE SPECS:
System:

Dynamic

Design:

Open- back headphones

dynamic designs. The sheer agility and spaciousness ..

Colour:

White

of the presentation places every mus:cian in the
soundstage with pinpoint accuracy while the use o
several new technologies results in brilliant highs and

Frequency range:

10Hz to 39.8kHz

Sensitivity:

105dB SPIN

Max. input power:

200mVV

Input impedance:

62ohm

its headphones, putting the K701 in acla
of its own when it comes to open- backed

velvety, punchy bass. Whether you prefer the holistic
approach or like to listen analytically, the K701 will turn
perception into pure enjoyment.
To win apair of AKG's K701 headphones, worth over
£270, all you have to do is answer one simple question,
which you will find below.

Net weight (without cable):

235g

Cable:

99.99% oxygen-free cable, 3m

Main connection:

Hard gold-plated jack plug & contacts

All you have to do to be in with achance cf winning this
fabulous prize is to complete the coupon below or send an
email to hifinewscompetitions@ipcmedia..ron with the

Each pair of AKG K701s is individually tested and
numbered, and comes in its own storage cradle, which

answer to the question below, along with your name, full
address, telephone number and email address.

in turn is enclosed in apresentation case.

Photocopies of this competition page will be accepted.

Competition entry deadline is 4th April 2008
Question: Which revolutionary technology is used in the AKG K701?
A) Flat-wire B) Fat-wire C) Fire-wire

Fi News. published by IPC 0,dia Ltd ( IK). will collect your personal
nlormation to process your enny. Would you like to receive email, from
Fe News and IK contamine news, special chers
,
ormaten

and take pan rn

product and Wrhce

iINfry103 and IPC would like t contact you by pos. O telephone and ask
opinion on our magazines and services.

not. please tick hereLl

may . casionany pas: yrthr details to carefully ,eleded organisation so
r °Mac, you by telephdne or po. orto regirrts to promoting and
h their pr xluc, and services

Name'

hid

magacene research ea email? It not. please

• , here La

It not. pleee tick here

t..ims and conditions:
.

10 pairs of IaC,101 1headphones Tbe prize n non trandeable

,, ,,rno nash alte,nar.iwsssillbecflerec The promote reserves the ',girt
substitute Inc price for one al greater or equal value. Employees of IK

Address

:india ltd. Harman and all subsidiary companies. their families or agents
anyone connected with this promoter, are not eigible to enter. On',
,
he entry per perso -n no trade or multiple entnes will be accepted. Entrees
must not be sent through third parties or agen,es. dny such entry will
be invalid The wander canr at xcept resporsibrrty fur entries that we
rlegible. incomplete, delayed ir lost in the port. Eirmf of posting our not oe
.y -cepted as proof or delr.ery. Eltries that are allege. amended. damaged
delaced will not be ac ,,epte4. The c °nog date Ice eery
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.'008 M independent a.dge will make adraw csr you, behalf The winrter
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 5; Piano Sonata Op.101
Helene Gnmaud, Dresden Staatskapelle/Vladimir Jurowski;
DG 477 4149 (CO J. bonus DVD)

This would make an ideal
introduction to the ' Emperor' few versions make so much of the
transition into the finale. Equally, it's
recommendable to those who think
they really know the piece. Grimaud
is aformidably focused artist, as the
interviews on the DVD make plain
('plain' hardly applies to this most
photogenic of musicians!). Indeed,
she introduces almost too many
,ideas to the opening movement,
‘ but Ilike the unrest brought
to the Adagio, and Jurowski is
always amatch for her. Often
neglected, the late sonata is
similarly individual. CB
MIME] RECORDING

•la

COPLAND

Billy the Kid (complete); Appalachian Spring
LSO/Antal Dorati; Speakers Corner Mercury SR 90246 (( P)

Perhaps shrewdly, Bernstein and Copland
himself opted just for the Suite from Billy
the Kid but this 1961 Watford Town Hall
recording was the premiere LP version of
the complete score. Dorati and the LSO

• U• PERFORMANCE

BEETHOVEN

Symphonies 1-9
Janovvitz. Rossel-Majden, Kmentt/Berry. Vienna Singverein,
BP0/ Herbert von Karajan; Speakers Corner 104301 (eight ( Ps)

How better to mark the conductor's
centenary than by remastering this
iconic LP set? Much reissued, this was
Karajan's first major recording project
for DG, and with his Berlin Philharmonic
contracted ' for life'. The 1961-2 sessions
were engineered by the legendary
Günter Hermanns. The performances are
more tautly dramatic than in the earlier
Philharmonia EMI set. Few repeats, a
sleek Pastoral balanced by abeautiful
Fourth, and 5and 9 are indispensable. CB
▪
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WIENIAWSKI et (II

HANDEL

Messiah

Works for Violin and Orchestra

Gritton. Mingardo, Padmore, Miles. Tenebrae Choir, ( 50/
Sir Colin Davis; LSO Live LSO 0607 (two SACOs + bonus DVD)

Benjamin Schmid. Wroclaw PO/Daniel Raiskin; Oehms OC 597

A well- paced Messiah, this is Davis's
second recording with the LSO ( his

Nigel Kennedy's Polish Spirit (
EMI) [ see
'Opinion' March ' 08], this budget- priced
disc takes us from the romanticism

Philips dates back 40 years). In the DVD

Musically and conceptually superior to

yield almost nothing to their American
competitors, and this applies equally

interview he describes his editorial
choices and there are ' highlights' from
the Barbican performances given in

of Wieniawski's Concerto 2through
Szymanowski's more powerfully

to afine Appalachian Spring, which has
some notably fine woodwind solos. These

December 2006. The soloists are alittle
variable but this is more than offset by

Mercury productions have stood the test
of time - the gunfight in Billy remains a

ad libitum sections ( in terms of timing).
Conductor and orchestra are scarcely

crisp choral singing and fine playing by a
suitably scaled LSO. Good presentation,

gift to stereophiles - even if traffic noises
intrude from time to time. CB

although track indentification is

the Mutter/composer version on DG arun
for its money and the sweet-toned fiddle

consistently out of step for Disc 2. CB

playing is marvellous in the couplings. CB
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expressive Second to Chain 2, with its

known but Schmid's Lutostawski gives

1111 U
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LEADING TURNTABLES

HIGH PERFORMANCE TONEARMS

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards
new benchmark for musical communication"

"

STEREOTIMES

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

*****
SOVEREIGN DECK

00(4(40

"The best musical results of any turntable I've
ever heard, regardless of price.

2005 WORLD AWARDS

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Tonearm Models -from £ 124 -£4,900
Enterprise, Conqueror, Illustrious, Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass
by itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm
Aurora mk2 "Surely the best £750 black disc spinner in outright sonic
terms"

HI FI WORLD 2008

04004,010

UNIVERSAL TURNTABLE MOTOR KITS
UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

HI-FI WORLD

ou

"The single most important upgrade you can

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor

enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000!! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external

drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD

ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by
Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20

WHATH
%MONO AND IF1?

*****

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"Firmly recommended"

Martin Colloms - HI FI CRITIC MAGAZINE

No one would blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit,
inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best
of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or your money
back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies
over 8,000 times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all
versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc.
The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor and offboard 2speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site or phone.

Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured

Complete motor kits
Standard dc Motor Kit - £250

by Rega) £ 124

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £ 570

Options you can add
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com

Reproducing the original Sound

Full information on web site

www.originlive.com

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
Album
OFTHErnontn

LIONEL LOUEKE

Kariba

Blue Note 50999 5 18816 2 7

Again the honey-voiced Benin- born
guitarist has the supple backing of
bassist Massimo Biolcati and drummer
Ferenc Nemeth, and we get Herbie
Hancock on two tracks. This time
you'll also hear Wayne Shorter on
Coltrane's ` Naima', while both
guests contribute to ' Light Dark',
and there are Loueke's trademark
wordless vocals in unison with the
- guitar line. If you get too lost in
the bonus track, arather
half- realised ' Body and Soul',
you can wander back through
Virgin Forest - aglowing
album, lovingly recorded.
Karibu means ' welcome',
and it's awarm one. SH

HUONG THANH & NGUYEN LE

Fragile Beauty

DIANE SCHUUR

Some Other Time
Heads Up HUCD 3138

Dedicated to her mother, who died in
1967 when the singer was just 13, this
heartfelt album also fulfils achildhood
promise. After ten fine standards, we
jump back in time to 1964, with Diane
as aconfident and accomplished child
of ten, covering Dinah Washington's
'September In The Rain', then in ataped
snippet telling Momma she will record
'Danny Boy' for her one day. Finally we
hear Diane's breathtaking ' Danny Boy' of
40 years on. You'd have to be made of
stone not to respond. SH

Mann. RECORDING
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NATHALIE SOLES

11.

DON WELLER/BOBBY WEWNS

Deeper

Nine Songs

ACT 9451-2

Milan 399 136-2

Trio Records TR577

Your ear acclimatises to Huong Thanh's
voice and the potent sounds of the

This could be the music you'd hear,
live, in the dark, overstuffed comfort

one-stringed lute, 16-string zither and

of some faceless five-star hotel bar
where everybody is far from home. It's

bamboo flutes, but to these Nguyên Lê
adds rock-style guitar, synths and even
some funk clichés, while trumpeter
Paulo Fresu contributes perfectly- placed
bits of muted Miles. On first hearing,
the Vietnamese soundworld may seem
too strange, the other elements just too
obvious. Then suddenly, you can find it
all makes sense, and the fragile beauty
of the title begins to flower. SH
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international entertainment. It works
because deep-voiced Nathalie breaks

RECORDING

UU•U PERFORMANCE

No two-tenor battles here: instead,
these two stalwarts of British
saxophony stretch out on four numbers
each, duetting only on the bluesy ' Di's
Waltz'. Both sound softer on the cuts
where astring group joins pianist Mark

all the rules while her excellent trio is

Edwards, bassist Andrew Cleyndert and

swinging but almost primly correct.
She conjures two exciting numbers

drummer Spike Wells. Wellins undulates
gently on ' Our Waltz' and ' Nocturne

from her West African roots and
slides expressively around supper- club
standards like ' Summertime'. Today's
answer to Della Reese? SH

No 15', but Weller's ' Killing Me Softly'
is less successful than his solid quartet
numbers like ' Chelsea Bridge'. Fine

•
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playing, with or without strings. SH
RECORDING
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Selected ex-dem and second hand equipment

Ai

Boston Mirco 90x. 90c and VRS spkrs £299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp £ 1,350.00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power amp £ 1,495.00
Densen B400+ CD player £950 00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever £ 1,275 00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs £ 180 00
Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs £ 1499 00
KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand £450.00
Krell KAV40011Intg amp £ 1,875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp £ 595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp POA
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage £225.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve £ 898.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs £ 3,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands £ 1,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable £999 00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable £950 00
Theta David CD Transport £999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport £ 1,900.00

audio reseach . clearaudio . copland

your demostration.

I
1

sonus

full listing on request

Now you can park,
relax and enjoy

Independent audio consultants

Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs £ 349 00

large selection of ex-demo stands available,

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.

kcoustic
rts

B&VV DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks £299 00

Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC £599 00
Theta TLC Jitter buster £99.00

visit our web site for full second hand listing

faber cremona m

\
Nilson audio system

8

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk
denon . densen . focal jm-labs . grado . harman kardon . hutter . kef . koetsu . krell

martin logan . michell. ortofon . qed . quadraspire . rotel . sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . velodyne . wilson audio

Audio Destination
Tiverton, Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell, East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999
Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009
Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221

sound proof
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980.
Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

II

•
•

Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
01935 479 361

•

Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon. London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham Kent
01634 389004

— •
••••
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
LAURA MARLING

Alas I
Cannot Swim

\

Virgin COVY 3040

Ever since Wogan rocketed Eva Cassidy

to No 1on the albums chart, record
companies have been falling over
.themselves to find young acoustic

•

women. Laura Marling may be the
best yet. Her songs are insightful and
moving, her melodies fit round her
densely- packed lyrics like shrinkwrap, her acoustic guitar playing is
deft and her singing is assured and,
thank the lord, avoids pointless
vocal curlicues or baby-girl
theatrics. Whether her choruses
are prominent enough to make
her a huge star is debatable,
but Marling is unquestionably
ayoung songwriter of genius
and vast potential. JB
\
1
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WILLY DE VILLE

FERRABY LIONHEART

BRITISH SEA POWER

Do You Like Rock Music?
Rough ¡rade RTRADCDP300

The Brighton- based quartet just get
better. Their first album was an abrasive
sonic assault but even then their melodic
intelligence shone through. Now, third
time out, the aggression remains but
the focus has shifted onto their words
and tunes. Unlike most contemporary
Brit bands, they're not operating from
The Big Book Of How To Do Rock Music.
Rather, thei- sound is unique and it's
hard even to pinpoint their inspirations.
Weird chants, anthems and thundering
ravers - they've got it all taped. IB
•U
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LARRY MILLER

Pistola

Catch The Brass Ring

Eagle Records EACC0368

Nettwerk 503770 070622

Mink DeVille stood out in mid-' 70s New

Silly me. Ialmost didn't play this

York City where they purveyed classy

Ask yourself this question. ` Do Idrink

because the cover was so uninspiring.

Latin- inflected rock while everybody else
was punking for all they were worth.

Luckily, my reviewer's oath says Imust
give everything alisten. So Islipped it on

Despite long-term heroin abuse, singer
Willy DeVille has survived to become
one of the most respected rootsy

too much beer, shave rarely and wear
jeans because Ithink they make me look
younger?' If that's you, go out now and

and found aquirky finger-pickin' sweetvoiced Harry Nilsson kind of guy who

buy this CD. Acclaimed Brit-bluesmeister
Miller purveys unreconstructed

writes deliciously touching songs which
he orchestrates with everything from
glockenspiel to krinklebone ( no, Idon't

derivative old-fangled woman- hating

rockers around. On Pistola his voice is as
raspily soulful as ever, the songs highly
evocative and the band superb. There's
lashings of electronic atmosphere and
even abold stab at aNative American-

know what it is either). Based in LA,
he's everything that artificial city isn't charming and uncomplicated. Gloriously,

flavoured spoken-word track. Magic. .
18

idiosyncratically, splendiferous. 19
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Outlaw Blues

Big Guitar Records LMILO5CD

blues rock, but with such energy it's easy
to get sucked in. Yawn- inducing lyrical
content ('You're like achain and ball, the
writing's on the wall') is compensated
for with stunning guitar lines. Fans of
Southern-fried boogie will adore it. .
113
▪

•
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IEMA ACO
-LISTics

Look, Listen, Experience...
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio

•Multi Room Installation

•Home Cinema

•Turntable Workshop

111:71:11=11I

ARCAM

reell

çrœ

epos

A

kudos
...and others
Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,

BASICALLY

SOUND

Reymerston, Norfolk. NRg 4QD

AND VISION

tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

Come and see the incredible range of
Almarro and Acoustic Revive products in
Bader Suite

AUDIO WORKSHOP NORWICH

rieHeathrow High-

Fidelity Show '08

Workshop Notes # 1: Away with Speaker Crossovers

(
March 29/30).

Experts say crossovers degrade the signal. So can we avoid them?
We can, but panels, horns and single
driver speakers have problems that are

Models Featured:

just as ruinous to music. The only way
that works is active speakers with
inbuilt power amplifiers as those made

1 A205A single-ended 5wpc
pentode integrated amplifier

by ATC. the frequency range is split
actively ( so no phase error) and each
speaker has its own amplifier so making
them virtually unburstable and with
ATC's propriety voice coils they do not
compress at musical climaxes. The new

2 A318B single-ended 18wpc
triode integrated amplifier

Rite of Spring SACI) (Tudor 7145), for
instance, via their SCM 100's has
unsurpassed dynamics, speed and power
-emotionally quite shattering in fact
and just what we'd expect from afinely

3 A50125A push-pull 125wpc
integrated amplifier

fettled, high end system.

Full- range of Acoustic Revive products
now available. Call or e-mail
for more details.

11111

Distributor:
www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01923 352 479

angelsound audio

,Actives have other benefits; using lo»
noise balanced cables between preamp
& speakers and lower intermodulation
distortion,for example.

<

ATC actives ( and other fine audio
components) are definitely worth
investigating, so contact me, Julian
Musgrave, and let's talk.

31 PRINCE OF WALES ROAD. NORWICH. NR1 1136
01603 618520 www.audioworkshopnorwich.co.uk
ATC. AVID. AUDIO PHYSIC. BEL CANTO. DYNAVECTOR. EAR. GOLDRING. GRADO.
KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN. MOON. OPERA. NAD. SHE. SONus FABER THORENS & More
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RICKIE LEE JONES

It's like This

Analogue Product-tons APP51056 2x45rpm 180g tAnyl

No mean songwriter herself, Rickie Lee
Jones is hardly your typical candidate
for a ' covers' album. But, as with her
earlier Pop Pop, this effort from 2000
shows Jones conjuring such magic
with the material that she deserves
as much attention for reworking
standards as do Carly Simon or Linda
Ronstadt. Kicking off with Steely
Dan's ' Show Biz Kids', and with
appearances by Joe Jackson and
Ben Folds, among the high points
is the Beatles' For No One' that
ranks as among the finest Beatles
cover ever. And considering
that they number in the tens of
thousands, that's about as high
as praise gets. KK

LEADBELLY

Leadbelly

Pure Pleasure/Capitol 5M-1821 1809 vinyl

Sub-titled ' Huddle Ledbetter's Best', this
is one of alitany of packages assembled
from the sporadic recording history of
one of the 20th Century folk music's
most important voices. While there
are volumes that better tell the story,
especially the 1930s material, these
12 takes for Capitol in 1944 remain
important by being among his last for a
major label. The transfer is good enough
to obviate the need to ask why they
merit the audiophile treatment, however
much you may disdain mono off 78s. KK
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SANTANA

T-BONE WALKER

THE WHO

Mobile Fidelity MF51. 1-303 180g vinyl

Pure Pleasure/Imperial LP9098 180g vinyl

Classic Records/Track Deluxe 2657 013 2LPs 200g vinyl

It's no big deal to talk about Latino/
Hispanic rock in an age when elderly

If you want to know how the blues got
electrified, or why they're often regarded

Cuban musicians win Grammy awards,

as jazz's closest cousin, this is the

While far from being my favourite Who
album - I'm partial to The Who Sell Out
- Quadrophenia does possess amajesty

but prior to Santana's eponymous 1969
debut, there had been little more than

motherlode: Walker's slinky, sexy fretwork

and coherence that, for many, lift it

did for blues what Charlie Christian's did

above Tommy. This transfer is so vivid

for jazz. Among the greatest of the post-

and natural- sounding that it has driven

WWII urban bluesmen, Walker upped
the ante by allying stellar playing with

some to argue that it's better than the
original. While the music is paramount,

compositions now regarded as classics
of the genre, while possessing avoice

it's the sound effects that take on an

Santana

Sings The Blues

Richie Valens, Los Bravos, et al. Though
rarely recognised as such, Santana played
amajor role in establishing ' world music',
though it would take the later Abraxas
to show just how adventurous this band
could be. Simultaneous release on two
formats for this milestone, and the vinyl
definitely has the edge. KK
111
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Quadrophenia

as seductive as any - including Charles
Brown's. The tracks here date from
1950-1, when Walker was at his peak. KK

•
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important new authenticity. Me? Istill
cherish my mint first edition, but this
release states the case for both 200g
vinyl and... rock operas. KK
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KEN KESSLER

Brand new heroes
Big advertising budgets, extensive dealer networks and astrong presence on the web
are all factors that influence our perception of abrand's desirability. So can the little guy
with agreat-sounding component still make an impression when fighting for our attention
against the household names? It all comes down to professionalism, says Ken Kessler

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

adesirable skill among site builders, yet
you'd be surprised the number of times
one Googles amajor brand name, and
that brand's own home page is not among
the first to appear!
Compounding this is the calibre of the
dealer network, which again is dependent
on the size or abilities of the importer.
Clearly, the likes of UKD, Absolute Sounds
or Symmetry are minuscule compared

li

ast month, Ireferred to an entire
segment of audio manufacturing
as comparable to what US

road-warriors call the flyover
states'. It consists of myriad brands
overshadowed by 'the usual suspects',
and it was amethod of putting companies
such as Belles into context.
This was not to denigrate them: indeed,
the trio of disparate names cited as typical

with B&W, but what they lack in marketing
muscle they make up for with two things:
interesting products and sheer enthusiasm.
Add amodicum of professionalism, and
you have defined the
difference between a ' real'
distributor and aglorified
hobbyist. He's the guy
working from his front
room, with amobile phone,

of such neglect - Lumen White, Klimo and
FM Acoustics - are manufacturers Itruly
respect. I'm just baffled by the way that

no business cards, no VAT
number, ad nauseum.

fields such as hi-fi become stratified, so
that brands like that have scant presence

AMATEUR ACTS

that the amateurism of high- end audio
continues to undermine the exposure of
too many brands.
This breaks my heart. In an ideal
world, products' performance should
take precedence over any other criteria.
Performance is, after all, the

'If the little
guys want to
_De noticed,
they have to
act like the
big guys'

in audio's zeitgeist compared to, say, Naim

If there's atang of cynicism
in there, it's because far too

Audio or Conrad- Johnson.
Stating the obvious, amajor part of

many great products are being overlooked
simply because they're not presented

why just about everyone in audio knows

to the world at large in away that even

raison d'etre of anything with
afunction beyond the merely
decorative. Thus, an amplifier
from acompany that consists
of one guy in his garage
should be assessed by the
same set of rules as one from
amanufacturer with 100 or
more employees. And if you
don't believe that there are
hi-fi companies consisting

of one employee, then you really need to
examine your degree of gullibility.

the names ' B&W' or ' Krell' or ' Linn' is

remotely approaches professional,

HELLO? HELLO..?

down to good old-fashioned advertising.

commercial behaviour. While many of
you find the words ' professional' and

Which brings us to something utterly
unrelated to performance, but absolutely

'commercial' to be as foul as the fourletter term for ' pudendum', the fact is

related to company size and/or presence.
Our friends across the Pond at Stereophile
magazine have asimple rule: if abrand

Whether abrand is native or imported,
and this applies to all markets, the size
of the advertising budget shapes our
awareness. But that's not the whole story:
if it were, absolute garbage with plentiful
adverts would be hugely successful. Oops
-did Ijust reference 90% of the consumer

doesn't have five or more retail outlets in
the USA, its products aren't reviewed.
This is to provide ameasure of

electronics market?

credibility, away of ensuring that readers
don't buy into abrand that could vanish

ON THE HIT LIST

overnight. You want to know that there's

In this respect, it's exactly like the listings

someone on the other end of the phone

spewed forth by Google. If acompany

line when your amp blows ahard-to-

knows what t's doing, then it will appear
in that crucial first page of ten or so sites:

source valve. Hell, you want to know that
there's aphone line, full- stop.

this is true whether you Google ' DVD

This situation is unlikely to change,

player' or ' oven cleaners'. It's become

because high- end audio is based on little

RIGHT AND TOP: Lumen White VVhiteflame
speakers, and FM Acoustics' FM 155/255
preamps - brands not to be overlooked

than the big guys. But if the little guys
wart to be noticed, they have to start

guys making better-sounding products

84 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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acting like the big guys. (1)

ION THOMPSON

On turning
green into
gold...
Watch that man

Warner's decision on the eve of CES 2008 to back Blu-ray
made big news. The appointment by Sony of anew President
of Technologies just days earlier was hardly noticed. But
could the two be connected, wonders Jon Thompson

W

unmatched resources of Sony in helping

[Jon Thompson

shape this revolution,' he added.

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory.
He brings you the inside
view on AV

Cookson at Sony? This is even more
interesting as Sony has avery strong
CTO in Mitch Singer. Well, Cookson
will be President of Sony Pictures

ith Warner's decision to
stop production of HD DVD
discs and release movies

exclusively on the Blu-ray
format instead, people are saying that

the blue- disc format war is over. Yet while
rumours continue to circulate that the
move was solely down to money, no-one

So what job have they given Chris

processes. In other words, he has now
become the most powerful man in the
Sony technology world.

So is HD DVD dead? Well not yet. It has
some legs left thanks to the fact that
Microsoft has put its weight behind HD

on the fact that at exactly

Xbox games platform.

named Chris Cookson left
the company.

THIRTY PATENTS
'Who is Chris Cookson?'
Ihear you ask. Cookson
was Warner Bros Chief
Technology Officer. He
would have been the

'Cookson has
now become
the most
powerful man
in the Sony
technology
world'

person who would have
approved, if not initiated, the move to

opolitician today could hope to
survive without a ' green' policy.
The same will soon be true
for electronics shows. Kudos
to the Consumer Electronics Association

QUAD HD?

DVD, especially with its

made its bombshell
announcement, aman

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

Technologies. He will oversee the
development and implementation of
the studio's technology policy and

appears to have picked up
the same time as Warner

Going green is not just good
for the planet, it will save you
money. Barry Fox reports
from CES, where green issues
were to the fore, and on aUK
buying- guide site that claims
to promote energy awareness

for leading the way by partnering with
Carbonfund.org to plant trees and offset
the 20,000 tons of carbon associated with
this year's CES in Las Vegas.
There was also aTechZone at CES

Ithink Sony is getting

dedicated to greener technology.

all its ducks in arow as
Nintendo's Wii continues

of waste, was the news that all surplus

to prove such awinner.

food was donated to the Las Vegas Rescue

It will be interesting
to see what Mr Cookson's
impact will be on anewly

Particularly welcome in America, the home

Mission. Recycled carpet was used on the
show floor and all literature was printed on
recycled paper with soy ink.

streamlined Sony. We wish
him well, and wonder
what technologies will be
forthcoming? Quad HD
(3840 x2160) Blu-ray
maybe? (!)

THE GREEN STUFF
Being abit greener at home is not just
honourable, it saves money. Just touch a
TV, AV amp or digital TV receiver while it
is in standby mode, or iPod mains adaptor
even when the battery is fully charged,
and feel how warm it is. That's wasted

Blu-ray in co-operation with the head of
Warner home video, Kevin Tsujihara.

power which costs hard cash in electricity G,

So where has Mr Cookson gone — a
man who claims to hold more than 30
US patents, including several that involve
DVD technology? Well, Cookson has now
moved to Sony Pictures, the people behind
Blu-ray. Could the switch by Warner to Bluray just maybe have something to do with
Mr Cookson's move to Sony?
'New developments in technology are
rapidly changing the ways that we create,
distribute and enjoy the experiences
that entertain us,' said Cookson on the
move. ' This is amost exciting time to be
part of this industry, and Ifeel fortunate
to have the opportunity to join with the

ABOVE: Chris Cookson, named President

ABOVE: The Green TechZone at CES 2008,

of Sony Pictures Technologies in January

sponsored by Digital Freedom Initiative
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PAUL MILLER

Class D — time
to switch?

product
has the
ESR, Energy
Saving Trust logo,'
admitted Caroline

Concerns over climate change
make tiny high efficiency amps
attractive, says Paul Miller

Jacobs, Ricability's
Development Manager.
'To compare specific data on
power usage in use/on standby/
in eco mode, users need to look at
the individual reports of the products
they are interested in. However, this may
be changed in the future. We hope to

Technician and writer on
all things audio for over
25 years, Paul Miller took
the editor's chair at HFN
in 2006. He invented
the QC Test Suite, used
across the industry

review and further develop the search
criteria in the New Year.'
ABOVE: Bill Gates - always aCES highspot
bills. One thing you don't feel is the power
being wasted in the Low Noise Block,

Towards the end of January Ichecked
once again and the muddled web site
still only offered the options to choose

or LNB, of asatellite dish, which is just

by ' price' or ' ease of use'. Come on guys.
if you are going to promote awareness

heating the sky.

of energy efficiency, just go to your own

The reason why PCs are
so noisy, and no use for
serious audio, is that they
need afan to disperse the
heat which the hugely
inefficient processor chips
are generating even when
the PC is idling.
This leaves me with a
real dilemma; do Iturn off
my PCs at the end of the
day and risk finding that
Windows refuses to start
the next morning, or do
Ileave them wasting my
money and harming the

site and pretend you
are areal consumer

'Ricability has
measured
the power
consumption
of awide range
of harcware, in
standby mode
and in use'

M

ost enthusiasts were
rntroduced to the idea
of Class D amplifiers with
the launch of the TACT

Millennium in 1995, and the fact that this

who wants to compare
the energy efficiency of

was also agenuinely digital Class D design

competing products.

probably fuelled the incorrect association

OFF KEY

analogue and digital Class D amplifiers
derive their impressive efficiency by using

between the two Ds. In practice, both
One of the highspots of
CES has for years been
the keynote speech

the audio signal to drive high power
switches, typically MOSFETs, either on or
off. There is no quiescent current and no

traditionally made
by Bill Gates, head of
Microsoft. It's been a
highspot not for what

power dissipation in the off state, unlike
with Class A, A/13 or Btopologies that
realise efficiencies of 25%, 50% and 78%,

he says ( because it's just

the latter with unacceptable levels of

alot of blather about

distortion. Class D amplifiers can achieve a

environment?

how the latest Microsoft software is ' rich'

90% efficiency [ see graph on p34].

WHAT'S WATT?

in new features that few people will want
or need) but for what will go wrong with

TRUE CLASS D

Iam ashamed to admit that it's only

whatever live dem Gates is giving. He

Of course, to switch these power

recently that Ihave started to think
seriously about power consumption
ratings before buying any new equipment.

then stands on stage grinning inanely.
Off-stage, according to insiders, Bill gets
extremely angry with his minions.

So Iwas pleased to receive apress release
last year from Ricability, the Research

Gates has now stepped down from
the day-to-day running of Microsoft and

MOSFETs the audio waveform must first
be represented as aseries of pulses, a
modulated scparewave that only reveals
the amplified audio once integrated
through alow-pass filter. With atrue

Institute for Consumer Affairs founded by

there will be no more keynotes to go
wrong. It hardly seems worth burning

Which? magazine around 40 years ago.
Ricability has measured the power
consumption of awide range of hardware,
both in standby mode and in use, wanting
'to raise consumer awareness of the issue'.
'We've just tested another 27 digital

digital Class D amplifier, the pulses are

carbon on going to CES any more. But I

44.1 kHz l_PCKI stream being upsampled,
truncated and noise- shaped to deliver

guess Iwill.
Digital TV

an 8-bit/352.8kHz PWM control signal.
Pulse Width Modulation looks just like a

Icability

ir=rxzza=trmit

squarewave of variable width - the wider
the top of the ' square' the higher the

TVs and nine set-top boxes, to add to the
85 test reports already on our site,' says
Lindsey Etchell, Principal Researcher.
The tests showed that standby power

ern..

an....••••••••eve

••••••

I

.^31011 eremattaauer

drain varies hugely between different
models - from 0.2W to 3.86W on iDTVs
and between 1.53W and 15.2W on
set-top boxes. All you need do, says
Ricability. is ' check out the latest digital
TV reports at www.ricability-digitalTV.
org.uk'. But when Ichecked the website
it offered no easy search option to check
and compare power drains.
'The search facility on our site is
currently limited to whether or not a
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derived direct'y from the incoming digital
data of aCD or DVD player, the 16- bit/
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signal level it represents. ci',>
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BELOW: A miniature UcD amplifier module
from Hypex - is this the way forward?

;7"
:
in u
MP

II!
TOP: Ricability publishes power drain
tests on its website, but there is no easy
way to compare these results

The way to- play víAyl.

Model 10A

SERIES

HAS ARRIVED

Model 2

Model 20/12

Model 30/2A
OBI

DBI

GBI

TB2

FBI

The product of
obsession

• • fr-qvi

Series M2

Ring your dealer

Aberdeen

Sevenooks S&V

01224 252797

London W5

Awe:, Venue

0208 567 8703

Ashford

Soundcratt

01233 624 441

Leeds

Audio Republic

01132177294

Paul C,reen Hifi

01132 452775

'Both

01225 316197

Leeds

Sevenoaks S&V

Bournemouth Suttons Hill

01202 555 512

Maidstone

Flame Media

01622 676703

Bristol

Sevenooks S&V

0117 9743727

Maidenhead

Audio Venue

01628 633995

Carnbridge

Audiofile

0i
n3 368 305

Market Harbor° . Divine Audio

01858 432999

Chester

Adventures in Hai

01244 345576 ',ninon Keynes

technosound

Edinburgh

Sevenoaks S&V

0131 229 7267

Nonvich

Basically Sound & Vislon 01362 820800

Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

New Malden

linilet Sound & %%ion

0208 942 9567

Glenrothes

Shadow Audio

0844 8000073

Sworlsea

Audio Excellence

01792 474 608

Hatch End

Music Matters

0208 4201925

WOrcesfer

Worcester Hifi

01905612929

Kingston

Infidelity

0208 9433530

Ye0v ,

Sevenooks S&V

01935 700078

London SW II Oranges & Lemons

01908 604949

0207 924 2040

www.pmc-speakers.com/i-series
Sumptuous

SOLONEX ' HF

New erosSever

Seri

Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)19C3 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 314269

email salesesme.ltd.uk or visit our website wwvv sme.ltd.uk

Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

°aeon
accuracy in sound

ENLE

To find out more about the full range of
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

You don't know what you're
missing
—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
ovi
o your music that will deliver
accurately and as completely
as possible
To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v, HDMI and speaker cables
from van den Hul, and where you can buy
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

[HENLEY "

www.henteydesigns.co.uk
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Because the
PWM signal in
adigital Class D
amplifier is quantised,
it has afixed number
of widths to call upon
(8- bit data yields 256
different widths), unlike an

Blind ambition

The Home Entertainment Show takes place alongside CES.
Barry Willis checks in and discovers ablind listening test
organised by Wall Street Journal columnist Lee Gomes. Is the
WSJ journalist in search of golden ears, or taking acheap shot?

analogue Class D amplifier
which benefits from continuously

[Barry Willis

variable ' widths'. In this case the

Prolific journalist for top
American audio- video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

PWM signal is produced by comparing
the audio input with atriangle wave
that determines both the maximum
amplitude and switching frequency of
the MOSFETs, typically > 500kHz.

EXPLOSION OF PATENTS
From the 1990s onwards there
has been an explosion in published
literature and related patents, offering
refinements in every aspect of Class
D design. Improvements to the PWM
modulator, the power switch and final
demodulating filter have been discussed

column expressing bafflement and
fascination. He was clearly susceptible to
the seductions of hi-fi and not afraid to

tthis year's CES Iavoided the
madness of the Las Vegas

As aregular WSJ reader, Ihoped to see
more of this, but was disappointed. When
Iheard that Gomes was engaged in ' blind'

Convention Center, but couldn't
resist the smaller madness of The

testing, Ismelled arat. Had he turned
against us, concocting some pseudo-

A

Home Entertainment Show, agathering of

at length, but arguably the most elegant
overall solution has been offered by
Bruno Putzeys working at Philips Applied
Technologies in Belgium.

and the St Tropez hotel
next door.

condensed into practical form as the

default to poking fun at delusional
audiophiles. Instead he wrote aheartfelt

besmirch his reputation by stating so.

industry renegades who put on their own
specialty audio exhibition
at the Alexis Park complex

Described as a ' simple self- oscillating
Class D amplifier' this technology is

call ' imaging' or ' soundstage' for the first
time. Unlike most mainstream journalists.
he didn't shrug off the experience or

Compelling as
giant Plexiglas horn

UcD modules employed in the Channel
Islands and Trichord amplifiers plus
others, including Meridian's G95

loudspeakers might have
been, the real reason I
went to T.H.E Show was
to see what Lee Gomes

all- in- one solution [
HFN, May '
07].
The UcD design is rare in using a

was up to. The Wall Street
Journal scribe was hosting

half- bridge, two MOSFET switching stage

a ' blind' listening test. ' It's

rather than the balanced, full H- bridge

fast, it's fun, and it's free!'

science to expose the hokum at the core
of hi-fi? Was he angling for acheap shot?

When Iheard
that Gomes
was engaged in
"blind" testing,
Ismelled arat.
Had he turned
against us?'

employed elsewhere. Minimising the

Iwent into his suite
and introduced myself
as both colleague and
longtime reader and
promptly launched into
acontrolled tirade.
Even though he wasn't
attacking, Idefended
audiophiles and events
such as T.H.E Show,
comparing them to
gatherings of exotic
car fanciers and art

aficionados. ' The only
reason people make fun of hi-fi is because

dead time in ahalf- bridge network is
critical; too long apause between one

AUDIO EPIPHANY
The paper's ' Portals' column is afeature

Don't ask why. Over the years I've

MOSFET switching off and the other

that in his hands is more about the social

switching on causes huge distortion
while too short adead time raises
the possibility of both devices firing

and cultural consequences of technology
than about technology itself. A couple

poked plenty of fun myself. With a
smorgasbord of bizarre beliefs and odd

simultaneously — aquick route to

of years ago he had an epiphany at the
specialty audio exhibit, hearing what we

it has no social status,' Iprotested.

behaviours, audiophiles are abroad target,
but as among any ethnicity, the humour is
best launched from within the community.

destroying both the amp and speakers
with excessive DC.

STUB IT OUT
UcD has mastered this while
implementing anovel and very effective
compensation for the output filter.
reducing both the output impedance
and offering aload- independent
frequency response.
You can compare the responses of
all the Class D amps into 8, 4. 2and
lohm loads by clicking onto the red
'download' button at www.hifinews.
co.uk. They also have the capacity
to sound mightily impressive, which
is fortunate if hot, power-hungry
amplifiers ever become as socially
unacceptable as driving a4x4 half a
mile down the road, phone in hand to
buy apacket of cigarettes. c5
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ABOVE: The Home Entertainment Show (T.H.E) takes place at the Alexis Park Resort Hotel
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Gryphon
The award- winning Cantata
loudspeaker has been replaced by
the Atlantis. Using techniques conceived for
the awe-inspiring Poseidon and Trident systems
is apassive loudspeaker of premium components
and exquisite cabinetwork. Performance and
value of the new Atlantis easily surpass rivals
substantially above the

15,995 price per pair.

Reference products have now
emerged from two intensive
development projects: Mirage pre amp
and the Colosseum amplifier The single- chassis
Mikado continues to disturb owners and makers
of two or three box CD players. Hearing is believing
and we invite seasoned sceptics and doubting
novices to bring their favourite CDs.

A Gryphon product expresses the
unique hallmark of "weight with
transparency" which challenges all
other brands. The reason Gryphon has
courageously, and even dangerously, set out to make
source, amplifiers, accessories and loudspeakers
in-house becomes all too obvious when auditioning
ANY all- Gryphon system.

As a reviewer wrote at the Munich
Hi -Fi Show, Gryphon's entry
system performs at the level of
a top reference system. There are no
words for the two upper levels.VVe call it HDHiFi.
The Gryphon is alegend in our time.

0845 4000 400
www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.gryphon-audio.dk

STEVE HARRIS

To think that someone
from aheavyweight
publication was about to
send another Scud missile our
way raised my hackles.
Gomes listened patiently, then
politely asked if I'd like to take the
test. He wasn't preparing an offensive,
but simply trying to see how many
'golden ears' could identify abetter pair
of loudspeaker cables, the kind of thing

If it ain't
broke...

Components built upon solid
engineering don't die, they're
revamped or, in some cases,
simply revived and sold again.
Steve Harris traces the DNA

we have all done dozens of times.
Everything but the speakers was

[Steve Harris
Steve Harris edited HFN
between 1986 and 2005.
Now relaxing as our jazz
music contributor, he
loves the blues, vintage
hi-fi and anything that
brings music to life

he could under the circumstances, and let
Positive Feedback Online Editor- at- Large
Dave Glackin and me have at it for as
long as we wished with avariety of music,
switching between the two systems with a
specially programmed remote control.

On simple paper ballots, we indicated
which sounded better, and made short
comments about why. Glackin said that
'B' had anice deep soundstage, while 'A'
presented everything as if on aflat screen.
Inoted that ' B' was warmer and more
alluring, while 'A' had anasty top end. I

does this system still work,
it still sounds acceptable. It's
fascinating to find, today, that
the Coda II still manages to give a
feeling of honest neutrality, despite
some cabinet coloration. At the top
end, it seems comfortably rolled off.
Taking the system as awhole, the
bass is poor by CD standards, while the
midrange and treble lacks the vividness,
etched detail and solid imagery we

hidden to prevent any visual influence.
Gomes matched the output levels as best

CORD IN THE ACT

CS- 505 turntable. Not only

G

athering together four new
budget turntables for last
month's group test, Icouldn't
help reflecting on how new
they really weren't. No matter how much
more civilized and refined it may be
than its ancestor, Rega's P2 is undeniably

expect today. The midrange is not exactly
congested, but there is aloss of detail and
structure when things get complex.
Despite all this, the sound has that
easygoing, relaxed quality which can make
you forgive many hi-fi failings. And yet this
is emanating from an inexpensive source
that is positively ancient in its origins. The
CS- 505-1 was pretty similar to the late1970s 504, with the same mechanical
system founded on asubstantial,
suspended metal top plate, although with
the wooden outer plinth replaced by a
plastic moulding. A new Dual ULM (' Ultra
Low Mass') arm, and Ortofon 0M1OB ULM
cartridge to match, dispensed with the
usual two- bolt fixing.

descended from the original Planar 2of

mentioned that 'A' had asound that might

1977, in aline which hasn't really had any

BRAND NEW DUAL

grab your attention on the sales floor, but

genetic upheavals since the brilliant Rega
arm was grafted on in 1983.

company was bought by Thomson in

would prove annoying over the long haul.
Then Gomes revealed what we'd been

Dual's later history is complicated. The
1982, then became part of Schneider

listening to. 'A' was cheapie generic lamp

SEVENTIES ROOTS

cord. and ' B' was an expensive braided
audiophile- approved cable. Probably most

Recent by comparison is Pro-Ject's
Expression Ill, arefinement of the

company, TCL, while aKorean company

test-takers at T.H.E Show voted the way
we did. Audiophiles were vindicated, and
in what proved to be ahappy ending,

company's original Pro-Ject 1, which dates
back only to 1991 — but remember that

bought the name for the USA.
However, back home in the Black

the Pro-Ject 1itself had its origins in a
turntable designed under Jill Kroutil at the

Forest, acompany called Fehrenbacher
had actually been building the turntables

old Czech turntable factory in Litovel back
in the 1970s.

for Dual since the mid 1990s.

so was Gomes. It's reassuring that this
beleaguered hobby may actually have
afriend at the world's most prestigious
business publication. (5

Meanwhile, Thorens, the oldest name
of all and currently celebrating its 125th

In 2006, Fehrenbacher acquired the
rights to use the Dual name for turntables
and offered arange of revived models

anniversary, has some models that are

for sale. So, in Germany at least, you can

rooted in its traditional designs, and some
that aren't. But its lower- cost auto decks
are slightly reminiscent of that other great

buy abrand new CS- 505-4, in wood- finish
plinth and fitted with an Ortofon 0M10

German turntable maker, Dual.
THE WALL STIIELTAIL
"Blind" A-0 tests

in 1988. When Schneider itself folded in
2001 the Dual assets went to aChinese

Which brings me back to my own

Super, for 499 Euros.
If the product ain't broke ( even though
the company was), don't fix it.

rescued 1981 budget system, aNAD
3020 and KEF Coda II speakers with Dual

ABOVE: ' Fast, Fun and Free...' the WSJ blind
listening test inside the St Tropez Hotel

ABOVE: Rega's P2, and KEF's original Coda atop Cresta and to the right of Chorale models
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More
Emotion
TEASED BY TALK OF AUDIO REVOLUTION

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

SOUND

KRELL JITTERS
WHEN THE EARS AND THE LAB RESULTS TELL US DIFFERENT THINGS

I've been puzzling to understand
your recent review of the Krell S-1000
processor [
HFN Jan ' 08], as it seems
at odds with your trend to use lab
measurements to support areview. There
is also the matter of the 'HD upgrades
to appear in spring 2008'. You list future
HD upgrades as including anew HDMI
1.3a interface and video scaling, but it's
not clear if this will also allow HD audio
decoding of DTS-HD and Dolby TrueHD.
Do you no longer think that these
high-resolution lossless audio formats,
which you have embraced so heartily
from Blu-ray players, are of any
importance here? But please, can
you confirm if the Krell S-1000 will be
upgraded soon to decode these new
formats, or is it already an evolutionary
cul-de-sac off the constantly shifting AV
thoroughfare? Also, the lab report states
that a ' disappointing' level of 2225psec of
digital jitter was measured - yet you say
it sounds 'enthralling' and that it could
convincingly conjure atotally immersive
surround experience. Are we to conclude
that in the world of home cinema
debilitating levels of jitter are
of no consequence?
Liam Schick!, Oxford
Paul Miller replies: Krell
has already launched
its Dolby TimeHD and
DTS-HD Master Audio
decoding regime,

along with proprietary
video processing in its

OFF
OF THE

MONTH

Evolution 707 processor
[Show Blog, HFN Mar
'07]. This same technology
will be available for the S-1000 processor as a
retro-fittable upgrade which we will cover as
soon as it materialises.
Iam glad that our enthusiasm for the
Blu-ray format has been noted, well ahead
of the curve, along with apreference for the
losslessly-packed Dolby and DTS HD audio
streams. And with good reason. The high jitter
reported in my lab report refers to LPCM data
transmitted over S/PDIF [see graph, below], a
performance that's typically worse via HDMI.
This directly impacts the performance of
CD/DVD digital audio and the multichannel
LPCM available on the latest BD media.
Packed media and even lossy encodes
like plain vanilla Dolby Digital or DTS 5.1
enjoy ahigh degree of decorrelation from
this interface jitter. As aresult, it's perfectly
possible that aDolby ThieHD mix will sound
better than an LPCM equivalent transmitted
across the same interface.
El -SO
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VVIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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'...perhaps the turning point of
audio in the 21st Century' back
in November last and not to have
heard any more about it! Surely
something as revolutionary
as these High Emotion Audio
products that Barry Willis raves
over should be reviewed. We
await in anticipation! Best wishes
on agreat mag, nonetheless.
Janine Turkie, via e-mail
Barry Willis replies: Ispoke with
High Emotion Audio founder Craig
Oxford. He tells me that finished
products should ship in spring.

ALimerick
JOHN CRABBE TURNS TO VERSE

An electrician's daughter
named Mable
Helped her father
to carefully re-label
Some spare wire he'd acquired
For ahouse he'd re-wired,
Which he now sells
as top hi-fi cable.
John Crabbe, Lancs
HFN replies: It's 50 years ago that
JC had his first hi-fi related article
published. It appeared in the Feb.
1958 issue of Wireless World and
described aDIY folded concrete
corner speaker. While his prose
remains unmatched, do you think
you could write abetter limerick?
Send them to the above address.

-90

-140
-3500

My husband and Iare both
regular readers of HFN, however
we feel it's abit of atease on
your part to publish an article
about anew loudspeaker that is

PC AUDIO: RIPPING YARNS
COMPUTERS. ERROR CORRECTION AND USING LOSSLESS RIPS TO ENJOY THE BEST

Iam becoming more
interested in using computer
media for the storage of
music, especially as I'm
finding the shuffle or playlist
approach very conducive
to exploring the nooks
and crannies of my music
collection. Having hooked up
aPC to my hi-fi system and
ripped my CDs to lossless
WAV files, Iam convinced of
the usability of this approach,
though the sound will take
some work! Iimagine the
way forward is to add a
dedicated DAC. Am Iright in
thinking that DACs that claim
to completely buffer and then
re-clock the data would be
the only sensible route here?
Finally, awarning to
readers who are interested
in trying the computer music
storage route. In their default
mode, both Windows Media
Player and Apple's
do not use error correction
when ripping aCD. In both
packages you must turn error
correction on by fiddling in
the options. This seems to

me mandatory. Interestingly,
it increases the time taken to
read adisc manifold, making
me dubious about the worth
of basic rips.
Iwonder if this is part of
the reason for the comments
in the April 2007 review of the
Musical Fidelity X-DACv8,
that the sound wasn't very
good when playing from aCD
in alaptop via the USB input?
Iwonder what the results
would have been had the
X-DACv8 been fed aproperly
ripped lossless WAV to the
S/PDIF input.
Neil McBride, Hertfordshire
Andrew Harrison replies: Space
restrictions in the original review
meant Icouldn't fully expand
on the comments about the
DAC 'ssound when using its
USB input - Iused CDs and
ripped lossless tracks with the
same result. When ripping CDs
with Apple's iThnes software,
Ialready have the ' Use error
correction when reading Audio
CDs' box ticked, and additionally
some of those tracks would had

FROM

MUSIC STORED ON A PC
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ABOVE: The rear of Musical Fidelity's X-DACv8, which offers aUSB
input to the left of the digital inputs for connection to aPC
been ripped via cdperanoia, the
open-source audio ripper, so I
think we can rule out data read errors as asource of the DAC's
sub- standard sound via USB.
Using the MacBook Pro's optical
SIPDIF output, results were
better, suggesting issues with
dgital audio over USB, either in
general with the protocol, or with
this particular implementation.
fliture measurements of USB
Igital audio may uncover more
about this interface's suitability
far high-quality audio

Paul Miller replies: USB serial
devices are designed to transfer
audio data to or from ahost at
aconstant rate an isochronous
transfer using discrete packets
of data that, depending on
hardware solutions, could be
more susceptible to jitter than
streaming LPCM over S/PDIF.
This has certainly been the case
with the USB DAC solutions
tested so far, most of which have
also showed poorer SIN ratios
and higher distortion. Improved
silicon could be the answer...

Big bass, small speaker? Tell me another...
READER RECKONS SMALL DRIVERS SIMPLY DON'T DELIVER WHEN IT COMES TO REALISTIC BASS

What gets me hot under the collar are
the endless reviews of floorstanders
with 6in tweeters posing as main bass
drivers. Seeking advice from another
hi-fi magazine last year on upgrading
my 25-year- old JBLs with 12in drivers,
Iwas recommended some seriously
big boxes with large drivers. Yet Iwas
also told: 'We know that when it comes
to decent bass you really cannot beat a
nice big drive unit, but small seems to
be more beautiful these days.'
Beautiful?! What does that mean? I
am buying apair of speakers to listen
to, not to look at! Audio is not afashion
parade and Iobject greatly to having
reviewers pushing furniture at me, and
telling me how good the bass is.
Let's get one thing straight: a6in
main driver does not produce anatural
quality bass. Iknow it, the reviewers
know it and the manufacturers know
it. Iam surprised they are not putting
6in units into bass guitar amps and
professional equipment that require

the big end to do the job. Ithink it's time
reviewers started telling the truth about
big drivers and maybe the manufacturers
will wake up about quality audio. This
way newcomers to quality audio will not
be led down the wrong path by being fed
the line that that they are going to get a
big, natural sound from 6in drivers. These
designs simpy cannot replicate akick
drum or timpani when the original sound
is produced from an instrument with a
diameter far in excess of 6in. This is logic.
Paul Hargreaves, Turkey

capability by up to 18dB at low frequenc:es
for aspeaker in aroom corner - and
declining signal levels at bass frequencies
on most music make the situation somewhat
less dire than it appears.
Readers with back numbers of HEW
will find adetailed look at what it takes to
reproduce low bass frequencies at realistic
output levels in my article ' Low Life' in the
September 2005 issue.

Keith Howard replies: As aryone who has
ever tried to play bass guitar through ahi-fi
speaker will know, only modest outputs
can be achieved before the bass driver
runs out of puff. At 20Hz an Bin bass driver
with apeak excursion of plus or minus
1
Omm can generate amaximum free-field
sound pressure level of only 72dB at a
listening distance of 3m - and that's below
the threshold of hearing. But boundary
reinforcement - which increases output

ABOVE: Small speakers can give good bass
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ATLAS RETAILERS
London & South East England

Central England

•Ashford (Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624441
www.soundcrafthifi.corn

•Banbury

•Aylesbury

Noteworthy Audio

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

•Guildford

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.pjhifi.co.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow

Harrow Audio

020 8863 0938

www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262
020 8876 7632

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper

• London W1

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Solihull

0121 742 0254

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.

Sound Seduction

01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk

•Worthing

Phase 3 Hi -Fi

01903 245577

www.phase3hifi.com

Visit ou" website or call 01563 572666 for more information.

•Bournemouth
•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Poole

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

01202 730865

Suttons HI-FI
www.suttonshifi.co.uk

Movement Audio

www.movement audio.co.uk

Movement Audio

www.movement audio.co.uk

•Salisbury

Salisbury Hi -Fi

01722 322169

ATLAS Cables

www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

•Southampton

Phase 3Hi -Fi

02380 228434

•Weymouth

atlascables.com

01305 785729

01234 741152

www.phase3hifi.com

Weymouth Hi -Fi

wwwweymouthhifkco.uk

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products

ww.mbritishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999

www.divineaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield Hi Fi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhifi.co.uk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

South West England
01202 555512

Music Matters

,
e/ww.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Lasyl

•Sevenoaks

Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.

SRA

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

0845 634 0340

advanced speaker cable.

www.overture.co.uk

•Birmingham

www.1ststopay.com

•London SW14

Overture

01295 272158

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (
metro)
0191 460 0999

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048

mv.v morgateacoustIcs.muk

Scotland

•Aberdeen
01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

Holburn Hi Fi
www.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Acton Gate Audio
voNw.acton-gate.com

The•
choice for
Speaker Building &
speaker upgrade /
refurbishment
projects

Isolation Platforms

Silent By Design.
Transparent By Nature.

NEW

www.audio-components.co.uk

A fresh approach for those who want to save money
designing & building their own high-end Loudspeakers or
who want to breath new life into broken or aging Speakers
•
Ask about

•CrO5b0S, t21 design
• Speaker upgrades / rebuilds
• Open Baffle Designs
• Free advice - chat about your

pro¡ect
For Speaker Builders

• Loudspeaker Drive Units
WWW.silentrunningaudio.

11

corn

audioplay;
t +44 (0120 73596962
m +44(0))7966 101971
audioplay@btinternetcom

III Crossover Components
Leading brands,
Help & advice,

• Enclosure Accessories
• Loudspeaker Kits

Wide product range,

• Design & Measurement Services

Phone or buy on-line
FREE DELIVERY!

Tel: 0118 989 0151
Email: enquiries@audio-components.co.uk

SOUNDING OFF

RID ME OF RUMBLE

[
Way Back Then...]

CAN YOU RECOMMEND A VIBRATION ABSORBER FOR ROKSAN DECK?

Irun aRoksan Radius 5with

bearing. The problem is most likely the

aSumiko BPS Evo3 cartridge,

motor, which may have shifted
from its compliant mounting, or

complete with aCartridge Man
Isolator. There is anoticable
rumble during very quiet

perhaps one of the two capacitors
in the passive phase shift PSU has

passages. This problem is

become faulty, which could also lead to

present only when the motor

more frame vibration. This deck should
be looked over by anearby dealer, for

is running and the stylus is on
the record. The problem is
also present under the above
conditions when the drive belt is

example, Sound Cinergy in Aldridge.
Alternatively call Roksan on 020 8900
6801, where you can also discuss

removed, that is, even when the

some minor running upgrades that

record is stationary.
Iam aware that there are

have been made since the deck first
appeared. These include achange in

some ' motor vibration absorbers'

belt composition, improvements to the
arc suppression on the power switch,

on the market. Is such aproduct
likely to help reduce the rumble
on my deck? If so, do you know

and changes to the PSU PCB and
motor wiring, all retrofittable.

of any that are compatible with

It used carbon and certainly had afootprint, but our
coverline'The Sound of Carbon' from January1996
was in fact introducing the Wilson Benesch ACT One

RECORD-eEVIEW

THE SOUND OF
CARBO N
WILSON BEHESCH
ACT ONE SPEAKERS
EXCLUSIVE
AWAYAD A NEW
Amp WITH A PEDIGREE
tsiput_st mosb(iTo TU
MESA BOOGIE CALVE
ptIAAR stcos spi AAFR
Diertai. DYNAMO.
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DAC VIM 110CD
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the Roksan Radius 5? If not, do
you know of asimilar product,
ICQUILINI

or any other product or idea that
could reduce the motor rumble

J

on my deck? Ibelieve the deck
to be set up properly.
Ben Bishop, Gloucester
Andrew Harrison replies: Rumble
should not normally be audible on
this deck. The fact that you can still
hear something when the belt is
disconnected rules out the platter

ABOVE: The Roksan Radius 5

BEST AMP FOR SONUS
HAVE THE SPEAKERS NOW NEED AMP TO MAKE THEM SING

Irecently read Ken Kesssler's
review of the Sonus Faber
Guarneri Memento loudspeakers
[HFN March ' 07]. Ihave now
purchased these speakers
and am searching for an
accompanying amplifier. Iwas

The use of carbon fibre is expensive, which
is one reasor why the- Wilson Benesch ACT
One isn't made of it entirely. Roughly 40%
of the structme, though, is made from
carbon fibre,.enough to give the ACT One
its highly individual look and to let the
customer knew why it costs £ 6400.
Carbon fibre is also light, strong and
self-damping The best illustration of all
is aWB party trick. While the system es
playing, put your hand on the top or the
front panel of the ACTiOne, both of which
are made from laminmed timber, then on
acarbon fibre side panel. With the former
you feel slight vibraticms caused by the
sound waves within the enclosure. The
carbon fibre panels? They betray nothing.
It's the ultimate hi-fi tyre-kicker test.

With lean programme material.
single instrument or acapella
or simply unplugged, the
listener can assess with ease
just how much damage
unwanted resonances add
to asonic event. Little clues.
like more precise imaging,
sharper transient attack and
smoother decay, and easier
comprehension of spatial
details combine to illustrate
the sheer realism possible from
the ACT One. You want to listen
into the performance, you want
to focus your ears on specific
corners of the soundstage,
you want to experience image
positioning measurable with a
ruler? The ACT One, by virtue of
sheer sonic hygiene, can help
you to do this and more.
Returning to an old Lave ( Bobby
McFerrin) and anew hero
(Keb Mo') Iwas dazzled by
the most convincing inroom
performances I've heard in any
package priced to the south of
the WATT/Puppy V system.

SHOWING
THEIR IFIBE
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wondering which amp Ken
Kessler used for the test and also
wondered if he could suggest

truezrer.t..-:

some alternative amplifiers that I
might also audition.

•••
.«•••••••••

Kai Liu, Sydney Australia
ett
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Ken Kessler replies: Iused the

-.Lee

McIntosh MC2102 amp, which was
terrific, but you may wish to use
even more power: the Guarneris are
abit hungry. So Iwould also consider
any Audio Research amps above
150W/channel, if you wish to use
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British xenophobes who suffer
masochisticalh, rather than buy
imports can reloice as the UK
now boasts arue high-end
loudspeaker with which to
challenge the Anest designs in
the viDrld. No other be-coned
Britist loudspeaker before the
ACT Cire has even come close
to deserving aaomination for
'state of the art' in the global
cost- no-object -: ategory, let
alone possessed areal shot at
the title. At last the Quad ESL has
something to keep it company.

•".•

valves, or any of the bigger Krells.
RIGHT: Sonus Faber's Memento
-pretty, but power hungry
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SEVEN0a<S

the experts in home entertainment

The experts in home entertainment

Sevenoaks philosophy

Sevenuaks HiFi began life in 1972 as asmall, specialist independent hi-fi retailer based in Sevenoaks, Kent growing strongly
with ahost of new shops throughout the next two decades. ; n1995 the company name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound
&Vision, reflecting our changing range of products as well as growing consumer interest in home anema.Today, Sevenoaks
has over 40 retail stores nationwide and has recently launched anew national network of Cuszom Installation Centres.
Fuelled by the stratospheric rise of interest in flatscreen TVs, these CICs specialise in the creation and installation of bespoke
home entertainment systems, across awide range of budgets.

The philosophy behind Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is simple,

um mom PM

al MIRK Mg

customer-focused and hasn't changed since the day the company
started. When you shop at Sevenoaks we guarantee you:Superb customer service, including after-sales care and attention
to detail.
Ibt An unrivalled product range, with every leading manufacturer in
stock and impartial advice on offer.
Itt Knowledgeable staff that are highly trained, dedicated to customer
service and have agenuine passion for home entertainment.

SIEVE ti ps

I.> Demonstration facilities in every store, offering pleasant and
comfortable surroundings to test high-performance products in
ahome-like environment. Sevenoaks demonstration rooms are
soundproofed and acoustically designed so that visiting astore is the
closest you can get to sampling the products in your own home.
I> Competitive prices across the whole range of products stocked.
I> Leading edge expertise in Custom Installation via our associated
network of nationwide Sevenoaks Custom Installation Centres.

rii A
"Many thanks to you, Ed and the team for all the help you have given
with me purchasing my TV and Home Entertainment system. The
service was very good indeed"
Paul

Ultimately, our stated aim is quite simple... to offer atotal home
entertainment solution, no matter what the customer's need.

•
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SIM2
GRAND CINEMA HT380

01

02

03

04

Pioneer KURO
Plasma TV - 42,50 & 60 inch mo&K.
HD ready.
Panasonic Viere

Speakers

our normal selling price'

Samsung Tulip Series
Full 1080p HD ready LCD TV.
32,37,40,46 and 52" inch models.

Choose models from Loewe, Panasonic,
Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony
with a26" screen sr larger.

DLP Projectors
Choose full 1080p HD ready models from
InFocus and Sim2.

From astraightforward high definition

Cinem

05

included with all Plasma and
LCD televisions purchased at

Plasma TV - 37 & 42 inch models.
HD ready.

Home
Cinema

"e

5Year Warranty

'Severeoalcs Retail PrIcc INICWAO0J

05
DVD & BLU-RAY DISC PLAYERS
Includes the award-winning Denon DVD1940 unsealing
CND player and Pioneer BOP-LX70A 131u-ray player.

06

flatscreen TV to a1080p projector, from
aDVD Recorder to acomplete Blu-Ray or

07

HD-DVD based solution, we can offer every
conceivable flavour of Home Cinema.
When it comes to surround sound we know

AV RECEIVERS • ONKYO
Z.
This impressive range includes na less than three
award-winnes - 7X-58875,TX-9605 and the entry-

exactly how to help you achieve the effects

level model TX-5R505.

08

KEF KHT3005SE
Upgraded 5.1 speaker package
available in black or silver.

REL R-Series Subwoofers
Ideal for both hi-fi and home cinema
applications.

Yamaha TSP4OD
Digital sound projector- surround sound
from one speaker - ideal for 42' screens
-just add aDVD player.

B&W Minffheatre MT30
Award-winning 5.1 speaker system
available in silver, black or white.

you're after within the budget you've got.

SEVENOAKS HOME CINEMA RANGE INCLUDES

Want asystem that can be hidden away while

ARCAM • B&W • DENON • INFOCUS • KEF • LOEWE • MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO. PANASONIC • ONKYO. PANASONIC • REL • SAMSUNG
SHARP • SIM2 • SONY • SPENDOR • TOSHIBA • YAMAHA

its doing its thing? No problem... we have a
dedicated Custom Installation division that is
second to none.., just ask for details.

All Sevenoaks Stores:
are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi
stock leading brands to offer arange of

Bedford
01234 272779

high qualityproducts

Brighton Hove
01273 733338

offer impartial and personal service

Bristol
0117 974 3727

have home cinema and hi-fi demonstration rooms

Come and visit us

Ealing
020 8579 8777

Glasgow
0141 332 9655

Cambridge
01223 304770

Edinburgh
0131 229 7267

Guildford
01483 536666

• II

Chelsea
020 7352 9466

Epsom
01372 720720

ill

Holborn
020 7837 7540

II In

Exeter
01392 218895

U

Bromley
020 8290 1988

Aberdeen
01224 252797
• IN

BM

Cheltenham
01242 241171

w

• la

Hull
01482 587171

: Custom Installation Centre Li Gall Member I. Visit www4say.com for further information

visit www.ssay.com for t e latest
news information off rs
and more

HiFi 8/ Home Cinema
All- In-One Systems

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

Both 2-channel hi-fi and full multi-channel
home cinema systems are available. Our
comprehensive range has models to suit all
your sound and vision needs.

es

B&W Zeppelin
New
..

Separates performance

Hear just how good your

from these awa rd. winning
systems. Available as Solo
Music, Movie 5.1 or Movie

Solo Mini

21and new Mini.

Come and visit the new website and
see what's new in sound and vision.

E
o

•The latest news and information

iPod can sound.
This new iPod docking
station ticks all the boxes: it's

Comprehensive product range

15

vs

,› Nationwide stores

beautiful, solid as arock and
sounds amazing!

Denon S-52DAB

VISION

Can't find
what you're
looking for?

MUM

Arcam Solo New

tit

•Outstanding website only offer

3

Combines aCD player; FM/DAB radio and iPod dock It

Free monthly competition

can even stream
intemet radio

Massive savings on end-of- line

wirelessly and play

stock

back MP3 or WMA
files from CD, or

carence

ICUSTOM INSTALLATION CENTRES j

stored on atJSB
device plugged di-

.ssay.com today!

rectly into the unit.

Hi- Fi

SEVENOAKS HI-FI RANGE INCLUDES

Music, when conveyed through awell-sorted, high-quality
audio system, has the power to move the human soul like
nothing else. Choosing components/systems that will 'gel'
together correctly in your home is no easy task but our vastly
experienced staff do it day in, day out so let us help...

ARCAM • B&W • CYRUS • DENON • KEF • MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • ONKYO • PRIMARE
PROJECT • REL • ROTEL • ROKSAN • SONOS • SPENDOR • YAMAHA

Cyrus

11

Representing aquality of sound that is rare
at any price. Come and hear Cyrus' new
CD players - CD6 SE, CD8 SE & CDXt SE

Marantz CD6002 & PM6002
This CD and amplifier package gives excellent performance and offers exceptional value for money.

Primare
[;1
- -

With class-leading build
quality, and aunique blend of

1'•»D,

sophisticated Scandinavian

C

design, Primare build elegant

=JIM

reliable, easy-to-use systems

PM!

that promise years of high
quality performance.

Multi- Room Audio Don't forget!
Accessories make
the difference

Roksan Kandy LIII
Sets anew standard for affordable hi-end

This multi- room digital music system from Sonos lets

amplifiers in its class.

you play your favourite tunes all over the house - and

control them from the palm of your hand. You can even

11

play different songs in different rooms.

Rotel & B&W RA04, RCD06, 685
B&W's 685 speakers complement Rotel's
acclaimed CD and amplifier combination.

12

The quality of sound and vision asystem produces
is determined as much by its accessories as its main
components.

Pro-Ject Turntables
Revive your irreplaceable records with
Pro-ject tentables The range includes

accessories are not an afterthought
-our staff can demonstrate the difference the
right accessories can make to your home
entertainment experience.
At Sevenoaks,

the award- winning RPM1 Genie which
comes complete with cartridge.

13

Monitor Audio
With achoice of sizes, ranges and finishes,
there's aMonitor Aadio speaker to com-

SOUNDSTYLE /
4 /
1

plement any system.

14

GRADO

KEF Jo series
KEF's iQ series speakers includes book-

QED

shelf and floorstanding models.

Spendor New 53/5R
15

Asubstantial revision of Spendor's multiaward winning 53/5 mini-monitor.These
versatile speakers, available in 5real wood
finishes, perform with awide range of
systems and separates.

Kingston
020 8547 0717

Uk

Loughton
020 8532 0770

Leeds Wetherby
01937 586886
• L.

Maidstone
01622 686366

Leicester
0116 253 6567

Manchester
0161 831 7969

Lincoln
01522 527397

Norwich
01603 767605

• IN

Nottingham Sherwood
0115 911 2121

Poole
01202 671677

Oxford
01865 241773

Preston

Peterborough
" 01733 897697
Plymouth
01752 226011

•L.

II

01772 823777

Sheffield
0114 255 5861

Swindon
01793 610992

Weybridge
01932 828525

Southampton
023 8033 7770

Swiss Cottage
020 7722 9777

Witham Essex
01376 501733

Tunbridge Wells
01892 531543

Wolverhampton
01902 312225

Watford
01923 213533

Yeovil
01935 700078

Reading
0118 959 7768

• •

Southgate
020 8886 2777

Sevenoaks
01732 459555

• M

Staines
01784 460777

• la

UI

PLEASE NOTE: Some brands/products are not available at all stores. Special/added value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer INICWA00). ADVERT VALID UNTIL 08/04/2008, E&OE.

MUSIC ON DVD

Ken Kessler continues his survey of music now v\0>4e
available on DVD, focusing on UK TV music sho

I

tdoesn't take amarketing wizard
to grasp that the freebie DVDs
added to CDs enhance their sales
appeal. Hey, it's agift! And in the

nearly as complete, intelligent or as
'investigative' as it is through DVD. What

vintage Top Of The Pops. Conversely, those
outside of the USA could only imagine the

it means for all of us is that we can savour

mind of consumers, afree DVD equals a
tenner. But the subterfuge that Iadmire

have only seen once, or never at all.

treasures fed to Americans via Hullaballoo,
Shindig, and The Ed Sullivan Show. Now it's
possible for everyone to enjoy moments

most about the free DVD gambit is the
thought that maybe, just maybe it will
lead you to explore the second category
in the ' Music On DVD' milieu.

DAYS BEFORE MTV

such as Elvis' and the Beatles' historic TV
debuts, while non- Brits can experience the

Freebe DVDs — as Iwrote about in
November 2007 — range from concert
footage to promo videos to interviews to

valuable historical performances we may

With all due respect, the only countries
with hugely important archives of popular
music are the UK and the USA. With the
exception of Germany, which had acouple
of truly great music shows on TV in the
1960s and ' 70s, and which have been

'Now it's possible to enjoy moments such as
Elvis' and the Beatles' historic TV debuts'
anything that can be filmed. And some
of them are hour-long extravaganzas,
obviating the need for astandalone
purchase, while Led Zep's Mothership
CD in ' deluxe' form contains atwo-hour
DVD. But those who are prepared to put
hand in pocket will have access to some
of the most wonderful material that's
not given away by the record companies.
If anything, Iremain in astate of glee,
because it's now possible to acquire
avast rumber of performances that I
thought I'd never see again. Even when

arich vein of footage, but especially of
1960s ' British Invasion' bands, from The

we need to campaign for compilations
from, say, Peruvian TV.
In the days before satellite and
cable made everything available almost
everywhere, music lovers in the USA, for

1313131
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British TV shows like Ready Steady Go or

the archive dredging was nowhere

of material for DVD release

APRIL 2008
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example, didn't have access to legendary

pre-recorded video tapes came along,

www.hifinews.co.uk

that Imean anyone who can't remember

Kinks to Manfred Mann, the rest don't
amount to doodly-squat. Iseriously doubt

RIGHT: The archives of The Old Grey Whistle
Test were opened to create three volumes

98

joy that was The Old Grey Whistle Test.
If you're under acertain age — and by

•t • •

• -4

I

•

• •

OVER FOUR HOURS OF OUTSTANDING
ARCHIVE MUSIC AND INTERVIEWS ON A 2 DISC DVD

ABOVE: Artists now on DVD! Clockwise

who only included rock acts to draw

from left: Bob Marley, Paul McCartney, Ray

under- 60s into their audience figures.

Davies, Ian Dury, Little Feat, David Gilmour,

When the artists weren't in the

The Clash, Elton John, Lou Reed

studio, Whistle Test had the power to
series might have broadcast atotal of 25 or

inspire unique music videos. Among

life before MTV - it may seem like I'm

50 hours' worth of programming, of which

the most important treasures was an

describing an era when there was adearth

much would be tedious filler.

in-stuclio session with John Lennon

there are at least a dozen 24- hour music

WHISTLE TESTING

interviews are priceless.

stations, it's hard to imagine when decent

Careful pruning enabled the BBC to serve

Start with the first volume, adouble-

music programming was atreat. But it

up three volumes of The Old Grey Whistle

disc affair ( BBCDVD2073) that offers up

wasn't the drought you might imagine: just

Test, including Region 1editions. The

all of the above, plus Nine Below Zero,

check out YouTube for tens of thousands

footage is simply magnificent, though

of clips of 1960s bands that few knew had

surprisingly accompanied by mono

of rock music on TV. At atime when

performing ' Stand By Me', and the

a moment on the small screen. I've even

soundtracks; but we should be pleased that

seen footage of The Merry- Go- Round!

the footage wasn't trashed or erased like so

While variety shows from Billy Cotton's

much before it. The litany of names, many

TV packages to The Dick Cavett Show to

of whom had few opportunities to appear

Parkinson in his various series to every talk

on TV elsewhere, included the widest

show in between, al' of which featured

spread of genres covered prior to the

major acts, the obvious DVD collections to

arrival of Later,., with fools Holland,

approach are the compilations from music-

Whistle rest's Bob Harris was able to

only shows. It continues to amaze me that

announce acts ranging from Kevin Ayers

Ready Steady Go's owners haven't sorted

to REM, the Ramones to Bob Marley,

out the legalities that would enable the

Alice Cooper to XTC, Robert Plant to

release of DVDs with the best of the series'

Bruce Springsteen. His manner was often

guests. RSG ranks permanently among the

reverential, the sets minimalist. But it gave

Top 10 of 1960s shows, yet it has been

us unadulterated, often edgy rock without

denied a DVD presence.

the off- hand smuggery of talk- show hosts

When it comes to series like RSC, it's
worth pointing out here that the best any

RIGHT: Laten.. with fools Holland, the

of us can hope for are compilations rather

spiritual successor to TOGWT, available in

than complete shows. Even ashort lived

genre- specific collections on DVD

Oyer 30 greet lére performances
horn these legendary attlets

APRIL 2008
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MUSIC ON DVD

Iggy Pop, Little Feat, Tom Waits, Randy
Newman, Elton John - you get the idea.
Even if half the artists don't push your
buttons, the common thread was always
quality. Harris kept the dross at bay.

EONY

PALMER'S

EARLY

MASTERPIECE

ALL MY LOVING
vr
I HI

R}ATIIÇ
PINK

IM.I

FLOYD

I RANK
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I'm sure that there are dozens, if

th
El! NORIX

CREAM

compilers had to look further afield. They
found footage of this British icon from
French and German broadcasts.

THE

WII0

DONOVAN

ERIC'Ell/RI:ION

CROWN JOOLS

not hundreds of artists who could
justify similar volumes, but Bolan was
pure show- biz, and the format suited
him. The notes also warn us that a

There's no doubt that TOGVVT served as
the template for the still- running Later...
with loots Holland, one of the longestrunning and most truly eclectic music

complete package would include 120

shows ever. Historians might equally

-should satisfy all but the most feverish
fans of Bolan's sublime pop, ' bling'

appearances, so this set - including a
category of hits, another of Supersonic

relate this to his earlier show, The Tube
which has also been compiled for aDVD,

before the word existed.
Unsurprisingly, the most intriguing

abrilliant showcase of 1980s excess.
But his now-familiar set is astudio in

music DVD from British TV isn't a

the round, both he and the audience
mingle with the guests and the tone is

compilation, but adocumentary.

far more respectful. A psychiatrist could
posit that Holland very cleverly got the

no shortage of serious, top-quality
programmes on TV, dealing with

BBC's license payers to provide him with
his ultimate fantasy playground. He's got

single subjects, like arecent Pink Floyd
biography, single-artist episodes of The
South Bank Show and others that kept

the best job in the world.
Holland, of course, has anatural

Rock scholars know there has been

^
dos-

fans poised over their ' record' buttons.
But the grandaddy has just come out on

rapport with his guests because he's

any ever assembled, although not all at

aboth amagnificent musician and a
scholar of rock, blues and R&B of Ry

once. And when you consider that it's in
PCM stereo and 16:9, the charm of the

DVD and it's astunner.

Cooder proportions. As such, he, too,
attracts both living legends and brand-

vintage has been replaced with state-

LOVING DOCUMENTARY
Tony Palmer's All My Loving [
Voiceprint

new talent. Fortunately, his DVDs are

of-the-art AV appeal. This one begs for
adecent plasma screen: Bo Diddley, Jeff

arranged by genre, so you can either go
straight to or avoid completely the ones

Beck, Tony Bennett, The Kinks, Ian Dury,
Bryan Ferry, Georgie Fame, Lou Reed, Joe

'scene' in 1968, a ' rockumentary' first

labelled ' mellow', ' loud', ' Cool Britannia',
'hootenanny' or other subdivisions.

Strummer, Paul McCartney, Paul Weller
-something for everyoody, from the 1950s

My tastes are insufferably narrow

to the present.

-my deepest hatreds are for classical,
thrash, world music and rap - so Iwas
drawn immediately to Later.., with fools
Holland GIANTS (
Warner 2564 606109). This astonishing disc contains 32
performances from aroster that rivals

TREX
ON put
e
ABOVE: Marc Bolan and TRex on DVD

Of course, there are other British
TV sources ( besides Ready Steady Go)
that deserve re-releasing, not least a
compilation of the cream of Top of the
Pops, Juke Box Jury, Parkinson's finest
moments - and tney are legion, including
as they do every great crooner of the past
four decades - plus assorted short-lived
efforts from the 1960s through to the
present. However, one approach could
save everyone alot of aggravation, but
only for artists who were constantly on TV,
or who have careers that spanned enough

the template for arock feature, and the
then-small real estate of aTV screen
does nothing to diminish the power of
the footage, the editing, the colours
-and it's 16:9 on the DVD!
A killer representation of rock's
royalty was present: The Beatles, Cream,
Jimi Hendrix, Mick Jagger, Frank Zappa,
Pete Townshend, Eric Burdon, Pink
Floyd, Donovan and others, seen up
close and personal through interviews
and performances, interspersed with
contemporary newsreel footage that
helps those who didn't live through
it to put it into context. And the

latter, dying way too young to provide a
through the-years context like, say, David

bonus material? A brand-new, utterly
enlightening interview is included with

Bowie. But the lad was prolific enough to
be honoured with an amazing disc called

director Tony Palmer about the making
of the film. To hear Paul McCartney say

T.Rex On TV. [
Demon DVD007] - and

that ' Pop music is the classical music of

it runs to nearly three hours! This is no

now'... You gotta love it.

documentary, but acollection of his varied
appearances, on shows including Top
of the Pops and Supersonic. As 1he liner
notes painfully remind us, TV vaults from
the 1970s are ' seriously depleted', the

APRIL 2008

nature. Although not the very first of
its type, it embodies what has become

years to build up adecent disc's worth.
Marc Bolan clearly d.dn't qualify as the

snapshot of the rock scene in 1968

www.hifinews.co.uk

shown very late at night because of
its controversial, occasionally violent

Parkinson's finest moments include every
great crooner of the past four decades'

ABOVE RIGHT: All My Loving on DVD, a

100

TPDVD1011was asnapshot of the

You'll soon forget that this film is 40
years old. You might even wish that the
world of popular music was more like
this than it is now. It will transport you.
And that's why DVD is, well, special. (.5
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"Excellent build qualiy, protection circuits, afully adaptive
filtration circuit and stunning performance make the Sigmas a
true bargain." H I- FINEWS, BEST ACCESSORY 2006

u'
k BEST
ACCESSORY

CWINNER
••

0
PRODUCT
eOF THE YEAR
7

HIGHLY
RECOMMILNDED

IsoTek is the Urs biggest name in filtration...thisyear we hail anew
product, the Sigmas." HI- FICHOICE, BEST M AINS CONDITIONER 2006

& 2007

IsoTek is committed to the creation of
truly cutting edge designs through the
development
e

tNi,

of

unique

proprietary

technologies. Every product is designed

(Multi- Ways

Solus

Available in 4,6 or 8sockets

11,

and developed in the England and hand
assembled in their factory in Hampshire.
Only the finest quality components are
used, and many of these are uniquely
developed and

built to ' Military Of

Defence' specifications.

(

GII Mini

& Vision

Sub

Orion & Gemini
Two levels of high
quality fillers

IsoTek has consistently established a
class leading reputation, afact that has
been

proved

by numerous reviews

throughout the world and over 21

2005

industry awards.
For your free brochure, or to locate your

(Titan

nearest

dealer

please

call

Distribution on 01635 291357.

Activ Distribution
Tel: 01635 291357 • Fax: 01635 291356
E- Mail: isotek@activdtstribution.com • www.activdistribution.com
www.isoteksystems.com

Activ

INSIDE STORY

Standby for action as Paul Miller charts the audio and AV industry's response to calls for
reduced power consumption and improved sustainability...

A

sBarry Fox reports in his
column this month [ see
p85], this year's CES was

the first to engage with

the challenges faced by a ' greener'
consumer electronics industry. That
its 'TechZone' so visibly promoted
the ideals of sustainable, carbonneutral manufacturing and the
design of more energy- efficient
products is awelcome sign of the

times. But while the impact of
climate change is becoming an
everyday feature of our TV viewing,
the pressure for change within our
quarter of the home entertainment
industry has been building since
the EU began investigating standby
power consumption in 1994.

STANDBY YOUR HI -FI
It is tempting to think of ' standby'
as nothing more than ared LED
glowing dimly in the corner of your
amp, AV receiver or flat screen TV.
But touch the casework and you'll
discover it's not stone cold. This
is because asecondary, typically
switch- mode PSU, is feeding a

ABOVE: 'The idea
that things are

microprocessor that, in turn,
is polling an IR receiver in case

left on standby
for weeks while

you've hit the ' on' button on the

people are on

be ready to automatically download
software revisions and updated EPGs
(Electronic Programming Guides).

accompanying remote control.
This takes power, astandby

holiday is just
bizarre' Norman

A survey by the Energy Saving
Trust ( EST) indicates that up to 12

draw that increases if aproduct

Baker, MP

also has ethernet or other comms
channels that are never truly put to
sleep. Set-top boxes, for example,

BELOW: Table 1,
EICTA power

electrical appliances are left on
standby ( including mobile phone

mode definitions

MODE

DEFINITION

Off

Connected to apower source but
fulfils no function and cannot be
switched into any other mode by
remote, external or internal signal

Standby Passive

Standby Active

On

102

Connected to apower source, can be
switched into other modes by remote
or internal signal but cannot fulfil its
primary function
Connected to apower source, can
be switched into other modes by
remote, external or internal signal,
can receive data from an external
source but cannot fulfil its primary
function
Connected to apower source and
fulfils its main function

www.hifinews.co.uk
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are typically powered- up even in
standby mode because they must

chargers) in every household. This is
equivalent to £ 740m of electricity
doing little more than warming- up

'Stereos' at 1,600,000 tonnes,
'Videos' at 960,000 tonnes and TVs
at 480,000 tonnes.
Large, flat-screen TVs have come
in for particular attention with
the Quality of Life Policy Group
(a Conservative Party think tank)
having called for all non- essential
consumer electronics that draw an

the environment. Furthermore,
standby power consumption is

excessive amount of energy to be
banned in an effort to reduce UK
household CO, emissions.
HFN's own measurements have
shown 50in plasmas consuming

increasing throughout Organization
for Economic Cooperation and

amount of peak white contained

Development ( OECD) countries

within the image, figures that

300-400W depending on the

thanks to the rapid penetration of

increase to 450-600W for 60in

new digital technologies.

screens. When switched into
standby mode, however, these gas

PLASMA POLITICS

guzzlers can idle on next to nothing.

Standby power is currently
estimated to account for about 3to

Pioneer has implemented a
1W standby policy across all its

10% of home and office electricity

latest- generation plasmas. Based

use, depending on which body,
government or pressure group is
supplying the figures. Impartial

on afour- hour-day viewing cycle, it
calculates the difference in energy

calculations from the EST estimate
annual CO, emissions from
appliances left on standby to include

consumption between aproduct
drawing 1W versus 3W for 20 hours
per day in standby amounts to
14.6kWh per year or approximately

INSIDE STORY

7kg of CO 2.The International Energy

RIGHT: Table

Agency ( IEA) has estimated that a

2, suggested

similar reduction in standby power
consumption worldwide could

allowances for

reduce CO, emissions by 1%.

FEATURE

ADDITIONAL STANDBY CONSUMPTION

supplementary
'standby'

Internal HDD

2.2W

features

IEEE1394 Interface

0.8W

100Mb Ethernet

0.4W

VOLUNTARY CODE
Ten years ago, the consumer
electronics industry recognised

Interface

that energy sustainability was
becoming ahot potato, leading

Each serial USB Interface

to acommitment from the
European Trade Association for

_
0.3W
propagation of harmful substances

Watt' standard as part of its own
procurement policy while pressing

Consumer Electronics ( EICTA) to

(RoHS) while establishing adefined
cost and process for recycling of

for regulatory action at EU level.
For once, the US was ahead of

reduce standby losses. TVs and

the EU in this regard. In 2001,

defunct equipment (WEEE, see
boxout opposite). The EU has

equipment in 1999 with aself-

George Bush issued adirective that

adopted apolicy of ' the polluter

commitment towards a 1W standby
target across the board by 2007.

all government agencies should

pays' which typically means

attempt to purchase equipment
with no more than 1W standby

the manufacturer and, if these
additional tax burdens are passed

VCRs ( remember them?) were
accommodated in 1997, audio

That latter target has yet to be
achieved, although the average
standby consumption of aTV has
dropped from 6-7W to 2-3W over
the last ten years. So the scheme has
had an impact, albeit with numerous
cavaets reflecting additional
functionality [ see table 2].
Voluntary schemes including

on, the end consumer.
The RoHS Directive is intended to
reduce the environmental impact of

`TV standby consumption
has dropped from 6-7W to
2-3W over the last ten years'

heavy metals, particularly lead, and
certain toxic organics [ see boxout,
page 105]. For the manufacturer,
taking the lead out of solder means
higher melting points, new flow

those promoted by EICTA and,

BELOW

wherever possible. Recently, the
'Governator' has passed new laws

latterly, by the International Energy

RIGHT: Inside

in California along similar lines from

BOM ( Bill of Materials) of RoHS-

Agency with its '
One Watt' plan

Manchester-

compliant components.

are now being formally supported
by the UK government. Moreover,

based Axion
Recycling. The

Jan ' 08 onwards. Now this is the kind
of commercial incentive that has a
real chance of driving technological

guarantee the heavy metal-free

with its chair at the Gleneagles

company has

innovation into the green!

status of resistors, transistors,

conference, the UK led the rest

14 different

of the G8 in promoting this ' One

mechanical

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

ICs, metalwork, paints and even
lengths of wire. Contamination

Watt' initiative for all new consumer
electronics by 2010.
Interestingly, the UK government
also looks likely to adopt the ' One

solder machines and adocumented

Component suppliers must

separation

Hand- in- hand with reducing

techniques for
the materials
found in WEEE

CO 2 emissions has been the

has been discovered in the oddest
of parts, including excessive

commitment, closely followed
by legislation, to reduce the

levels of cadmium in LDRs ( Light
Dependent Resistors) and lacquer G>

WEEE
The Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment Directive
places responsibility for the
recycling of historic and future
products onto the shoulders
of the manufacturer. Large
producers may set up their own
recycling programmes, inviting owners to return
unwanted equipment to source for disassembly.
The idea is to recover as much material from
the product rather than have it contaminate the
rapidly diminishing landfill sites. As it's unrealistic
to expect smaller manufacturers to perform their
own recycling, they may buy into areputable
Producer Compliance Scheme to meet the cost of
dismantling, recovery and potential re- use of WEEE
in an environmentally sound fashion. Essentially,
the manufacturer is financially responsible for
collecting, treating, recovering and disposing of an
equivalent weight of EEE that matches its output.
Typically, they report their manufactured output by
weight every six months and are charged according
to the percentage this represents of the entire
output of the EEE community over this period.
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INSIDE STORY

finishes. Naturally, the cost of many
components has increased while
others have been discontinued,
demanding anything from atweak
to aredesign on the part of the
beleaguered manufacturer.
For specialist audio producers,
the transition between non-RoHS
and RoHS regimes has proved
extremely expensive although
the on-going costs for RoHS
maintenance are much smaller,

Integrated Product Policy ( IPP) and
accelerates the move towards
improving the environmental
performance of energy- using
products... After adoption of
the Directive by the Council
and the European Parliament,
the Commission, assisted by a
Committee, will be able to enact
implementing measures on
specific products...'

including specifying and checking

SMALL PRINT

components for compliance
and obtaining the certificate of

To some, EuP looks rather

conformance(s) from suppliers.

and redesign. It could prove the
straw that breaks the back of

like acradle-to-grave
energy tariff for each and

NAGRA

iER

While legislation
to drive down energy

CE

LASER
DUCT

consumption, reduce

•

hazardous substances

LASER LIGHT INSIDE

Time will tell whether there is

every product. Still under

along-term reliability issue with
RoHS compliant components. Solder

discussion, this Directive
will oblige manufacturers

joint cracking and tin whiskers are
two issues that may cause future

'FRIAR!)
to sum the total energy
required to bring aproduct
into existence from raw
materials to final disassembly and
recycling.

unreliability and product failure, but
the smarter audiophile companies
will have done their homework.

some of our most cherished
audiophile brands.

and encourage
sustainability is

TARE INTO BEAM
,ENING

THE UNIT.

POWER SUPPLY
1,1»1111.1011611.1«..»01,101.0
.31.C.11E•u• 111.. *****
S

N

1=1

conceived for the greater
good, the overheads
placed on design and
manufacturing are more
easily borne by global brands
than specialist audio companies.

At its extreme, this would include
documenting the energy toll for
each and every resistor, from mining

ABOVE: The
WEEE logo
-seen here

Compliance with these regulations,
in addition to CE emissions and
safety standards, will have cost

the raw materials, transportation,
processing, combining with other

on aNagra
CDP CD player

companies committed to doing
'the right thing', several hundreds

with costlier RoHS-compliant parts

materials and final fabrication.

-shows that the

of thousands of pounds. And we

being built into EU product and

Manufacturers would include
the figure for this resistor with

manufacturer

wonder why there are fewer and

is commited

fewer specialist audio brands

Ultimately the problem will ` go
away' as components will become
lead-free once the US government
adopts its own RoHS policy. Until
then there will be atwo-tier market

cheaper, non- compliant materials
being sold into US manufacturing

all the other components in

to recycling as

making it onto the market...

facilities for local consumption.

their assemblies, combined with

CARBON OR COMMERCE?

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK

manufacturing energy to derive an
overall energy tariff for the product.

much of the
material from
the product as

Rather than claim ' carbon neutrality'

EuP represents an energy BOM
for the product, information that

possible

by purchasing credits from the

electronics. The Directive 2005/32/

could be used to check progress in
reducing the energy requirement
to make, use and dispose of the

EC on the eco design of
Energy- using Products ( EuP)

product. Reducing standby power is
just apart of this process.

To some, EuP looks like a
cradle-to- grave energy tariff
for each and every proHi'rf'

This is not the end of the matter.
Since 2005, the EU has been
developing aframework Directive
aimed at promoting ecofriendly

'encourages manufacturers

From apractical standpoint the

to design products with the

EuP Directive could turn out to be a

Kyoto Protocol's carbon offsetting

environmental impacts in mind

bigger burden than CE compliance,

throughout their entire life cycle,

RoHS and WEEE combined, requiring

scheme, the mainstream audiophile
companies are looking to deliver

the Commission implements an

very considerable administration

amps, CD players and associated
gear with along product life as

RoHS

efficiently as possible.

Originally drawn from the WEEE Directive [ see p103]
and implemented as of July 2007, the ' Restriction of the

Ironically, the extended product
life expected of high-end audio
engineering may well have been
penalised by the implementation

use of certain Hazardous Substances in electrical and
electronic equipment Directive' is enforced by the NWML
(National Weights and Measures Laboratory). Specifically,
it bans the sale in the EU of new equipment containing more than
aminimum agreed level of lead, cadmium, mercury and hexavalent

of some ecofriendly legislation,

chromium and flame retardants including polybrominated biphenyl

especially RoHS. For many, designing
products to have avery long service
life is the best way of reducing the

(PBB) and polybrominated diphenyl ether ( PBDE).
By now, all manufacturers will have moved to lead-free solder and

impact of RoHS, WEEE and EuP on
costs while upholding the goals of

cadmium-free paints and magnet coatings. Manufacturers are obliged

sustainability.

to store acertificate of conformance to RoHS for all components

Improving aproduct lifespan

used. This includes metalwork ( including finishes), packaging, printed

from one or two to ten years would

material as well as electronic parts. Most military- specification

reduce the problem by 80%. But
then EU prosperity depends, at
least in part, on regular product

equipment is exempt. After all, if your armour- piercing rounds are
tipped with depleted uranium, alittle extra lead in the soil is the least
of the environmentalists' concerns.

replacement to keep the wheels of
manufacturing commerce turning. Ç1)
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PETER

McGRATH

•

WILSON

AUDIO

McGrath
Unplugged
Peter McGrath's story reads like awho's who of the ' 60s and ' 70s US high- end hi-fi
scene. And that's just the first few chapters. Today he works for Wilson Audio while
recording orchestras across the USA. Steve Harris turned the microphone on him...

J

ust when you've started to fear that high- end audio
might be an arena of illusion, filled with supercharged
snake- oil salesmen preying on customers with more

money than sense, you meet someone like Peter
McGrath. Attend one of Peter's demonstrations, and you'll

be enthralled again, swept away by the power of music,
and feel again that high-end audio really is worthwhile.
And if you can afford it, you might well end up ordering a
pair of Wilson Audio speakers.
It's eight years since Peter joined Wilson as sales

arevelation! I'd never heard anything like that. And Isaid

Peter explains. ' Igrew up in Panama and my father had
afriend who was an electronics importer. They played

that Dave Wilson
bought from the
shop Peter ran in
Chicago, before
modifying it and
bringing it back

manager if we would sell them.
The manager said, " Oh we don't, Idon't know... go
talk to that young man over there, he's the crazy one

became one of America's most successful high- end

exploding, exciting world of late 1960s hi-fi.

Research SP- 3

electrostatic headphones and apower supply, asking the

that's into all that. Let him try ' em."

retailers, arespected recording engineer, and eventually a
passionate advocate of multichannel sound for music.
Peter should have become aprofessional
photographer, but as astudent he got caught up in the

It was an Audio

-JBL, McIntosh, AR, Bose and so forth: this is 1969, 1970.
Then agentleman wandered into the store with apair of

director, but before that he and David Wilson had been
friends for aquarter of acentury. During that time Peter

'I remember vividly one day, agentleman
came in, opens acase, and flops down
this thing called an LP12 turntable'

BELOW:

My interest in audio flourished, along with apassion for
classical music. Iwound up going to graduate school in
Chicago, and worked in ahi-fi shop.
'It was atraditional hi-fi shop that sold everything

cards together, and my father won abet, and the bet was
settled by this friend installing arig in our home.
'It consisted of aQuad monaural preamp, aQuad valve
amplifier and aTannoy Dual Concentric driver, a 15in I

'So Ilistened to them, it was apair of Staxes, and it was
"I don't know if we'll sell them, but Iwant to buy these!"
'And he said, " Well, Ihave ashop just around the
corner from here, and it's atiny little boutique-type
thing..." and by that point we'd been conversing and he
said, " Look, I'd like to invite you and your wife to come
over some night and I'll play you some music."
'So we made adate. We showed up, he greeted us at
the front. And in the other room - and IV.vidly remember
this - he was playing aPierre ournier recording from the
old Archiv set, the Bach suite number 3.
'But Ididn't know. He's talking to me in the front
room, and coming from the other room is this cello. And
I'm thinking, get the hell out my way Iwant to see who's
playing the cello!
'So finally, Iwalk into the other room. And there is - a
pair of Quads! Unbelievable! : twas an extension of that
experience listening to the Stax headphones, but now

think, in ahome-made enclosure. Stereo came later.
'Then Ileft Panama to go to college. Iwent to school
in South Bend, Indiana, at Notre Dame University. Ibegan

transformed into avisceral room experience. Irealised
that this was something truly extraordinary.

listening to the radio, to astation called WFMT, a24hr
classical music station, astrongly educational station.

got my degree, but next thing Iknow, Iwas working for
this gentleman managing his shop.

'I was studying to be aphotographer. Icontinued on,

A SCOTTISH VISITOR
'I remember vividly one day, when agentleman came in,
he'd flown all the way from Scotland. He opens acase,
and flops down this thing called an LP12 turntable. And
he was insisting to us that these stupid Thorens that we
were using were simply not right and we really ought to
try something different. It turned out to be. Ibelieve, the
first Linn LP12 imported into the United States, and of
course that was Ivor Tiefenbrun.
'I managed the shop for acouple of years, but then I
left to go down to Florida. The light was perfect there and
Iwanted to complete the photographic element of my
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thesis. While Iwas there. Igot acall from Ross Walker of
Quad. Ross said, " Look there's no-one down there selling
Quads, would you mind finding asuitable retailer?"
'I had my own Quads, so Itook them over to acouple
of places, and they said, " These are wonderful, but it's not
the kind of thing we can do."
'A lightbulb went on in my head, you know, and Isaid,
well if they're not going to. I'm going to give it atry! And
so Iborrowed some money and in 1974 opened up my
own shop called Sound Components. It was one of the
very early exclusive high- end shops. Istarted with Audio
Research, Magnepan, Quad, and ahost of British brands.
'I ran that store all the way through to 1996 or
'97. when I'd basically been there, done that, finished.
And went through awhole series of events in my life.
culminating in adivorce, and my former wife took
over the store. It's now owned and operated by former
employees of mine.

which the microphone doesn't need. And the only way to

THE CLEVER CUSTOMER

use it that way is to bypass the RIM so that it is
60-sorne-dB of gain, flat."

'But back up alittle bit. While Iwas running the shop
back in Chicago, ' 72 Ithink it was, agentleman came in
shopping for apreamp. He had astack of LPs and it was

'And Ithought that was brilliant. And of course Isaid.
"You realise, Sir, it's no longer under warranty!"
'But that turned out to be David Wilson. We started

TOP LEFT: Dave
and Sheryl Lee
Wilson with a
prototype of the
design that lives
on in the look
of Wilson Audio

And after aday of listening to everything, he wound up

afriendship. He was already done with school and was
applying his brilliance to medical laboratory methodology

purchasing what Iagreed was the best we had at the

and testing. But it was clear that David's heart was in

models like the

time, which was an Audio Research SP- 3.

music and recording, and all things related to audio.

Alexandria X-2

clear that this man was sophisticated in his ability to hear.

'Two weeks later he comes back into the store with this
preamp, and Ihad the typical reaction of asalesperson:
"Oh my God, what's wrong?"
'But he says. " No, nothing's wrong. Ibrought it back

'So this was his hobby. He was building the ultimate

speakers today,

pictured above

recording chain, with Schoeps and AKG microphones and
atwo-track Revox which he had modified. About the time

installed on acircuit board that you could now plug in, or
remove. Curious, why would anyone want to do that?

'In 1983, David Wilson visited me with
the first WATT. Iflipped! Up to then the
small-speaker reference was the LS3/5A

'He said, " Iwanted to build the world's best
microphone preamp. And the gain required for agood

Imoved down to Florida. Dave and Sheryl Lee moved to
California, but we stayed in constant touch, as friends. By

microphone is approximately that of aphono stage.
Except, of course, the phono stage has the equalisation

the late 1970s, they'd started Wilson Audio Specialities,

because Iwant to show you something really special."
And he proceeds to take the thing apart and he shows
me that all the RIM components had been removed and

which was arecording company.

MASTERING THE PROCESS
'But it was Mark Levinson who got me involved
in recording, in ' 76. Mark made an analogy: as a
photographer, he said, you can't be an authority on
what aprint looks like, without having aconsummate

FAR LEFT: Mark

knowledge of the process that went into making it.

Levinson, who
invited Peter

'He said if you want to be atrue master in advising
people about audio - what the final print looks like, the
playback in your home - you have to have aknowledge
of the process that went into making that recording, to
make judgements that are relevant. Whereas most people
don't have aclue as to that other half of the equation.
'I found this intriguing, and he invited me up to go
to some recording sessions he was nvolved with. And G>

to recording
sessions in 1976
LEFT: Linn's Ivor
Tiefenbrun, who
walked into
Peter's shop to
dem an LP12
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WATT/Puppy 6. And Dave is not afool. He had apair of
Egglestonworks Andra speakers there, side by side. And he

1970

said. " Now, if you can't beat ' em, join them!" And Isaid:
"I'm joining!"

While still studying
photography,
takes ajob in

PASSION FOR CLASSICAL

amainstream

Peter's own recording work is still fuelled by apassion

Chicago audio

for classical music. ' Most of my recording activity now

store
P

is archival or for broadcast. I'm the stringer for National
Public Radio in the south-eastern United States.

1971
IInvited

'But it's not easy! I'm carrying in 300Ibs of equipment

to manage

into ahall, and I'm the first to arrive and the last to leave,
stringing cables all over, hooking things up. Everything has

a' boutique'
specialty audio
store

to be tested and absolutely right, because at the end of
the day there are 120 radio stations waiting for the result!
'To be honest Idoubt if anyone would hear the
difference if Ijust hung up apair of mics and ran the cable

1972
Meets David

to aDAT. But Idon't do it that way. Ido the best with the

Wilson

technology that Ihave access to. Which is an eight-track
recorder, doing it in surround even though no-one is ever

1974

going to hear it in surround except maybe at ashow.

Moves to Florida,
opens Sound

'I've been doing surround for over adecade, and I'm
more fanatical than ever. And distressed the market has

Components, one
of the first true

not endorsed SACD or DVD-Audio — but more importantly
SACD, because to me it was the more viable medium.

high- end stores

1977
After meeting
Mark Levinson,
acquires state-ofthe-art recording
equipment

1979
Founds Audiofon
classical record
label to market
recordings

1983
Hears David
Wilson's WATT
speaker. Sound
Components soon
becomes amajor
Wilson dealer

1996
Leaves the retail
business, joins
William Eggleston
in the new
speaker company
Egglestonworks

1998
Joins the new
Cello group, then
owned by Ric
Adams. Continues
recording
activities

2000
Joins Wilson Audio
as Sales Director

'I just don't understand why there isn't asingle store
ABOVE: Wilson Audio's WATT from 1983, pictured [top]
with the Puppy, acombo now in its eighth generation
BELOW RIGHT: Peter sets up recording equipment
that was another life- altering circumstance for me and

set up to showcase what aproperly- done surround thing
can do for the music- listening experience. I'm doing it at
shows and everyone's amazed when they hear it. But you
know, Peter McGrath comes into town, plays it for afew
people and then it's forgotten.
'To be completely honest, even my own company

so in ' 77 or ' 78, Mark equipped me with some B&K
microphones, and his mic/line preamp. Istarted with a
Stellavox and then Ibought Mark's 30ips ML5 analogue

thinks I'm abit odd regarding this issue. But nonetheless I

tape recorder, and Istarted getting very serious.

'someday maybe everybody else will catch up to me.' O
D

'The ML5 was amodified Studer A8ORC, which Mark
had stripped of all of its electronics. That was abeast! I
carried that thing in and out of halls all over Florida, all
over the United States. I've even had two at once, up on
the catwalk at Carnegie Hall.
'So that got me started, and I've done now hundreds
and hundreds of classical CDs, and LPs. Istarted arecord
label in ' 79, Audiofon, which is still running today. We
recorded great artists such as David Bar-Illan, Leonard
Shure, Ivan Davis, Josef Kalichstein, Lazar Berman, to name
afew, as well as cellists, violinists.

THE FIRST WATT
'Oh, and then in 1983, David Wilson comes to visit me
with this little speaker, the first WATT. Iflipped! Because up
to then the small-speaker refereice was the L53/5A, but I
thought that it was very constrained, and as someone who
was deeply involved in recording, Ihad to go to bigger
things. But the WATT allowed ahuge sound to come out
of something fairly small. In ' 87 came the Puppy, and I
think from that point on Iremained consistently one of
the largest Wilson dealers in the world.
'Then when Ileft the store, iwent through anumber of
different things. Ihelped to establish aspeaker company
called Egglestonworks, making what was afine speaker.
But there were issues... Ineeded to get paid, Ididn't have
the store to subsidise me any more! Then Iworked with
Cello, joining forces with Mark tevinson again, but that led
nowhere because the financing vanished.
'And then finally, Iget acall from Dave Wilson. Dave
says " Time to come home!" And he invited me up
to Provo and Ilistened to his then- new version of the
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see the potential.
'And,' concludes Peter, with aself- deprecating smile,
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only available in aP by Direct Debit for enquiries please call . 44 HA 845 676 7778. Fav . 66 101145 675 9101 of e-mail
pcsubslaquadrantsubs corn Hi Fi News, published by IPC Media, will collect your personal information to process your order
Hi Fi News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and
services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC D IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected
organisations so that they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and
Please tick here 11 you prefer not to be contacted ID

I
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TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code'.31V or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
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If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make

THE PLACE TO
DUI Ôt StaLL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements

Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Call our

GAMUT D200 power amp
(stereo) little used £ 2800,
Tel: 07913 258124 [ D]
ROGERS E40A valve
amplifier, owned from
new, light use only, mint
condition, boxed, bargain
£375, Tel: 01945 774592
[D8]

reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

EAR 834P MM/MC Vol
control phono amp £400,
four two to two, excellent

1. ACCESSORIE

power amp £ 550, Atlas

condition £ 3700 ono £ 3400

Elektra interconnects, Tel:

STAX SRS4040 Signature

ono for Tri's buying them

07973 189538 ( London)

earspeakers ( Mk II energiser

without accessories Tel:

[CE17]

12 months old, BADA

07774 575960 [CD14]

warranty, sale due to Ent

Tel: 01525 630429 [ DF17]
3. CABLES
TRANSPARENT Reference

QUAD, 77 system, 2x77

MM interconnect, 1metre,

disorder (£ 800) Warwick,

EXPOSURE XVII pre-amp

amps, 77 pre-amp + remote/

balanced, as new, boxed

phone evenings only 01926

and XVII mono amps with

charger ( both just serviced

(new £ 11,375), accept

495060 [ D8]

phono £ 600, Bryston BP20

by Quad), 77 CD player, 77

£4900, MIT Proline CVT

pre-amp with MM/MC phono

tuner, Bus system cables

reference interconnects, 2

GOLDRING Elite moving-

£600, all boxed and in very

(short & long inc) manuals,

metre, balanced, as new,

coil cartridge, only 3-4 hrs

good condition, Tel: 0151

excellent condition £ 1250,

boxed ( new £ 2700), accept

used £ 150 plus £ 5post,

334 1964 [CE17]

Tel: 07767 445367 [CD14]

£690, Tel: Bob on 01386
446134 [CD14]

Ortofon Rondo bronze
AMPLIFIER Audio Technics

moving-coil cartridge,

MYRYAD MP100 remote

5-6 hrs used £ 300 plus £ 7

pre-amp/MA120 60W power

monoblocks ( pair) 200W x8

post, contact Vic on 01372

amp (£ 600/480 new), £4251

ohms, black finish, "absolute

(£300) £ 200, will

456196 [ DE14]

pair, all ex condition, boxed,

spitzenclasse" ( 57pts) in

demonstrate, Tel: 07913

Tel: 01260 295804 [CE17]

Germany's Stereoplay,

258124 [ D]

XL0 digital interconnect

inc manuals & packaging,

2. AMPS
MCINTOSH MA6900

perfect condition, original

TRANSPARENT Music

ROTEL RSP-976 surround

200W, integrated amplifier

owner, (€ 7500 new) € 3000

Wave plus bi-wired

processor, Dolby Digital/

(£5200 new), 15 months

obo, .1Mlab Sub Utopia,

speaker cable 15in £ 550,

DTS, mint condition ( rrp

old, immaculate condition

high-end powered (200W)

Transparent power link
super 2m £ 200, two

£900), £ 300, Tel: Bob on

£3200, Tel: 07875 115447

sub-woofer, perfect match

01386 446134 [CD14]

[CD14]

for Mezzos, micros or minis

pairs silver wire Mandrake

(€2500 new) € 900 obo,

interconnects balanced one

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri -

CHAPTER Two plus power

email: barig@internet.lu or

pair phono £400 per pair,

Vista 300 amp and Tri Vista

amp, world's best, boxed,

Tel: 00352 407705/

Tel: 020 8368 4228 [ D8]

SACD comes with two

manuals etc (£ 5500) £ 2295,

00352 621500756

base shelves and four three

Densen B100 integrated

(Luxembourg)

metres of Chord Odyssey

amp £ 350, Densen B300

[DE24]

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS
ACCUPHASE DP85
SACD/CD player, superb
sound, immaculate, very

til n
l
P
w‘
sSSIFIEDS

hi-finews
Vinyl's Diamond

40 6

TemPL
to Sou

Its

4

e

little use, boxed, manual, UK

CONTACT US

purchased, sell for £4500
ono ( rrp £ 12,500) pictures/
demo on request, Tel: 01925
656990 or Nema11@aol.

If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:

com [CD17]

Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

MARANTZ SA-7S1
Reference CD/SACD player,
pristine condition as brand
new with Marantz dealer

hi-finews
invoice £ 3950 ono, Tel:

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 31V or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

07913 258124 [ D]

Gerald on 020 8951 3178
[DF17]

ROGERS Studio 9, 3-way

large soundstage, original

Linn, Cyrus, Meridian etc,

Tel: 01992 300713 [CD14]

fast, friendly response
and willing to pay cash on

bass reflex speakers, walnut,
7.. SPEAKERS

mint condition, boxed £ 375

complete systems, Naim,

packaging £ 1500 (£ 3000),

collection, please call John

12. AV

on 0781 5892458 [CE17]

Tel: 01945 774592 [ D8]
ARCAM AVR 300 AV

TRIANGLE Celius 202
speakers (£ 1225 new), £ 520

11. COMPLETE

receiver, silver, as new,

ono, Tel: 01260 295804

SYSTEMS

boxed, unopened £ 750,

[CE17]

AUDIO Note Zero value

no offers Tel: Val Davies on

ASHSTEAD Audiojumble,

system, pre, power, CD,

01908 661094 [CD14]

Sunday March 30th

CUSTOM Built

Dac AZ floor speakers,

10/ham, Ashtead Peave

transmission- line speakers,

Memorial Hall, Woodfield

3drivers, very large phone

all cables, recent service,
mint condition, less than 1

details OIRO £ 2750 Tel:

year's use, superb sound,

Lane, Ashfield, Surrey KT21
TOP quality separates and

2BE, Tel: 07730 134973 [ D8]

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

The product categories are:
1 - Accessories: 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables: 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS: 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners:
9 - Turntables: 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;
12 - AV; 13 - Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

3 digit card security code
Expiry date

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

Card number
(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box (see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8
(inc. VAT) per 30-word insertion
for one issue; £ 14 for two issues
and £ 17 for three issues. Additional
words are 50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word
(eg. Meridian 201 = two words).

advert to go into the
WANTED category

Name:
Address:

Postcode*
Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mads from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

art each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

hi-fi news

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

A picture can say a
thousand words so we
let them do most
of the talking

you bring
the music,
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
Isotek, Nairn, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia
and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin
Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher Audio

we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL.3 71E.

www.tell.uk.coM
Technology let loose
M ADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
news@hifisound.co.uk
nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

PROVIDES SPEAKER
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scan.speaK
MADISOUrsiD SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 537444283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
emad mlo@macbsound corn
Web Page. http iwww mad,sound con)

wvvw.hifinews.co.uk
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> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
best
tell i
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

> VIFA

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

VISATON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871

CTHE
CABLE
comm

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

COMPONENTS
!ACCESSORIES

Visit our website at:
letp://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes

NeRDOST '
VG
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> LPG

feet

I

44tett

d oe
ae411

e

SOLEN

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel. 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443 4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI

lAbsolute Analogo -g
el

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

Address: PO Bm A11-129. London. NV16 " I:1

SALE - TEL: 01283 702875

Tel [Fa.: +44 10)2II 84598113

MICHELL ORBE
£ 2000
MICHELL ORBE SE
£ 1800
MICHELL GYRO SE
£ 835
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
£ 355
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW1000 £ 320
AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC9ML2 £ 225
CLEARAUDIO CONCERTO
£ 800
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES £ P0A
GRADO GS1000
£ 800
GOLDRING 01042
£ 155
DENON DL304
£ 175
EAR MASTER DISK
EPOA
TOM EVANS GROOVE X
£ 1700
TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX £ 1100
TRANSFIGURATION AXIA
£ 715
CREEK DESTINY CD
£ P0A
CREEK DESTINY AMPLIFIER
fPOA
TRICHOR0 DINO MK2
£ 279
EPOS M12i
£ P0A

Email: Abmlute_Analogue acmail.msn rani
‘SeLrsite: nn. absoluteanaltsgue.m.uk

Id is not recessary to have great
hiJi equipment in order to listen
to music.- -. Wit helps.

Get it right!

A.iril-.inning:ainti-sihratitn feet

ESTABLISHED 1986, EPOA' - Exchange price on application
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

eta make for theillsind of aunts"

Is this your problem?

"this accesso
is heartily

way too loud

.Vs a common problem. The usable range on the volume control is al down
the bottom end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
The noise Poor may be audible. too.

Gramophone

They can be used

cure the problems of excess gain and

'nçi sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

39/pair - post free

020 7924 2040

01204 366133

ssssei.oandlhifLeo.tik
61 Nkelilis Road. Battersea. SN't II tiLL\
email: oranges.lemons aNirgin.nri

ww.rothwellaudicaoducts.co.0

eSave 31:1°/0 today

w

tir

.
nons

HiFi,
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

recommended"

There is a simple and

.ective solution - the Rothwell In-Line Attenuators.
ith pre/power or integrated amps

Orar -es 8;

Here's your ans

00

,possible.

NU FORCE, THORENS. VAN DEN HUL, ZYX,
SUMIKO. GRADO, GOLDRING, ORTOFON,
RESON, CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO fECHNICA,
SME, MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM
SLEE, WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR , OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL. ELAC, HARBET1-1. EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER. SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, GAMUT, AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF,
TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON
RESEARCH, BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT,
SUPRA. WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS. APOLLO, BDI, ALPHASON,
OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISA TION. CUSTOM DESIGN, lUAL, ERGO. ACOUSTIC
SOLID, USHER AUDIO, SUGDEN. RER

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY FRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW SBOXED WITH FULL UKGUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES

"Teals, the biggest improsement sou

too loud

IALSO SUPPLY:

13 issues of hi-fi news

Stockistsof:IRCAM.DENSENIEPOS.IIM.LOEM
.MICROlifEGA.NANAUDIO.NEAT.REGÁIROTEL
.ROYD.SEREINIAN.'fEf . YIMAIREmoRE

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest rews, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
frcm hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your dcor.

n
KleinY

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote

9High Street HamptonWickKingston upon Thames,
Surre KII 40 1
2Id: 020 8943 3530
/
Open Tues - SatlOam - 6pm

indecently good hi.fi

code:31T or subscribe online
at www.h ifi news.co.uk ihfan

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE PRECISION SPEAKER CABLE
Incredible clarity and tonal accuracy.
-411M11111101
[:)N
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u6WrrecisTón

www.dnm.co.uk/cables.html#stereocable-or phone DNM Design 01480 457989
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SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
. ,
NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi- ii

by enthusiasts

Below is just asmall selection of
some of the exciting products we offer
The Denon 01110 is a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input

twocha mel / home-cinema specialists

for those who want the very best ...

Stockists of ALR Jordan. Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, Isolek, Leema Acoustics.
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost, Phmare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric, Toten Acoustics, Unison Research. Van Den
Hut and many more.

>Free Advice W
I
arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
>2 Demonstration Rooms
New online
>Out of Hours Appointments
shop open, ,
>Home Demonstrations
please come in
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pmbrowse.
and

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

Lockwood AudiW
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANYClr Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodauclio.co.uk
Call for appo•ntrnent to visit ris at Hanwell on
+44(0) 20 8579 7755
le2S9

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic. not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL- 103R: £200.

202, Findon Road, Worthing, 131V14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment (wadable
with guarantee
Export facilities cuyillable
Visit our Web Page teteuthifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
Acoustic Zen cinema system. Adagio fronts with Junior
centre and rears Brand new

£ 5875

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

do
.

Heatherdale
eaudio limited

. Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched tor its midband
gaality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is taken into
a.zcount.

£ 2895

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers

£ 99

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers

£ 3495

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£ 2695

Nola Viper 11 speakers, brand new (£ 12000) only

£8995

Clued 21L speakers

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
ri both high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395.

£ 350

RKAMPS
Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pm- amp. £ 2495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 695

Wavac PR-T1 3box pre-amp, boxed/as new (£23500) onty£ 10750
Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425.
Ortofon Kontrapunkt BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £450, and evolve through the ' Ff
at £ 600. the '
B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £ 900.

£ 5995

Audio Research VT 60 power amp

£ 995

Denon AVC-Al OSE 5 ch' amp/processor (£ 1800) only
John Shearne Phase 11 Integrated amp

£ 595
£ 395

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Goldmund Mimesis 330 integrated amp. ex-demo (£4395) . £2995
Goldmund SRM-250 monos. ex- demo (£ 6590).. . . £ 4995
Nakamichl Amp one with Cassette deck two and CD

•
.71re Music Maker 3 The MIsic Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
;
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
mast other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £625.
The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a rehired yet weighty
performance.

.111IPLIPTERS
ASR Emitter 1 Exclusive, as new/boxed

player three

£ 795

Mark Levinson ML436 monblocks

£ 4250

Wavac MD- 805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET's Brand new ( UK
retail £ 16500) only

£ 7950

,PLATERS 45 TRANSPORTS
Audio Note CDT 2 CD transport

£ 795

Audio Note DAC 4 Signature

aux.'

£ 2995

Esoteric X-01 limited CO/SACO player ( MINT)

£ 4995

DCS Purcell ( non lire wire)

£ 795

Golmund Estos CD/SACD player ex-demo (£3195) only
The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lot
(pictured left) a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire.

Marantz CD873 CD player

£2495
£ 65

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

Wadi.: 21 CD player

£ 895

Weiss Jason transport with Media DAC ex- demo (£ 20000,

Its sound is transparere yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality £ 1,850.

only

,..

£ 8995

SCELLANEOUS
The top model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils irstead, which are oowered from an
external power supply, Its performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents tie state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £ 8.950 including
power supply.

3 mtr' pair Zen Acoustics ref' speaker cable

£ 795

Isoclean Power 50A 111 US power block/filter, new £ 850
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Techniques St- 610L tuner fm/rnwnw
Winds 01 stylist gauge
at(
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexrcon
m+k
Michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

I
pswic

..r/ 7,, ( 114 4Ndr,1 t, fi'. 1, ,eli llt Ier it eMIIIMI
Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed

£ 1995

Kuzma Airfine tone-arm silver wired, new factory sealed £ 3500
Michell Gyrodeck SE with Rega arm with free Dynavector 10

Ln)er

We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high qualify step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left).
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399. ( above nght) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper-or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1,500 to £ 2.750 and offer a vari-

signals

ety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

hi-fi for grown-ups
01473)
55 1
72

ig

116

£ 65
New £ 495

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

uk.co

I www.hifinews.co.uk IAPRIL 2008

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, FiP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

£ 895

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

N OTEWORTHY A UDIO

655171

ail:enqka,signals.uk.00111

na

mc cartndge

Evenings
—

MT,

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Choice
hi - fi

free advertising ( no sale no fpe)
Add your items for sale here and online
low 10% commission
100's of items online updated daily
Efl
£155
£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£5500
£3995
£3995
£695
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
£2695
£2100
£350
£795
£1995

I)r
e
i
n
s
o
t
rAVR- 1804
Krell AVS
Krell HIS
Lexicon DC2

!
•

p
i

Lexicon
MC 12 v5
HD
xicon MC12
moon MC12E1
econ MC8 v2
pinn 5103 AV Conirrkler

,1.110

Parasound Halo C2
Pioneer VSA 06

li

AV Deceivers
JArS

£450

CD Players and DACs
. .
A, ,, usik5Art', l'lay, l.
ArLam
Audio Flight CDI

Aero Capdole
sik2
Audio Alchemy
200 transport
/v10 DDE
dio Research CD 2
to Research CD1
io Research CD3 m141
',slab 8000 Transport/Oar
enlace/ Pierre Lurne Metre) transport
kedition alpha 3x
kedition alpha 3x
luenote Shbbert Tube
Burmester 001CDP
rapin

0-Rgi

CES nDX 51 SAC
Cyrus cel7sor
re RIP

re
Mark Levinson 3913S
Mark Levinson 3905
Mark Levinson 390s
Meridian Audio 200/203 Tran/dac
Meridian Audio 518 DAC
MSB Link SAC 3 24/96
Muse Mod9 DVD/CD
Musical Fide* a308cr al player
NAD C521 BEE
Onkyo MSB-1HDD.CD MSB-1 HOD recorder
Pioneer PD- S703
Rego Planet
llega Planet
Shanling CDT 300 31) Sens
Sony SCD1
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Teac Esotenc P-03/0-03
Theta Data Basic II u PAC DS Pro Pnne II
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta DSPro Basic it
Tnchord GENESIS
looked Genesis
Wade 2000 Digirsaster
WaMa 8610
Wad. 064 4 Olgimester
Yamaha COO 1000
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CO1 Delta 2PSI3
YBA yba rd3X

£5795
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£2600
£420
£1695
£995
£2950
£695
£995
£1500
£1500
£1850
£6500
£1000
£950
£1095
£750
£350
£1650
£2250
£8995
£8995
£4995
£2995
£3299
£3000
£3200
£350
£495
£450
£1450
£975
£140
£500
£70
£299
£300
£2495
£1990
£695
£9950
£750
£695
£295
£600
£250
£200
£1785
£3500
£1295
£350
£995
£2495
£995
£250

Comp lete
›'
Systems

£2000
, , orl AV iO3 8 5125
£ 1400
.
, no Classic - Ninka. LIC140. Wakonda. Ikerni £ 4300
Meridian Audio Oysters
£995
Mission Denon Panasonic o Various- see details £995
Nairn Audio CD3/102/18Q/SBL
£ 2350
?tam Audio CO5 NAC112 NAP150 FUItTCAP Proac
a,••lo,,, ,•
',
£2995
,1
,•••.,•• •.
IAstern Pre 5 2prs Monos
£2995
Pro.k. nu vc,la
£0
lioqa Complete System
£2000
liega Planet Cursa 2KMala Naos System & more £ 2400
Yamaha
£ 750
Custom Installation Products
lAnn Intersekt ROSA
-/in Knekt brie Drive
,nn INEPT RCU
1111 KNEKT Room Amp
';‘
Syioin
,,onos ZPPO
!!rt
VO
am

FFee112.i

RT-20
L' ,•• ,:an Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
575
000656A
000-5540

Intergrated Amplifiers
„,, -Atou t 6 Plus
,
,
,
,,
,
F,,oht Ilight One Integrated
owls Classic 25
. • 1, ,stant 20s Integrated
KAL
izard Wizard PMC
Nairn Audio Nail 3
Roksan Kandy / 3

., .
Loudspeakers
;
,ougee Stage
Arcarn One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C Mocha
Aude Note AN- ESP SPEAKER
Audio Physic Brilon
Audio Physic Medea II
Audio Physic Spark ( latest
Audio Physic Tempo detest)

£1400
£175
£300
£350
£0
£279
£349
£249
£740
£3000
£1650
£375
£150
£70
£100
£2995
£400
£995
£1450
£895
f250
£500
£0
£450
£550

£i0000
1200
£300

£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495
£13000
£1150
£1895

Aureasal Al MKII
138W 803s
CAW DM620
138W HMT1
Beauhorn B22 Revelation
Bose ACOUSTIMASSe 3
Dab Euphoma MS4
Definitive Technology BP3000
Dynaudio SI 4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Elec Jet CL310 Jet
Gershman Avant Garde RA Dr)
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1 2
Hales concept 5
IMF MC/II Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 11
Infinity Kappa 9
Jamo D830
JAS Orsa
.1131 TLX103.121.111
JMLab Diva Utopia
JtAlab Electra 1(127 BE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
Allah Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE o Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
JR Jordan JR 150 a Stands
KEF 010
CEP 035 2
CEP 050.ref 901013;70S
KEF 095c
King's Audio Queens
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub woofer
Linn Kobe's eaSSivel
Linn Keilidh
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
Magneplanar MG 20x
Magneplanar MG3.6/R

495
£3000
£120
£1500
£1800
£150
£3495
£2500
£1095
£2850
£550
f2750
126120
£2200
£795
£275
£1995
£650
£995
£180
£7500
£3400
£5750
£595
£3600
£2750
£450
£110
£200
£600
£75
£895
£650
£795
£325
£1650
£1650
£1300
£8500
£3600

£2495
Magie Lgan Ascent
£4850
Marlin Logan Prodigy
Mencius AcKle DSP31010 and DSP3100 horizonlai centre £ 2100
Meridian Aude DSP33
£600
Mirage RIX 9
£100
issen 70
£190
Mission 773e
Mission 77C1
£95
Mission M331
£135
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 IGR20)
£850
Nairn Audio SBL Walnut
£800
Piega P401 Mk2
£1295
PMC Loudspeakers 885
£6995
£2750
PMC Loudspeakers 181
£2799
Poderm Podium one
Posselt Albatross
£595
£995
Quad PIS 57
£400
Quad est 57
£2295
Quad ESL 988
£2295
()ad ESL 988
£600
Rega Naos
Revel Ultima Studio
£3800
Reynaud Offrande
£1750
Richard Allan Dimension One 3
£300
Ruork Ruark Talisman 02
£395
Sonus Faber Electa Amator Ils
Stds
£1990
£3995
Sonus Faber Extrema & Stands
SoundLab Al
£8990
Spendor She
£695
£750
Stirling Broadcast L53/Sa V2
£1595
System Audio SA2K
£17500
Talon Firebird Diamond
Tenney Mercury MXC centre
£40
Velookne FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2 sub
£250
£475
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5 1
£5900
Wilson Audio Watte1uppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3iPuppy2
£3750
Wilson Audio Win
£3295
Wilson Benesch ACT One
£2895
Yamaha NS 1000
£1400
Yo-a.ato nst 000m
£1400

Multi

Channel Amps
ri3 SST
Channel Amp
ofi

ft

£2700
£2590
f895
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
£350
£3900

Multi Channel Speaker Systems

JMt al, Cibh,t.o
McIntosh 811.1112, HU
Mission Mission 77 Series t-REL
Panasonic sch1990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webem/2 Berg/ Sewn

£3250
£195
£600
£2195
£500
£225
£2650

Power Amplifiers
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
£ 3495
Acoustic Arts Power I
£ 2150
Alm ST 13 01
£ 995
Alm ST 15 01
£ 1095
Audia Flight Flight One100
£ 4795
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock £ 5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mk I
£ 12995
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
£ 3450
Audio Valve Bolduc 70
£ 1795
Audelab 8000 P/C
£ 785
Audelab 8000a mk111
£ 300
BAT VP 600se
£ 5995
13 A 0 01(200
£ 1395
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£ 1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£ 1250
Bel Canto Evo 2 Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£ 1950
CAT JL2 Signature
£ 11500
Cairn Mea monoblocks
£ 750
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£ 1200

Halcro DM 38
Harmon Cordon AP2500/PA2200
Jett Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPS 600
Krell FPB 70000
Kr
Krell
ell FPB
FPB200
ot
m monoblocks
Krell
FPB 750
750mco
Monoblocks

bealer/Suppliers list
e
££ £
1
13
7
1125
29
5
5
0
50/
/I
1
.

Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Linn Clout
Lurnley 0001 Reference
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson M1434 Monoblocks
£
£4
£; 9
72 95
959'
Mark Levinson M1436
9
Mark Levinson ML9
££
789
75
5
McCormak DNA 125
£3
£
McIntosh MC 252
McIntosh MC 3000,
£ 2295
McIntosh MC352
£ 3250
Musical Fidelity KW550
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£
35
6
99
09
5
£2495
Nam, Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Plinius SA I
00mk3£ 15
9 95
00
Pornare 928 Monoblocks
£ 1000
Rena Mara
300
£
Rol/san Caspian M Senes-1 Mono woe,£
1500
Rotel rb1090
£1
1000
°°
5
Rotel 88981
£600
Ruby Chameleon
£295
Samuel Johnson Audio PPAI00
£695
Tag Avantgarde 100e4
£ 1295
Tom Evans Linear A
£ 3750
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
£ 2500
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
£ 7095
Westinghouse WEI SE300B
£ 1250
OTC power one
£ 1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£ 6995

a

Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
Aloia PST 11011
£
£ 19
4 50
4
5
Alma PST 11 Olt
£ 995
Arcam Delta 110
Audio Flight Flight 1Pre
£2
£2
99
95
5
Audio Note M3 Ultimate£
2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS2 mk11
12
39
95
5
£'
Audio Research SP 14
£ 950
Audio Research SPICA.
£ 1200
BA IV1(30£
1495
BAI VK3i
64
:6
15
4°
9°
5
Boulder 1012
CAT SU Signature MK III
4'2995
CAT Ultimate Reference
5'5995
Cello Palette Pre
Chord Electronics
Conrad
Johnson 'M
.000220
Pre Atop
0

£3
£
3010
59

DNM 3c1 twin
£3
£ 750
5
DNM senes 2/3
£325
GRAAF 15 Pre
£ 1095
Gryphon Prelude
£2300
£3999
UldenFeleále

££
30
798
49

Lumley pre/phone 0001 Reference£ 500
Manley Purist
£ 500
Mark Levinson 380s
£2350
Mark Levinson 38s
£ 1650
Marsh P2000
£ 375
McCormak OLD 1
£ 1150
Melody Pure black 101£ 2
Meridian Audio 541 surround controlter
£2
29
59
0
Michell Argo HR o Hera
£ 500
Michell Argo HR/Hera
£ 550
Michell ISO HR/Hera
£ 295
Nan Audio 102
f595
Naim Audio Nac 62
Nairn Audio NAC 92 preamp
£
£2
200
50
Primare 928 Pre amp£
999
Rego Curse
£0
Tact RCS
£700
Tom Evans Argo Hr
£ 595
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 2495
700
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply ££ 0
VAC Renaissance Signature MKI
Pre£9
5
I
£65
YBA 2Alpha9
OSA Passion Pre
£ 3495
SubWoofers
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £ 1995
REL 0 200E
£ 575
,9
100
REL 0bass
BEL Strata
£ 70
Velodine 0015
£ E295
Velodine ULD 15

£ 1200

lUnitables/AmisiCartddges & Phonoster
Clear Audio Accurate
Dynavector 1004
£ 150
Fidelity Research FR64
£600
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£ 200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
95
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTACE ££ 3
200
JVC 4DD-5 CD- 4 Disc demodulator
£60
Koetsu Black
£ 750
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
£ 3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Arrnegedon
Michell Orbe
££ £
2
158
49
551(5
Gyro SE

yin A88T
herd
Electronics
spm600 £950
£ 2000
lasse Audio CA 201
£ 1800
lasse Audio DR8 power Amp
£ 650
rus Ill£75
08
gurl srtirekblogtee0
,
1
A
)12xlI k Power Arnp pair) £80

Nairn Audio Phono boards
£0
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortofon 510 MM£ 35
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
Onoton Kontrapunkt B
£ 650
Onolon MC15 Steer
£ 65
Ortolon MC25FL
£ 65
Oxford Crystal Reference o Graham 2
£ 1700
Pro Ject RPM 4£ 90
Rega Planar 3
Rego planar 3
£
£3
2°°
25
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artennz/Jubilee°°
SME Model 10A
£
£3
35120
SME Model 20/2A
99
SME Model 30/2A
££
14
0 999
5

Electrocomparnet AW 60 FTT
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure Ar111 Power Amp

SME Series VAnn
Stanton 500 AL II
VPI TNT 4 o Rokport Arm

r

£800
6790
£ 475

Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
NuForce
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...

£ 3991,

£ 1450
£ 50
£6500

OR FULL AND LATEST LIST GO
çëlie

email: info@choicelfi.com • Tel: 020 8392 1959

Mobile: 07768 720456

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha
OPEN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8J1
0121 742 0254
STOURBR1DGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DYE IAB
01384 4a4184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH
344 Uxbridge
Pinner, Middlesex HAS
020 8420

DARLINGTON
17 Coniseliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418
MUSIC
MATTERS

ORO,*
THE AUDIO

www.musicmatt.ers.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

END
Road
4HR
1925

Written details on reouest • Licensed credit broker

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI? 8DL
0121 429 2811

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

GO Durham, Road. London, SVV200TW
T 020 0946 1528/0331 E thoptaiobrienhie.coin
Free parkinx • Feee minute. from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5 30

Sonus Faber - D0171115
Audio Research •

Moon - Supernova

Avid • Copland • Chord Contra" ,

ceze

Creek • Ureanvirision • l3ynavector • Epos • Gutwire •
Krell • Marti, Logan • Michell • ',Armin • Nairn • (' pera
Onkyo • Origin lase •

Priina Luewt • Reson • Sonneteer

Somas Faber - Stands Unique • Sugderi • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velotlyin- • Waterfall
Please contact us for a Fist nf es-dorn ar display pnGluct

Chord -F.
We are currengly
alernemat atar s Ihefe
stunnang new ffealgacha
Ilea,eweatatt
to
arrange a denawastra lion

Suplen - A21SE Amp 6r CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The IPL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£808 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
M3dm
S3tI

SPEAKER UNITS
5"IPL Metal, 1"Seas treble
65" Kelar, 1" Seas treble

S3tko
netal, l'Seas ad*
Mae 6.51PL metal.Ribbon treb
SNI
8"Kevlz, 1 ' Seas treble
S.511
10'1PL3'Dome mid,1"treb

CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
810x 191x 261 £215.0) £950
903 x230x 350 £220£121 £1003
903 x230x 350
903 x230 x350
930x276x400
1080 x320 x403

£234A4
£33728
£258.00
£419.09

£10.00
£10.00
£11.00
£ 12.00

Send cheque (Cr postal order) made payable to Mr I
PLeslie at IPL Acoustics, anises
MILL Tons Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8AY, tel 01271 867439. Ahernativly visit
mruekitc at www.iplacouslics.ctink or send a50p SAE for catalogue detailing

PENTACHORD LOUDSPEAKERS
This advert does not necessarily signal the rebirth of Pentacnorcl Loudspeakers as acompany, but we have available for
3ale several sets of Pentacolumns, brand new and never used,
in dark oak finish. Two amplifiers are needed to drive these
speakers via an active crossover.
Alan Sircom (HiFi World) said: The Pentacolumns are among
the most revealing loudspeakers that Ihave heard, both from a
musical and asystem standpoint"
The speakers will be sold to personal callers only,
by appointment Phone for ademonstration.
Pentachord Loudspeakers (Oliver Brooke),
49 Rusholme Road, London SW15 3LF;

Trumnimion Lines, iiiFi and AV kits, including Active Subnoofers. drive units,
Seer PTFE cables, and Quality Accessories.

Tel: 0208 788 2228

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST CARTRIDGE
UNDER £ 1000! Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,E.A.R. and others. 'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge re tipping service

Web Slté: www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgernanebtinternet.com

020 8688 6565
118 I www.hifinews.co.uk IAPRIL 2008

-.:COOL GALES
It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure downloads on our website
product listings. Read why the " precise and highly resolving" Lyra
Skala won a2007 Product of the Year Award from HiFi +.

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need
more info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell
you the new Aesthetix Atlas power amplifier
combines the tonal qualities of the finest valve
gear with the precision, transparency, and
frequency extremes of the best solid-state
amplification.

1111111111111111111
.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the astounding Leema Acoustics Antila CD player,
which " positively shimmers with low-level detail
and musical beauty" (
HiFi Choice).

egirroirrr-

A 30-day money- back guarantee on most products
(details on our website), including the phenomenal
multi award-winning IsoTek Sigmas mains
conditioner.

A huge selection of hi-fi components with
style, like the extraordinary Clearaudio
Performance with magnetic bearing, which
"plays exactly what's on the vinyl and most
other decks don't" (
HiFi+).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us aclick. Give us acall.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road z Bath BA2 6LU

sat great prices with
CALL NOW

Atacama

die

HIFI BASE
Equinox 2

TURNTABLE

HOME TFIEATER

RPM1 Genie

PROJECTOR
PD7130

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Combining high perioTnance with practicality and good looks,

The Pro,iect Genie turntable offers exceptional sound and
exceptional quality. This award winning manual turntable is
fitted with aOrtofon OM 3E cartridge and with its stunning

the Equinox Series offers aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment
rack desgn. The Equinox has the unique ability to grow with
your Hi- R system by allowing you to begin with a2 shelf base
module, ¡ou then simply stack on top individual single shelf

INFORMATION

design will without adoubt be the envy of your friends.

modules to create a3, 4or even a5 shelf rack.

With a4503:1 contrast ratio, 900 lumens, and native 720p HD
resolution, this protector will make your eyes dilate and your heart
race. Especially when you factor in the integrator- friendly features.
such as horizontal and vertical lens shift. DLP's DarkChip technology,
ample connectivity, and menus that don't require an engineering
degree. Up until this projector, the wow factor had never officially
been located.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

CHECK ONLINE
BUY NOW- PAY

DELIVERY

AUTUMN

PRE AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

The PRE30 employs aClass A coupled, discrete

The new L.III Kandy integrated benefits frcxn totally revi

fully balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

ampliher internals. The rram transformer and the AC

possible signal-to-noise ratio and audio fidelity.

cocultry are now moved to one side away from the

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

amplifier main circuits thus drameteralty reducing AC rien

Amplifier produces music and movie sound as

interference. After rectification circuitry, the power supply

vibrantly as at the moment it was recorded.

layout. distribution and tracking to different sections of

PRE30/A30.2

ant:drier have bi-zie greatly irripmve.r1
Kandy LIII Integrated Ampltfirr MkIll

Primare

Roksan

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

AV PACKAGE

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

MCube 5.1

Ikon AV Speaker Package

CS SYSTEM 3

Xeno

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

I
Audica
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Stunning M- Cube consists of an active
subwoofer with 2x200mm (8") bass driver
magnetically shielded centre and satellite
speakers and 5Wall brackets.

This five star VVhat Hifi award winning speaker
package comprises of 2 Ikon 6 loor standing
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2centre, 2on wall rear
speakers and the Dan Ikon subwoofer. Al of
which are also available individually with free
QED speaker cable.

our

MJ Acoustics
INFORMATION

of sp,-

. d as

extruded high grade aluminium. Its section is shaped
in such away as to cancel rearward firing waves
from the driver, thus increasing dnver efficiency and
decreasing cabinet resonance.

ama/i
an XENO system features High
brads cros, em, ability to be fed with afull range
signal. Bass driver technology, Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

CHECK IMILIE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES
P/csne./-

LIMITED
AUDIO

MONITOR AUDIO

polkaudio
the .p ..... sp•clal,str,

I- VA

1 audio pro

tvrnr,s ‘nid Cnridinoris An offi,n; PA'-ec
block at, .t
.,ubp.,:t to ,,,,, Id texx..3 rernat tt ,
eproperly 01 lie, bita unttl paid In full, In hie with the Distance seng rtegulattons 21)00 you may stoical your erJe, mt-ta,
dap,
Thus must te done in the form of aletter fax or email: atelephone can drues not cxxistrtute cekifflior ,
g00% accepted time neturn tinder this regulat>on must be in then original box and packaging and retuned Ituough Knit wan courier. We expel
,
Ott,
tr.d. ere • ' ,tanner Mid be sulinect It, a5ani5ri3 lee of 25% 01 the purchase prnie. We deliver in Ihe Inanlarld UK crilyi

free delivery

HiFiBitZ

eir
dr

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

WVVW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

08700 276 888

£ CALL FOR PRICE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

CHECK ONLINE

id

ISM

1M.

AV 7.1 SURROUND RECEIVER
he AVR 1508 packs the power to drive seven
speakers and alt the surround deeding you'll reed to
hinn every source in your audio/victor) system into
convincing emeriti sound. 75 It'd bandimdtlyrated
watts x chant eds of hirflt-currrrrit Denon amtditicatior
ensure pow-whit home theatre If

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
The 8000P is adassic two channel power amplitire.
delivering over 100W per charnel and featuring a
frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

AVR-1508

8000P

DCD-700AE

TX SR505

Denon

Audiolab

Denon

Onkyo

CD PLAYER
Continuing with Denon's multi-bit philosophy. the
DCD-700A1' features the latest version of its renowned
LAMBDA converter whie virtually elintinates zero cross
distortion and inexpotates the latest A1.24 processing.
This circuitry riefrvers afast dyne De, sound, with a very
léme noise door arel excellent low level lineanty.

Denon

7.1 AV AMPLIFIER
With the TX,SR505E HDMI transport enabling
pass-thni sources up lo IOROp and component video
supporting 720p and 1080 sources. this AA/ receiver is
afine investment for those who want the best of what
is evadable

today

and tomorrow.

INFORMATION

Onkyo

The multi -meals ASD -3N

from Denon es not Just your
basic Pod dock. When connected to the Internet

tsr

ONUNE

werelessly the dock can access up to 7.000 Internet rade
stations to be played through your inn or moro system
When Inked to your PC or laptop the ASO 3N can work

IPOD COCK
ASD-3W

within Windows Medea to play the tracks you have stored
on your computer. Ths Pod dock es agreat addition to
any AV or hi-fi system

Polk
SO Senes In-WallAn-CeIng Loudspeakers have been
designed from the ground up to be our best entry level
custom install product. Several of the SO Seres
speakers share cut-out orees and accessories with
other products for the utmost in install flexibility and
performance compatibility, another way Polk Audio
combines performance and value

FOR PRICE

A FUSION
SOLID POWER AN
HI-DEF PRECISION
FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

InFocus"

7É

wooded tor training puraxieh.

IN-CEILING SPEAKER
SC80

-

Exceeding even the highest expectations, the TXSR875 NV surround sound rechver deserves all
the accolades it gets. The foundations of the TXSR875 are Cs esolatecf power amplefier block
(which oeporns adual push-pull arnpleficabon
design) and preamplifier. You'll also find ablend of
onboard technok,gees to prime yore home theatre
for high- definition playback. You're keceeng at the

Fatman

VALVE AMPLIFIER
ITUBE

Itutor]
1ilv 1,11,...• 111

Want to be able to listen to your iPod nstyle? Want
that luscious warm analogue sound combined with
the ease of use of digital technology? Just for that
reason we present the Fatman iTube Valve Dock from
TLA Audio. This unit features adocking station that
is compatible with all Pods (except Shuttle.

5
Star Award
11 -Fi

first HDMI equipped Onkyo receiver to take up to
four components with 1080p video and masterquality aube capotar
Also available h bleb*,
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Finance options available
through V12 Finance
eq Lee, N,. Pa,,May

Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
Isotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Neat
Nottingham Analogue
Rega Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Iron
11N Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Near Saffron Walden, Essex, Please contact before visiting
Tel/fax:01799 599080

Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co,uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audioa.co.uk
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mantru-audlo.co.uk
SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS & ,, ULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the

HEADPHONE SELECTION

best phono stages around.

GRADO Award winn ng Headphones

Gold ring
Elektra £33

£ 24

1006

£88

£ 65

1012 GX

£ 116

£77

1022 GX

£ 153

£97

1042

£ 171

£ 120

Eroica LX/H £ 153 £ 122

EX

N/A

Elite

EX

N/A

£273 £ 217

Prestige Series

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock

Reference Series

AT 95 E
AT 110E

SR- 60

£75

SR- 80

£90

SR- 125

£140

SR- 225

£175

SR- 325i

£260

RS1

£635

RS- 2

£450

DR50

£30

New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica
£ 25

£ 16

DR100

£40

£30

£ 18

DR150

£70

NS 1000

£140
£29

AT 0G9 MLII £270 £ 255

EX

Active Noise Reduction

Denon

Sennheiser Headphones

DL 103

£ 105 £95

EX

N/A

HD415

DL 103R

£ 190 £ 170

EX

N/A

HD435

DL 110

£79 £69

EX

N/A

HD465

£45

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

HD485

£54

DL 304

£ 210 £ 190

EX

N/A

Prestige Black £40

£ 29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 77

Lyra
Dorian
Argo

£38

£395

EX

N/A

£ 795 £695

£495

EX

N/A

Shure
M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £ 195

£ 165

EX

Blackbird £ 585

£500

EX

ARTcessones USB Plicrio Plus Pre-Amp

£85

MiltyPro Super Ecstatic Bresh

£13

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gaude

£24

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refik

£16

Milt/ Zerostat Neutralising G.Jri

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

Genes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors

£27

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

EX - Exchange price some make moving coil cartridge

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 2 652

CD 71 11

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE Y08 5S0

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.
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Coil

MOViNÇ MAGNET

Swircknhk GAiN
SWiTCliAblE LOAdiNq

BEST BUY

HI•FICHOICE

SUpER REGUIAIORS

magazine

DISCRETE Output STACIE
UpqRAdEAblE POWER

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Grado

Kelease tke Magic

Supply

REAd ThE REVIEWS ON OUR WEbSITE:
WWW.TRICIIORdRESEARCii.COIVI

•
Never-Connected

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
salesetrichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

Central Audio

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?
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tel: 0845 6019390
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Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

Webstte:

Tel.

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP

NOW

AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH CD7
8000
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 300 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDION SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 30013 4MTHS DL
ACCUPHASE DP78 EX DEM
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP90
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 2BALANCED
ARCAM FMJ A32
AYRE AX7E
BAT P5 PHONO STAGE
BCD 1100 STAND
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER 956 MK2
CLEARAUDIO AMBIENT UNIFY ARM EX DEM
CLASSE CDP300 CD/DVD
DENON DVD3930
DENSEN B110 INTEGRATED AMP
DENSEN 8420 CD
DENSEN 8200 PRE
DENSEN 8310 POWER
DYNAUDIO 1.3 MK2 BIRDSEYE MAPLE aSTANDS
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA BRAND NEW
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM INC STANDS
JADIS JA50 MONOBLOCKS
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2 BATTERY PSU
KRELL 20IL
KRELL KAV300 CD
KRELL KPS25SC
LINN ARTIKULAT 320 aSTANDS 2WEEKS OLD
LINN C5100
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
MARTIN LOGAN AEON I
MARTIN LOGAN FRESCO
MARTIN LOGAN MOSSAIC
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY
MARK LEVINSON 390S
MARK LEVINSON 336
MERIDIAN DSP7000 6MONTHS OLD
MERIDIAN 800D V4 1YEAR OLD
MERIDIAN 861V4 1YEAR OLD
MERIDIAN G9 1A 2WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN G55 2WEEKS OLD
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY AS PRE
NAIM CDX2
NAIM AV2
NAIM 175
NAIM AXESS
NAIM 101 TUNER RECENT FULL SERVICE
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS aSTANDS
REL STRATA 111
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SPECTRAL DMC 15 EX DEM
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX

3250 . 1795
. 4995
32000
12995
10000 . 3495
2500 . 1295
2680 . 1195
7500 . 4495
4600 . . 2495
6500 . . .. 1495
1500
695
1300
845
2000
1345
2095
895
1625
895
3500
995
5500 .
3495
7500 . . 4995
8000 . . 3495
3800 . . 1795
5000 . . 2995
700
395
1000
645
1400
895
1100
695
1200
795
1800
795
13000 •
5995
8500 .
4995
4000.
1995
3100.
1895
6000 .
2995
7500 •
2495
13000 .
2995
3500.
1195
25000 •
6995
9000 •
4995
2200 . . 1195
1400
895
3150
1695
1800
895
1500
895
2500.
1695
5500 •
3495
10000 .
3495
16175 •
9995
11525 •
6995
10427 .
6495
4300 • •
3295
2700 . .
1995
2600
995
1500
595
2995.
1795
2540.
1595
1400
795
1400
795
N/A
495
5000
2495
700
350
5000
2995
4750 . 2295
4750 . 2295
1500
795

SPECTRAL MIT 750 2X25 FT EX DEM
SILTECH SO88 IMTR XLI? NEW IN BOX
SILTECH LS88 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLI? NEW IN BOX
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 BLACK
WILSON SYSTEM 6

1600
1000
1700
1430
18000
22000

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Wanted quaility hifi

795
495
895
895
4495
6995

Analogue

Amplification

Ariston RD80, ex condition
Offers
Acos Lustre
Offers
AR Legend, Linn Basik LVX
149
AVID Acutus, ex demo as new in Chrome 4500
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tradcing arm...Orrin
Garrard 301, SME3009, Behrens Plinth
799
Goldring GFL2 inc 1012GX Cartridge
Call
Hadcock 228E, excellent boxed
Offers
Heybrook 172 c/w Linn Basik LVX
Offers
Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcher
design
Offers
Linn Isobarik Active Xover box
Offers
inn LP12, Lingo 2, Akito 2, Klyde
1599
Linn LP12, Ittok LVII and Sumiko BPS really
pretty example
899
Linn LP12, Valhalla, Akito, in lovely Rosenut
plinth,
599
Linn LP12, 01_ DC Kit
Offers
Linn Ittok in rare black
399
Linn look 12", VERY VERY RARE ITEM,
Offers
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent .... 299
Michell Is° c/w Hera p/s
Call
Musical Fidelity XLP ex
99
Musical Fidelity XLPSy2 ex boxed monblock
phonostage & pis
299
NAD (Rega Planar 2), RB250
Offers

Arcam AVR200, ex boxed, REDUCED
Offers
Arcam P75, great power amp
225
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated
Offers
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta
Offers
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated, excellent boxed
499
Audiolab 8000/8000X7, as new processor/7
channel amp
Offers
Audiolab 8000A, vgc boxed
179
Audiolab 80000. excellent original boxed _ 349
Audiolab 8000P, excellent original grey version
boxed
149
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated, excellent boxed
499
AM 52000 Integrated
Call
Cairn Ion T2, one only 50w monoblock....Offers
Cyrus Pre XVS, nr mint boxed
Offers
Cyrus 7, ex boxed
Offers
Cyrus PSXR, various from
249
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £200 mm
phono stage
599
nL MA80/MA100/MA100 Pre/Power x2 lovely
combo NOW
Offers
Linn Majik Integrated
299
Linn Kolector ex boxed
329
Linn Classik Kwith onboard tuner, as new
boxed
Offers
Linn Majik Integrated
299
Linn Kolector ex boxed
329
Linn Classik Kwith onboard tuner, as new
boxed
Offers
Musical Fidelity B200, vgc
Offers
Nad C325BEE, excellent boxed display
199
NAIM NAC62/NAP140, excellent boxed
pre/power
599
NAIM 32/90 pre/power, cute chrome bumper
pair
299
NAIM NACI12, current style preamp
Offers
NAIM NAC42.5, excellent chrome bumper ° Offers
NAIM NAC72 excellent in olive
299
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed
Offers
Quad 77 Integrated with full remote
Offers
Quad 44 Reamp, 405 Po/warms NOW from ..Offers
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully seryiced Offers
Quad 405/2, ex boxed
Call
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and SC25
Pre/Power, excellent
Offers
Roksan Kandy Mk3 power
399

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck,
AceSpacearm, excellent
999
Origin Live Ultra deck with off board p/s. SME
cut NOW
Offers
Project Tubebox, excellent
Rega Planar 2, RB250, vgc

Offers
Offers

Rega Planar 3, RB300, vgc
Offers
SME 3, lovely
Offers
SME 3009, excellent
Offers
Systemdek IIX900, offboard p/s, acrylic platter
and RB250
379
Systemdek Il (biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
249
Technics 51.10, good working order
119
Thorens TD125/SME3009,
299
Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm, Merlin
pis, plinth & lid
749

Speakers
Audio Ro Bravo FX04 in piano black, baigain __Offers
AM Pro Nine Plus Actives, less than 6months
old
Offers
AM Trio, reasonable order, complete steal at....1199
Epos ES14 Ow matching stands
199
Jamo Concert 11, boxed
Offers
JRI49, lovely little LS3/5 derivatives
249
Linn Tukan, excellent boxed
299
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands 299
Linn lsobarik DMS or PMS/Xoyerbax/Dirak ..Offers
Magneplanar - call for details, major bargain .Call
Meridian DSP5000, excellent
1199
Meridian M25CO, or mint mega sub - bargain!!! 499
Meridian DSP5000C, excellent
749
Mordaunt Short, Performance 860, ex boxed 599
Mordaunt Short, Premiere 5.1 package with rear
stands, mint
299

Digital

matching stands
Offers
Revolver RW16, brand new last pr
249
Roksan FR5, ex display, slight mark, Piano
black
1399
Ruait Sabre, ygc, rice mid sized standmount _Offers
Spendor 58e, excellent in cherry
1199

Arcam DV79, bargain REDUCED
Offers
Arcam DV89, bargain REDUCED
Offers
Arcam DV88, bargain REDUCED
Offers
Arcam DV27, excellent in black
Offers
Arcam Alpha 7, excellent
Offers
Arcam Alpha 5+, excellent £ 149
AM Lab Series, mint boxed used bargain _ 1799
Cairn Fog v2, absolute steal, was £ 1250 ex
demo
Offers
Caw:name Droplet, ex dens bargain - KW Offers
Consonance CD1201_, ex dem HiFi Plus award
winner
Offers
Cyne Quitta, C/W am, UNDER HALF MIZE _Offers
Cyrus CDS, boxed ex c/w remote
Offers
DOE Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life! Offers
DOE Purcell Upsampler, bargain upgrade Offers
Heart Audio CD6000, valve output, Trichord
clock
Offers
Linn Numerik, ylate version £ 399
Meridian 500 Transport, excellent remote 1499
Meridian G91DAB CD, Tuner, Processor Offers
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed Offers
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
Offers
Micromega Stage 1, excellent
99
Muskal Welty A308CR CD, exoalerr. remote box 799
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player, excellent, boxed
999
MAIM CD2, ex boxed
599

Tannoy DC3000, M3, M2.5R
Offers
TDL RT1.2 and 3
Offers
Triangle Titus 202, Ow Tristands
249
Triangle Comete 6, ex demo nr mint boxed _329
Triangle Antal 13, nr mint boxed
599

NAIM COSI, boxed, p/s, new burndy
1199
TEAC DV20, superb preogressive scan etc ....99
TEACYRDS10, good condition, boxed remote _399
TEAC P30, excellent, remote
1199
Wadia 302, as new boxed
Offers

Neat Acoustics Petite 3SE c/w Ultimatum bass
drivers NOW
399
Opera Duetto, superb little standmount ..Offers
Peak Consult Princess & Stands, ex boxed 2499
Proac Tablette 2000
299
Quad 61.989, excellent boxed BARGAIN!..1999
Quad 61.63, excellent
599
Q Acoustics 1050, ex display
JM Reynaud Offrande, boxed superb c/w

199

Tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 tu l5,
or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel:

07860 511111

WE CONSIDER THE PERPTECH P-1A/P-3A/PSB ( MODWRIGHT SIG- 2) TO BE THE BEST AFFORDABLE DAC/UPSAMPLING ENGINE AVAILABLE
AND AS SUCH USE NOTHING ELSE FOR DEM.PURPOSES. IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING A SOURCE CHANGE OR UPGRADE YOU SHOULD
AUDITION THESE. ONLY A FEW LEFT ( THEY WILL NOT COME AGAIN!) WE HAVE RECENTLY TAKEN ON AURUM CANTUS,
EXQUISITE FINISH AND STELLAR PERFORMANCE WITH VALUE TO MATCH. ALSO MUSIC FIRST PRE AMPS
(THEY NEED NO INTRODUCTION FROM ME!)
CELESTION A-3 MINT/BOXED
£ 1250
VINYL
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE/ 0MONOS EXCLT/CRATED
£ 3250
ORACLE DELPHI VTTURBO PSU/VPI JMW ARM/FULL COVER) MINT
£2795
%ION VOIRIE SIMS VTURNTABLE 8MK 7AAWSUIVE0 BPS WINDBOMED.....13450
ORACLE DELPHI V 8TURBO POWER SUPPLY (£ 4000?) MINT £2250
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION 8 TANGENT PARALLEL ARM MINT/BOXED £1895
ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II 8ARM (£2300?) NEW
£1595
WI JMW MEMORIAL ARM DIS/BOXED
£695
GRAHAM 2TONEARM MINT/BOXED
£995
HELIUS CYALINE TONEARM EXCT
£695
FIDELITY RESEARCH 64S? (SILVER WIRED) EXCLT
£595
WA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£395
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX.DEM £299
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £299
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
£375
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE ( MM/MC £600?) EX OEM
£349
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP BNIB
£2450
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP BNIB
£ 1250
ASR MINI BASIS MM/MC PHONO STAGE NEW
£495

TRANSPORTS/CD/bACS

DUS P- BI ( RARE BLACK FEW WEEKS OLD) AS NEW/BOXED £3795
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CDNOLUME (£3500) NEW/BOXED £2935
MARANTZ SA II - S1 SACO/CO PLAYER (£2K+) MINT
£ 1275
PERP TECH.P3A 24/96 MODWRIGHT SIG.2 NEW/BOXED
£995
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO ( NEW MECH £ 1500+) MINT/BOXED
£795
MERIDIAN 200T TRANSPORT EXCLT
£350
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC EXCLT
£996
£595
CONSONANCE 120 LINEAR CO PLAYER NEW/BOXED
£795
ORELLE EVO 100 CD PLAYER MINT/BOXED
£995
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£895
MICROMEGA CI ASSIC SOLO XLR/RCA ( NEW MECH) EXCLT/BOXED
EINSTEIN ' THE CD PLAYER' EXCLT
£ 1500
PROCEED PDT- 1TRANSPORT 8 20 BIT DAC MINT/BOXED £895
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£ 1295

AVI S-2000 MONOBLOCS MINT
£650
PLINIUS SB-300 (NEW £ 5K) EX.DEM/DIS
£2495
PIJNIUS SA- 201 ( RETAIL £ 3600) EX.DIS
£2295
McCORMACK RLD-1 8 DNA- 125(4.5p MINT/BOXED
£2250
ORELLE EVO 100 PRE /POWER (£ 3.5K) MINT/BOXED £ 1195
XTC PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS GLOSS BLACK MINT/BOXED £ 1795
ATC SCA-2 PRE AMP MINT/BOXED
£ 1795
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP EXCLT/BOXED £995
MARANTZ PM66 El- SIB AMP MINT/BOXED
£ 275
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2BOX PRE 8 POWER MINT/BOXED £ 1595
KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS ( 3YEARS USE) MINT/BOXED £2750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 3B PRE AMP MINT/BOXED
£995
KRELL FPB-200 POWER ANIP_EXCLT
£2750

VALVE AMPS

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE ( SPARE VALVES) MINT/BOXED £795
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10- V3 TUBE BUFFER MINT/BOXED
£225
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS ACH 0000T TARN 845 MONOBLOCS (£5000) EXCLT . 12795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01001DT INTEGRATED EXLT
£795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LHO1 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP MINT/BOXED _£295
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX.DEM £249
ROGUE AUDIO MFRS PRE AMP ( REMOTE) EX.DEM
£595
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP MINT/BOXED £895
GRAVE 50/50 POWER AMP ( NEW KT88S) MINT
£ 1295
COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE ( 2BOX)SERVICED/BOXED
£ 1995
GAMMA REF. 211 MONOBLOCS (SERVICEDNALVED SUPERB) EXCLT £ 1295
UNISON RESEARCH 845 MONOBLOCS (SERVICED) EXCLT
UNISON
PRE EXCLT
UNISON RESEARCH
RESEARCH MYSTERY
FEATHER PRE/35
POWER MINT/BOXED
££
1995
750
£1495
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT AMP MINT
£2999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 9CAN PHONO STAGE ( RARE BLACK) MINT/BOXED . 1995
MEIXING MING DA MC767 R
C ONO T
MINT/BOXED £299

PRIAAARE V-25 CD/DVD PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW) NEW/BOXED
£475
L
A
LITTLE
CD 82
BIT-MINT/BOXED
3ABC£0
£295
KEF 203 REFERENCE 4WAY ( CHERRY)
179
EX/BOXED
£
OPA LITTLE
£149
REFERENCE 3A VEENA (SUPERB £3000) EX.DEM
18
£
AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE VI . 08 PSU EXCLT
£ 149
REFERENCE 3A DULCET ( £ 1700) EX.DIS
£1150
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 V3 TUIALERTLFROAK
XED £225
SULIU
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£ 1700) EX.DIS
AURUM CANTUS M-103 ( £ 1300) EX.DEM
£ 1150
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £ 10.000) BRAND NEW
£ 795
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE MINT/BOXED
£795
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (88+ NEW) EXCLT
£6
£
37
99
50
5
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP BNIB
£2495
TANNOY GRF MEMORY T.W. MINT
£3750
MUSIC FIRST COPPER PRE BNIB
£ 1250
ROTEL RB-1090 ( 50 KO' 2X400 WATTS)) EXCLT
£995
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID ( £2800) MINT/BOXED
£ 1395
HOTEL RB-870BX 2OFF MINT
£ 299
REGA TEL ( ROSEWOOD £ 1250) EXCLT
£475
CONRAD JOHNSON PER PR/MF-2500A (£6500+?) MINT/BOXED £2995
MONITOR AUDIO GS 108. STANDS (£ 1000) MINT
£ 595
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE AMP EXCLT
..
£995
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA II ( 10K NEW) MINT
£ 2995

CELEST1ON A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD (£ 15/1600?) BRAND NEW
£995
FAR AUDIO MODEL- ONE FERRARI RED) EX.DEM
£4750
AURUM CANTUS TOLLA ( RETAIL £2500) EXIIISPLAY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £2500 NEW
£ 1795
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250) EX.DIS
£795
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 2SE (£900) EX.DIS
£595
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200) EX DIS
£795

TUNERS/MISC

AT) 7BAND TUNER ADS (SSERIES VERY RARE) MINT
£395
HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII EXCLT
£ 175
PIONEER CT- 830S CASSETTE DECK MINT/BOXED
£ 195
SONY ST 5950 SD TUNER AM/FM GC
£ 175
MERIDIAN 101 BPRE 8 MATCHING TUNER VGC
£395

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC

TARA LABS RSC AIR- 26FT POWER CORDS BRAND NEW
£225
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS BRAND NEW
£65
ISOTEK POWER CORD
£65

INTERCONNECT CABLE

SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR BALANCED (£ 1200) MINT
£450
TARA LABS RSC AIR 1 1METRE RCA INTERCONNECT RCA NEW/BOXED . 1295
TARA LABS RSC AIR 1 1.5 METRE RCA INTERCONNECT NEW/BOXED £350
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE XLR EX.DEM
£275
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1METRE RCA(E180) NEW
£95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE RCA NEW
OED SILVER SPIRAL 1METRE RCA EXCLT
OED SILVER
SPIRAL OB METRE EXCLT
CHORD
CO.COBRA/COBRAVSILVER
SIREN DIN TO RCA

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

R£££455°00
ING

SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI WIRE ( EXPENSIVE!) MINT
SILVERLABS
SOUNDS
4METRE
BI WIRE
TARA
RSC AIR
2METRE
PAIR MINT
NEW
TARA LABS PRIME RSC 18 FEET BIWIRE!! MINT/BOXED
DPA BLACK SLINK (£ 100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE EXCLT

£
£TBA
59
3
55
0
£53
5090
955

4METRE. PAIR EXCLT
££
MIT MH-750 BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£595
TRANPARENT MUSIC WAVE ULTRA 8FT PAIR EXCLT
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR EXCLT
£ £995
1250
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300) EXCLT
£ 795
RENAISANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR EXCLT
£ 750
PS AUDIO X- STREAM 3METRE PAIR EXCLT
£ 500
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR NEW.
£
£5
10
75
0
CHORD RUMOUR 2 4METRE PAIR EXCL1
£50
SONORAM PLATEAU

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company

CHORD

NOÉDOST

Penner Audio
We are now demonstrating
Manchester - Cleveland -

Ecosse
Furutech

in the

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following areas:

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside - Yorkshire - Lancashire - Birmingham -

Hovland
Nordost

TOWN/MIND AUDIO
stereO•

•

MIT
Oehlbach

•

Nottingham - Durham - Leeds -

Sheffield

A small selection below of our current line up

Purist Audio Design
Stereovov
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hul
Wyrewizard
IsoTek

[COSSE
re:;/

Cable Tower
Oehlbach Accessories
Bel Canto
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters

atItintx

egittiew

Ora cLe

Mr
O oiniLimc>t7

cispeakeers

StCiX

A

u.aLusis Plus

r
srO

Arye CD - IsoTek CD

ReeLiSOvu

Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil
Component cables
Digital cables
HOMI
Optical cables
S video
SCART
Firewire
XLR cables
Sub woofer cables
Chord iPod cables
Nordost ¡ Pod cables
DIN cables
chord cables for Nairn
Mains & Power cables
Jumpers
ONLINE SHOP

tuatipa FURUTECH
P et 0 •

ee

bel canto

AvícI Tvrn.trd lotm

Research

cat

DeStat and DeMag
TRUE COLOURS

Pro( Aucno

eXpei v'
13eLca

to

stereovox

INDUSTRIES

Cevbsovt.cinze
HOVLAND

Pathos

COYOAM1

upto
25% OFF
when you trade in

Previously owned cables.

le..tivt4uo CD TYCivt•SpOrt

PS A°

Louclspecdzers

Audio Su,tkiesis
Chord MIMI

your old cable
Reference cables include free Burn In.

Silver plus

A good range of

used

ex den always

For latest deals & info

available

DA,

at

affordable price.

www.premier-audio.net

•
;_e_cryt of:14;ostez.ec,GO mile Il
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Stereo 60 MKII

It's Back. It's Even Better!
Looking for " high end - performance from avalve amplifier that
will drive modern speakers well? Our new Stereo 60 NIKII is ideal
for you. An extremely capable amplifier, it has warmth, power and
an incredibly detailed 3D sound stage that only pure valve
amplifiers can give. Absolutely no listening fatigue! Our solid
build quality, reliability and excellent UK back up service all make
an obvious choice. Designed, finished and tested in Leicester.

Just compare these features:
• Switchable " Integrated" or " Power Amplifier" modes
• Improved "Leak" inspired frort end with lovely 6SN7/6SL7 valves
• Complete with 'Standby/warm-up" circuit at no extra charge
• Polished Stainless Steel chassis with our " Retro" style valve cover
• Now with 4and 8ohm output taps for improved speaking matching
• Huge 65+65 watts for dynamics, headroom and low distortion
• Switchable to "Pure Triade" mode with 30+30 watts
• Improved "Alps" motorised remote control
• Fabulous KT88 valves by Russian Electro Harmonix
• Choke regulated power supply for driver and output stages
• Hand wired "point to point" without using "printed circuit boards"
• Custom "Hand wound" mains ana output transformers
• Silver Teflon audio cable and gold plated connectors
• Jensen Capacitor and others upgrades available
"11 IS Warn Untie Well blamedell randperformer" IS out o!20)
Tony Bolton Ni HNews

hifisound
01325 241888
Stereo 60 MKII

From £1,499 Inc Russian valves

(
Various upgrades available)

Ask your local dealer or contact direct. We are an All Tube" UK
company making affordable "High End" tube amplifiers that are
practical, easy maintain with full in and out of warranty back up.
Integrated, pre & power amplifiers. Phono stages buffer amps from £249 °.o £3000
Not in the UK? Ask about our low cost export shipping and NO VAT schemes'

fiel WWIstory: wefts& Si iffileiC01111111ill.00111
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Emai. sales@iconaudio.com
•
•
LC—itTit
r 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE compliant

30b Larchfield st, Darlington

www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables

irk
,
.

Analogue Seduction are utdicated towards twu
channel Hi- H, specialising in vinyl replay.
As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambritigshire and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.

in

103 zertaba«

We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.
We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.
New vinyl records now stocked

smog

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

World's
Best
Amplifier?
ASit's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that I
call it "revolutionary; and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it staken me six months to get its measure and in the process kve
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle
Harry

info@manger-audio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1733 344768

mobile: 07970 908619

atc

guess this makes us

>avid
creek

Before you leap,
always look
at the alternative

avid naimies

arcam

infors

Vandersteen ,

"0/Su e
kudos

Nottingham Analogue •
Music First Audio •
Art Audio .

le_xit on-

E,
Ky
oshino

borde Patrol
Lector

lyngd
Itrup

Alternative
AUDIO

neat acoustics
nottingharn
ortofon
sim2
something solid
stax

signals

t: 01984 624242
e: peterealternativeaudio.co.uk

sumiko
tric hord

hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswich ( 01473)
w

w

w .

signa

Is

655171
uk.c

om

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

DEFINITIVE

AUDIO

KSL Kondo Neiro Line Intirated Valve Amplifier
•
eeelliarqi

7-'37et

T. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 E. shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission

Awed Winning North of England Retailers...

gn,
All Chord Electronics available.

with up to 3yrs 0% finan

MJ AcoUgp;vs
Monitor Aucria
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan

•

Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Specialists in 144. ekleiny

ouna keproaucrion - Since 1967

the absolute sound
2007 Golden Ear
Award Winner

MIT Oracle MA loudspeaker cable:
2007 Golden Ear Award winner.
"Instrumental images within the
soundstage were presented
with more air and space around
them... Had Inot heard the Oracle MA,
Magnum MA would be my reference."
Robert Harley— The Absolute Sound
Distributed by:

Amasterful cable that will cause astir.

MIT Music Interface Technologies'

P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9FJ

www.audiobility.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 777 2991

better than

gold

The expertly crafted
Monitor Audio Platinum range
on permanent demonstration.

a
)

MONITOR AUDIO
MONITORAUDIO CO UK

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Linn Majik System
Mapl, 140

With two new product launches from Linn,

elaneer
Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

the Majik system now includes the fantestic

new Majik-I integrated amplifier and the stunning

Preduo

Including TX- 512505E,605 and 875.

PDP-LX508XD

Please call instore to listen to this fabulous system

Special Offer
Linn Ninka Loudspeaker

on permanent demonstration.
The best prices

please call for details.

Now £ 799*

Fatman ¡Tube Valve Dock
£269.90
Ïl

LINN

•Discontinued model.

Price includes nationwide
delivery and installation by
Linn trained staff.
For more information on pur,hasalg
visit www.petertyson.co.c k
or www.newcastlehifi.co.Jk

6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Teleplune 01228 546756

Mordaunt Short Avant
MS908i
Floorstanding 5,aeaker
Specia deal now only
£399.00

ii

• • • . •

Capable of Processing Today's HighResolution Media
Includ ng Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.
Uri Da"'

Don't miss out call today.
newcastle

11;11111:1111111111111111MILIII
•

Special Items

Were £ 1275

Peter

Award winning AV products on permanent
derronstration.
!lest
minumusom
imr=eini

new Majik 140 Loudspeakers.

Tyson

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

Trion=

dts

Homi -

Award winning brandis stocked
Lnn Arcam, Marantz, B8(0, Bose
Chord E'ectronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mo -daunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne ; Yamaha.
Plus many more.

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

www.petertyson.co.uk

www.newcastlehli.co.uk

Email sales@petertyson.co.uk

Email mark@newcastlehiti.co.uk

Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Oper Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

MIDLAND AUDIO XCHANGE
The Old Chapel
Forge Lane
Belbroughton
Worcestershire
DY9 9TD
t. 01562 731100
f. 01562 730228
e-mail. sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
web . www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Ex- demo

and

second

Digital
47 labs Dumpty S/H
47 Labs Flatfish MKII Transport S/H
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade Balanced S/H
Copland DRC205 Room correction x-demo
dCS Verdi Encore Transport BNIB
Krell Showcase DVD x-demo
Linn Karik/Numerik S/H
Musical Fidelity KW SACO S/H
Naim Audio CD3 S/H
OreIle CD100EVO S/H
Rotel RCD 865 CD player S/H
Sugden CD21SE CD Player S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Wadia 270SE/27iX Transport and DAC x-demo

hand

item

Was

Now

1425
3020
3600
1590
9500
3698
3500
4000
N/A
1500
N/A
1499
6290
2990
16000

899
1995
1399
1270
5999
2775
795
1999
399
975
99
1099
1299
695
9499

1500
270
650
900
650
650
1250
800
1100
450
199
399
2500
950
9250
450

749
199
399
699
399
399
949
640
879
399
149
299
1699
649
6999
299

2249
8399
5000
2998
N/A
899
2299
2699
7600

1749
6725
3999
1695
399
499
995
1299
3795

1500
9000
2500
2500
3950
2498
12900
2250
1800
2195
N/A
10450
1295
5650
1198
1099
1500

1299
7499
1499
1495
2999
2199
9520
1799
1350
1499
399
7999
975
4999
950
899
1125

4400
1200
1295
11399
4700
4400
3189
850
999
8398
350
1995
995
10265
4630
4500
5000

1995
599
995
6499
3750
3599
1999
635
749
6725
249
999
699
8199
3699
2995
3999

Analogue
Benz Micro Ref II Silver MC Cartridge S/H
Clearaudio Smart Phono x-demo
Mc Cormack Micro Drive Phono Stage S/H
Ortofon Kontrapunkt C BNIB
Phonomena BPS Battery supply for phono BINB
Phonomena Photo stage MM/MC BINB
Roksan Phono stage SE M series X-demo
Roksan Xerxes Standard Power Supply
Roksan Xerxes SE Power Supply
Rega RB700 Tonearm BNIB
Rega Exact MM cartridge BNIB
Sugden Stage 2MM/MC phono stage x-demo
Vdh Grasshopper GLAII MC Cartridge x-demo
Vdh MCOne Special BNIB
VPI HR-X Turntable x-demo
VPI JMW- 9Arm wand x-demo

Preamplifiers
Audio Research SP16 with Phono Stage x-demo
Audio Research Ref 3x-demo
ECS Preamplifier S/H
Krell KRC3 Series II Remote Controlled Preamplifier S/H
Meridian 501 Preamplifier S/H
Musical Fidelity X P100 Preamplifier S/H
Roksan L1 Preamp ( requires PSU) S/H
Roksan L1.5 Preamplfier ( requires PSU) S/H
Spectral DMC 30s Reference Preamplfier S/H

Amplifiers
47 Laboratory Shigaraki lntergrated x-demo
Audio Research VM220 Valve mono Amplifiers x-demo
Audio Research VS55 Power Amplifier S/H
Denon AVC-A11XV Surround Amplifier
Graaf GM50 Valve x-demo
Krell KAV400xi Black x-demo
Krell Evo402 Black x-demo
Jadis CA30 valve mono x-demo
Leben CS-200 Power Amplifier x-demo
McCormack DNA125 Power Amplifiers BNIB
Meriden 555 Poweramplifier S/H
Nagra MPA RCMI x-demo
Pathos Model 1MKII x-demo
Pathos Inpol 2x-demo
Prima Luna Prologue 2x-demo
Prima Luna Prologue 5x-demo
Primare A31 x-demo

Loudspeakers
Audio Physic Virgo3 Maple S/H
Cura CA21 Floorstander Cherry
Diapasons Karis x-demo
JM lab Alto Utopia be Signature S/H
JM Lab Micro Utopia be Classic x-demo
Living Voice Avatar OBXR2 Cherry x-demo
Martin Logan Aeon IOak x-demo
Martin Logan Fresco x-demo
Martin Logan Grotto Subwoofer x-demo
Martin Logan Summit Cherry x-demo
Monitor Audio Radius 360 Subwoofer Cherry S/H
Pen Audio Charm Active Subwoofer x-demo
Pen Audio Rebel 2x-demo
ProAc Response 080 Yew x-demo
ProAc Response 038 Cherry x-demo
Rel Acoustics Studio Ill Subwoofer x-demo
Sonus Faber Cremona Maple x-demo

599
299
1295
1695
2195
6000

379
169
1035
1360
1760
4800

Audio Note AN-V 1M digital RCA cable S/H
N/A
Audioquest 1.5m Topaz RCA- RCA S/H
N/A
BCD Amplifier stand S/H
650
Creek OBH 21 Headphone Amplifier x-demo
190
Creek OBH 10 Remote Volume Control x-demo
179
Gerdes Cross 2M RCA-RCA S/H
590
Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H
N/A
Eichmann Express 6interconnects BNIB
145
Eichmann Express 4 interconnects BNIB
80
Grand Prix Audio Lemans 4tier Carbon fibre Table x-demo
1995
Grand Prix Audio Formula shelf x-demo
689
Hovland HPC 1m RCA Interconnects S/H
749
Isotek Sigmas Euro Version X- Demo
995
Madrigal MDC2 1m RCA/RCA 75ohm Digital Cable new boxed 420
Nordost Shiva 2m Mains cable BNIB
220
449
Nordost Vishnu 2m Mains cable BNIB
1265
Nordost Baldur 5m pair bi wired Speaker cable x-demo
68
Ringmat Feet set 3BNIB
Ringmat 330 MKII XLR Support system BNIB
135
70
Ringmat 330 MKII Roksan version BNIB
450
Shun Mook 1pr Spatial Controller x-demo
710
Shun Mook Ultra Diamond Resonators set of 3x-demo
195
Siltech SPX20 Shuko Mains cable 1m S/H
335
Siltech SPX30 Shuko Mains cable 1m X-demo
450
Siltech Octopus 8way block 2m SP018m S/H
N/A
Sonic Link 14m Gold mains cable S/H
650
Spectral MI-330 10ft Interconnect RCA- RCA S/H
900
Spectral MH-750 8ft Speaker cable S/H
1275
Spectral MI-330 15ft interconnect S/H
199
Shakti Stone BNIB
1009
Transparent Music Wave Plus Biwire 2x15ft S/H
1299
Wireworld Equinox 2.2.5m Biwire S/H

99
99
299
149
119
399
99
99
49
1199
399
250
745
249
175
375
999
30
79
32
229
399
99
179
199
59
299
399
599
159
649
399

Spendor S3 Cherry S/H
Tsunami TS300 Beech Subwoofer S/H
Vienna Acoustics Bach Grand x-demo
Vienna Acoustics Mozart Grand x-demo
Vienna Acoustics Beethoven Baby Grand x-demo
Quad 2905 Electrostatics x-demo

Cables and Accessories

Tuners Et Tape decks, power supplies
Arcam Delta 80 LW/MW/FM preset Tuner S/H
Isotek Substation special version S/H
Magnum CD65DX S/H
Magnum Dynlab Etude FT101A S/H
Magnum Dynlab FTR remote/Tuner for Etude S/H
PS Audio PS300 with multiwave S/H
Rotel RT850L AM/FM Tuner S/H

399
1600
N/A
1295
395
1750
189

Suppliers and installers of High
Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory•
ATC•
Audio Research•
Cardas•
Clearaudio•
Conrad Johnson•
Copland •
Crystal Cables•
Dartzeei •
dCS.
Densen•
DNM/Reson•
Electrocompaniet•
Finite Elemente•
Jadis•
Koetsu•
Krell.
Kuzma •
Lavardin •

Living Voice
Lyra
Magnum Dynlab
Mark Levinson
Martin Logan
Mimetism
Nordost
Primaluna
Primare
ProAc
Rega
Siltech
Sonus Faber
Sugden
TransparentAudio
VPI
Wadia
Weg3
WilsonAudio

Midland Audio X- change are looking for Audio Research, dCS, Krell , Mark Levinson , Naim Audio, SME.

169
695
49
599
199
799
99

ektveswic eqa-e-7- ,
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Aristocratic sound for aristocratic music lovers
The audio two channel specialists
B.:— ES SCD-777ES

USHER X-708

STUDIO REFERENCE SACD
This is a Musician's Tool for extracting all
the elements of music from your disc.

Please Hurry... Limited Stock !

USHER R-1.5

Victor • JVC

AX-SD1

Classic Hi Fi reference speakers designed
for true music lovers. ( 70w - 8 ohms)

SV-236

The best value for money class A Stereo

Experience sweet and warm sound from

Power Amplifier in the world. BAR NONE!

Europe's number one for value Hybrid

our best seller JVC pure class A

Available matching preamplifier P-307 A.

Integrated class A Amplifier. Available

Integrated Amplifier.

matching Hybrid HDCD player CD- S6.

Available matching CD player XL-SD1.

266 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 2HY
For demonstration ( by appointment only) please call 020 8374 3958 / 07983619671

MELOD001

exquisite audio products
t. +44 (0)1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

e. select.audio@liscali.co.uk

yPure Black 101d Preamplifier

0

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre- amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre- amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre- amp features supenor components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy of
association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody-europe.com

© 2006

selectaudio°

AV LAN

HI-FI - HDTV - BLU-RAY
HOME CINEMA

Pathos Logos
11 Qyt1 Amplifier /
Fixed Resistor Volume Control
Valve Input Stages, XLR inputs

Denon A1- HD
Pre- Power A/V Amplifier
= XIHOMI
et o [z]jloa

£2795.00

£9999.00

Pathos Digit
CD Player

KEF XQ30AV
5.1 Speaker Package

Valve Output Stages
Balanced XLR Outputs

250w Sub, New Design
4 High- Gloss finishes

£3449.00

or

8
It 4

Pioneer PDP-LX608D
60" Plasma HDTV

HD

£5299.00

Ili
.
dri---6

j
í

Dali Ikon 65.1
5.1 Speaker Package
250w Active Subwoofer.
Black, Walnut, & Oak Finishes

£2238.00

WWW.AVLAND.CC,UK
Online or In- Store
In- Store Demoistration Rooms
Plenty of Free Parking Nearby.
Free UK Mainland Delivery.

39
Air

Knowledgeable Staff With
Expert Advice.
Installation Service.

.01111

10u1 .

t

Tel:01933 442222
Cambridge St, Wellingborough
Northamptonshire, NN8 1DW

Apollo - Audioquest - Boston - Dali - Denon - Harman Kardon - Infinity - JBL - KEF - Marantz - Mission
Mordaunt Short - N.A.D - On yo - Panasonic - Pathos - Pioneer - Project - Q.E.D. - Reksan
Soundstyle - Spectral - Teac - Wharfedale - Van Den Hul -Yamaha & many more

:msb technology
1: The Povve.

A truly class

leading DAC with DC battery power

1

supply for superior performance.
With automatic digital input selection
and optional volume control.
nA

The Flagship

DAC gives definitive performance.

2

Features include: optional stepped
attenuator volume control and 5digital
and one analogue input. Upgradable to
'Signature' level. An ideal partner for the
MSB Transport, offering revelatory CD
reproduction.
for audiophiles. With
the MSB modified ' Pod. an iPod will
provide your DAC with abit perfect data
stream that is identical to any high end
CD Transport.

1111
4:Gto
Pete in-n‘L

ABC- Audio

Ta S7N 01 liii

Heathrow High Fidelityleow
29th - 30 March 2008

I

Make sure you visit ABC-Audio
in the Garros Room.

UK Distributor for \ NB
Tel: +44 ( 0)208 819 4274
info@abc-audio.co.uk Iwww.abc-audio.co.uk

" Overall then, it's a blinder - and just
shouldn't sound quite as good at the price.
If you're in the market for superlative sound
per pound, you may well have just found
your dream f1,350 machine. "
David Price, Hi -Fi World, Feb 08

EDGAR
Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 867 438

From the same ' creative engineering team'
that brought you the world renowned Lumley
Stratosphere ( Hi -Fi News' Top Turntable of the
Year 2007) - comes the equally enticing NEW
Lumley Heliosphere. All this Lumley quality at an
amazing price of £ 2,450 (excludes arm & cartridge).

Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 867 438

3
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30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

L,no

Kai/sonic'

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS.

ANATEK, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO,
CREEK, DALI, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR •
NOTTINGHAM, ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LNE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON, PRO-JECT, QUAD,
QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi sco.uk
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Record cleaning
special!

I
1 he

Moth Record Cleaning
IPackage that we first put

The Moth RCM has received
glowing approbation from a

together in 2006 was so

multitude of sources over the

well received by our dear

years and is aproven, effective

customers that we thought that it

cleaner of LP, EP, single and 78

would be an excellent idea to

records that is accepted and used

re- introduce it.

by both retail and trade customers

The offer consists of either the

PACKING

across the world. Here are just a

Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine

few of the fine words written about

or the MKII PRO version at our

the Moth RCM over the years:

regular prices of £ 450.00 or £ 500.00

*After years of fannying about with

respectively, with acomplimentary

cloths and brushes and sticky

package of 200 ' Nagaoka'- style

rollers and sprays and magic

record inner sleeves plus a5litre

potions I've finally got clean

pot of Moth RCM fluid. That's a

records' ( Anon: TNT Audio)

PRODUCT

saving of £ 73.00 on the regular

'Visually and audibly the Moth

Moth MKII Record Cleaning

price of the complete package.

proved excellent, no visible surface

Machine Package Including 200

damage ( lines, marks or scuffs) was

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner
sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

The MKII Pro RCM from Moth
is the latest incarnation of its

apparent... surface noise was lower

excellent system. It differs from the

too - both loud clicks and pops

MKII version in that it has forced

and general background mush'

Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning

air cooling on the vacuum motor,

(Audiophile)

Machine Package Including 200

afeature that allows the user to

*The cleaning process has made

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

operate the machine continually for

them ( my records) sound noticeably

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

longer periods of time.

better...1 can hear the tunes and

While this facility has been

individual notes more clearly... I

proven to be invaluable for

was very pleased' ( Audiophile)

professional users and those

YOU MUST BUY THIS MACHINE!

among us who have particularly

(TNT Audio)

large collections of vinyl, the

To complete the record cleaning

standard MKII machine only differs

picture, as well as this particular

in that one respect and is perfectly

package, we have listed awhole

adequate for the needs of most

tranche of products applicable to

audio enthusiasts!

the subject. Good cleaning!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Last Record Preservative

£27.50

Last record Cleaner

£15.00

Last Stylast Stylus Treatment

£22.50

Last Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

£37.50

Goldring Exstatic Cleaning Brt.sh

£13.00

Decca Deram Carbon Fibre
Record Brush
Sleeves Per 25
Sleeves Per 50

Post Code

HFN Poly/Paper LP Inner Sleeves
Per 100

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

£7.00

Zerostat Antistatic Gun

HFN Nagaoka- style LP Inner
Tel ephone

£500.00

£27.50

IClearAudio Stylus Cleaning Brus'

SRM Tech RCM 45 Adaptor Kit

QUANTITY

£450.00

Last Power Clean LP Cleaning Fluid

Goldring Exstatic Record Inner

Address

PRICE

£7.00
£13.00
£20.00
£15.00
£30.00

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)
TO ORDER Please send mmpleted order form ( or aphotocopy of the fokm) to: HFN

Card Number

Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed
order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR email: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com Us SALES All

Expiry (date)

CV Security Number

phces include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Expert sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free o' VAT ( Sales Tax), but wfli be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

lease cont.ct us for quotation. Delivery subject h.. availability. E&OF.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com

A picture can say a
thousand words so we,
let them do most of
the talking.
To find out more
visit www.tell.uk.com
or send an e-mail to
incoming@tell.uk.com
with 'tell me' as
the subject.

HOW TO CONTACT US...
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Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Paul Miller

Our editorial, advertisement and

Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

publishing offices are at:

Group Magazine Editor •

Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Spence
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Online...
For test reprints,
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Team
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LOUDSPEAKER . SYSTEM

ROUNDUP

p

and company was founded
in Cambridge in 1869, making
scientific instruments. During
the First World War the company
grew rapidly due to the high demand for
precision instruments, which included
the production of galvanometers, special
telescopes and gun sights for aircraft.
After the war Pye decided to enter
the expanding wireless market. Business
flourished and larger factories were
acquired. Pye was one of the first British
manufacturers of televisions and had
its own factory producing valves and
cathode ray tubes.

THE BLACK BOX
The PF91 amplifier and PF91A control
unit was launched into the hi-fi market in
1954. The 12W monoblock used
triode- connected KT66s in its output
stage and sold for E42.0s.0d. In the
same year, the company introduced
the ' Black Box' high- quality record
player, which became an instant

mono HF 10 [ below
left] with acage for
use in acabinet

success. Over the next few years afamily
of products was released consisting of
amplifiers, tuners, loudspeakers and
cabine-:s. The first models were 8W and
12W irtegrated amplifiers named the
HF5/8 and HE12.
In 1957 the 10W Mozart HF10
integrated amplifier made its cebut. This
was avery smart looking unit and employed
the latest technology by using aprinted
circuit board. A single EL34 pentode valve
was used in the output stage, which was

?ye amps are highly sought after in vintage
audio circles, and command high prices'
unusual at that time. The most powerful
amplifier produced by the company was the

The stereo Mozart HFC20 amplifier
was introduced in 1959, with the same

Provost HF25. which delivered 25W output

distinctive styling as that used for the
earlier ' mono' version.

at 0.3% distortion.
All Pye valve amplifiers used very high
quality transformers and components,
resulting in excellent sound quality.
Examples of these amplifiers are highly
sought after in vintage audio circles today

available. the smallest being a 12W

London Audio Fair in 1961. Two years
later it emerged as the Brahms HFS3OT
transistorised integrated stereo amplifier.

the range. Pye's top model, the HF25SC,
had a15in Tannoy dual-concentric fitted

transistors. It sold for E66.3s.0d.
In 1960 Pye merged with Ekco, which
was later taken over by Philips. (5

—) Liman D-N100/SO-N100 CD/amp combination
—) Group Test: Mid- priced CD players
—) Rogers LS3/5a speakers reprised
Marantz VP- 1551 1080p projector
—) Super Systems: Mimetism, darTZeel, W ' son Audio

APRIL 2008

transistor hybrid stereo valve amplifier,
the HFS30. made its appearance at the

This 15W- per- channel amp was Pye's first

ON TE

www.hifinews.co.uk

SOLID STATE
The tiist commercially available valve/

'bookcase' model. A larger floorstanding
cabinet and Iwo corner designs completed

and sold for 68 guineas.

I

Moons hi-fi shop in
Plymouth
LEFT: The HF1 2 / SC,
one of two corner

BELOW: The stereo
HFS 20 amp, and the

and typically command high prices.
A range of four loudspeakers were

138

components, from

models from Pye's
first speaker range

John Howe offers another
si ce of audio history, this
month recalling the origins
oz the Pye company

ye

FAR LEFT: An advert
for Pye's first hi-fi

solid-state model and used germanium

Investigation:
The HD War — is it really over?
PLUS:
KEF Muon — world's first technical
review of this iconic speaker
On Location: We visit Spendor

CLASSIC Hi -FI SERIES
-fflifimmor
,
QC-twentyfour
Valve line- only Pre amp

QC- 24P
Valve phono stage

Il classic

"Iknow
of no other
speaker I'd
rather own,
regardless
of price.

15W Valve mono power amp
- Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine

ll - forty
40W Valve mono power amp

FOR

THE

TRUE

MUStiC

LOVER.

Performance Series
For many customers, buying their first Quad
product is alife-changing experience. Quite unlike
most hi-fi companies, Quad products are designed
to open awindow on arecording — to reveal the
natural texture and detail without imposing any
character of their own.

Classic Series
This is no nostalgic nod to the past. Beneath the
beautiful exterior of each product lies apowerful
and superbly musical interior — critically acclaimed
throughout the world as the finest in its class.

Reference Series
The new ESL-2805 and ESL-2905 Electrostatics are
Quad's latest reference loudspeakers and like their
predecessors should be regarded amongst the finest
loudspeakers in the world today. In areas such
as transparency, and lack of colouration, they are
without peer.

QUAD
Tel: +44(0)1435865212,
+ 44 (0) 1435 865 212, Fax: +44 (0) 1435 865 213, www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment only please.

"YOU WILL UNDERSTAND THE NOTION OF LIQUIDITY IN SOUND AND

YOU WILL MARVEL AT THE COHERENCE"
HI FI NEWS / JULY 06 / KEN KESSLER / DUETTE

"THEIR PERFORMANCE IS REMARKABLE LOPTIMIZED AND IDEALLY SITED

IT REALLY IS SPECTACULAR"
HI FI PLUS / ISSUE 47 / ROY GREGORY / DUETTE
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Provo,

Utah's hi-fi

speaker builders oî
have

now

been

at

artisans, the
Wilson Audio,

the

top

of

the

high- end tree for three decades. Recent
recognition of their achievements tells us
'hat complacency has yet to affect David A.
Wilson's enthusiasm, as is evident in the
rave reviews afforded the stunning new small
speaker, the Duette - aWilson ' first' designed
to perform as well against walls or on shelves
as it does in free space. The award- winning Alexandria has
been acknowledged globally as the greatest cost- no- object
speaker available today. As the Alexandria paves the way for
new and exciting advances in music reproduction, so, too, does
the deliriously exciting Wilson WATT Puppy System 8, which
remains the benchmark for consumers who desire compact
speakers that demonstrate zero compromise. For this
season, we're pleased to note that its single- chassis
sister, the sublime Sophia has been revised to earn
the Sophia 2 name. And
embrace

of

authentic

for the comprehensive

surround- sound,

only

sim

the

wall- mountable effects speakers and centre channel
model in the WATCH range achieve the ultimate in
home theatre sound playback. Now that's what we call
-Provenance".

Wilson WATT Puppy Syster„

For your nearest dealer contact:

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 (0)20 89 7110109 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62 _=
www.absolutesouruis.com Infoeabsolutesounds.com

